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PREFACE 
 
 
I stumbled upon this topic while visiting Historic Deerfield on a class trip in September. A 
docent mentioned in passing that Deerfield has historically maintained low attendance and the 
site just hired a new marketing director to help remedy the situation. The idea that society might 
be losing interest in their history immediately grabbed my attention. I started researching and 
reading about the attendance problem, not unique to living history museums, but certainly 
exponentially worse. I hope that this research helps living history museums plan for their future.  
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
 

What a sad, sad topic.1

 
As we [Old Sturbridge Village] look back over the past few years and see 
the ongoing decline in attendance, we see this as the time to look at that 
as a catalyst for change.2

 

A sharp decline in attendance seems to indicate that living history museums (LHMs)3 are 

doomed. Declining attendance results from dull exhibits that fail to engage with visitors. 

Economically, these museums are faced with enormous challenges, and culturally, they are not 

trendy. Typically located in rural areas, these sites are out of the way for most tourists. For 

several decades, these sites have suffered from declining attendance, leading to a substantial 

reduction in annual revenue. Those sites with large endowments have been able to rely on 

revenue drawn from those accounts to supplement the loss in earnings. Meanwhile, government 

funding for these sites has been declining. Likewise, their remote location makes it difficult to 

obtain corporate sponsorship. Despite intensive marketing efforts and strategic planning, LHMs 

do not seem to be able to regain a loyal audience. 

                                                 
1 I approached David Klimczak to ascertain attendance figures in February 2006. When I explained my study, 
Klimczak responded with this phrase. 
2 Beverly Sheppard, executive director of Old Sturbridge Village. From MacQuarrie, Brian. “‘Living History’ Falls 
on Hard Times.” The Globe. November 2, 2003: B1. 
3 A living history museum is defined as any museum that attempts to recreate everyday life during a period of 
history, using interpreters to present the collections. 



Introduction 

In this paper, I will explain why LHMs cannot remain viable in this modern era. The two 

sites explored in detail, Old Sturbridge Village (Sturbridge) and Historic Deerfield (Deerfield), 

are both suffering from a 40-70 percent drop in the number of visitors since the 1970s. While a 

large endowment has helped protect Deerfield, Sturbridge, which maintains a fairly small 

endowment, has been forced to cut its staff, sell off land, and lower costs. In comparison to 

Sturbridge and Deerfield, I will briefly explore the viability of Plimoth Plantation (Plimoth) and 

Colonial Williamsburg (Williamsburg). While these four sites once thrived, economic and social 

changes prevent these sites from remaining viable in the future.  

LHMs have been rendered potentially obsolete as a result of changes in the tourism 

industry and the needs of tourists. Strong visitation made it feasible to change exhibits 

frequently, and in response, visitors returned to see new exhibits. Over time, society was 

transformed and leisure time decreased. Visits to LHMs declined and museum officials saw no 

need to change exhibits as frequently. For the most part, museum officials have blamed declining 

attendance on changes in leisure time and rising expenses rather than responding to the needs of 

their new audience. If LHMs are to remain viable, they need to transform their exhibits and offer 

visitors a reason to return. 

As attendance falls, many LHMs are expanding their repertoire of marketing procedures. 

While in the past, LHMs have been popular by their own right, recently, these museums have 

been forced to market the past as something they sell. Deerfield, for example, recently hired a 

new marketing director; meanwhile, Sturbridge Village has maintained a strong marketing 

department for several years. In spite of these initiatives, LHMs have not been able to boost 

attendance by means of marketing. Even Colonial Williamsburg, a site that has invested a small 

fortune in advertising, has not increased its annual visitation. 
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Introduction 

As the attendance problem worsens, LHMs are facing a fiscal crisis. The cost of running 

a LHM has risen exponentially. To resolve this instability, LHMs have tried to curb spending 

and reduce debt. At Sturbridge, management cut ten percent of the interpreter staff. Other sites 

have also followed suit. Yet, these sites rely on staff-based interpreters to run the exhibits. 

Without a large staff, the quality of the visitor experience declines.  

By nature, LHMs are fairly static; while interpreters vary the exhibits, the overall 

experience at various LHMs can tend to be very similar. During their peak, LHMs reinforced 

entertaining exhibits with strong scholarship. The proliferation of media has provided the 

average visitor with alternative opportunities to learn and be entertained at home. New strategic 

planning at LHMs aims to vary exhibits and introduce new exhibits more frequently, both of 

which hope to draw this new visitor. By and large, these new indoor exhibits are geared towards 

children and families and tend to be inappropriate for older adults. Planning initiatives are aimed 

at the local community. Museums hope that new exhibits will increase the number of repeat 

visitors. Proposals for new exhibits are bound by financial considerations. Many museums are 

limited in the scope of these new exhibits and cannot afford to fail. LHMs are also hindered by 

their physical location. Since these sites are nearly invisible to many tourists, new exhibits may 

not draw a sustainable audience. 

Museums are a public service. Their collections and exhibits serve to educate the public. 

Without loyal attendance, museums are not fulfilling their basic mission. Likewise, museums are 

a business and no business is sustainable without customers. LHMs are therefore an endangered 

specie. 

In the following chapters, I will describe the beginnings of LHMs, with a focus on Old 

Sturbridge Village and Historic Deerfield. In the next chapter, I will explore some of reasons for 
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the rise and decline of these sites as tourist destinations. I will attribute some of the decline to 

societal changes and also blame the museums for stagnant exhibits. In the next chapter, I will 

explain how LHMs are trying to use marketing strategies to increase attendance.  Then, I will 

illustrate the trend of declining attendance and the resulting financial crisis. Finally, I will 

describe how LHMs are trying to address these challenges, and I will analyze strategic planning 

initiatives. In conclusion, I will explain to the reader explain to the reader why LHMs cannot 

remain viable in the modern era. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
HISTORY COMES TO LIFE 

 
 
 

 
There are no cars, no motor scooters, no whine of motor boats from the 
Millpond. The only sounds are of people laughing and talking, or of 
champing and neighing horses, a squeaky door closing, and perhaps the 
Meetinghouse clock striking the hour.1

 
Through the years many of these guests have adopted the Village as a 
kind of ancestral home where, in contrast to their restless and mobile 
everyday lives, they can put down personal roots and feel a kinship to the 
past.2

 
 
Living history museums (LHMs) developed in reaction to the elitist nature of standard, 

passive museums, which exhibit collections without engaging the audience. At LHMs, live 

interpreters present collections and visitors are encouraged to inquire about the exhibits. LHMs 

were typically developed by wealthy capitalists whose nostalgic reverence for the past caused 

them to collect and preserve Americana. Typically, their passion for the past drew from a 

patriotic fervor. Museums like Old Sturbridge Village and Historic Deerfield were designed to 

bring history to life and provide visitors with a deeper connection to the presented era. In the 

past, the entertaining and educational quality of the exhibits appealed to the public. These once 

trendy vacation destinations can no longer former glory for survival.  

 
                                                 
1 Van Ravenswaay, Charles. The Story of Old Sturbridge Village. New York: The Newcomen Society in North 
America, 1965: 10. 
2 Van Ravenswaay 8 
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History Comes to Life 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF LIVING HISTORY MUSEUMS 

In 1957, the International Council of Museums defined a “living history museum” as a 

collection of buildings transported from their original settings to a convenient village-like 

situation and open to the public. The museum often contains dwellings of farmers, shepherds, 

fishermen, craftsmen, shopkeepers, and laborers with their outbuildings, places of business, 

shops, churches, and public buildings. Though these structures are chiefly of vernacular styles, 

the museum may also display more ornate structures. These structures should contain furnishings 

and equipment appropriate to the house and the era. Ancillary structures might supply 

information, orientation, restrooms, restaurant, and auditorium facilities. The Council agreed that 

LHMs serve to preserve a nation’s cultural heritage by presenting the traditions in an amusing 

and lifelike way. The museum usually has a significant educational mission and its recreational 

aspects could attract heavy tourist visitation. The conference recommended that every country 

have a LHM, using original structures whenever possible, though some replicas are to be 

permitted. It was also suggested that aspects of the structures may be modified to coordinate with 

the era of the museum.3

While LHMs are a relatively new institution, the museum has existed in some form or 

another since Ancient Greece, where according to archival records, a museon was a place 

dedicated to learning and contemplation.4 Years later, Caspar F. Neickel (or Nieckelius) of 

Hamburg, Germany, described a museum in his Museographia (1727) as a “chamber of treasures 

– rarities – objects of nature – of art and of reason.” In 1755, Dr. Samuel Johnson’s Dictionary 

defined the word museum as “a repository of learned curiosities.” By the middle of the 

eighteenth century, ancient artifact and cultural oddities attracted the curiosity of the public. 
                                                 
3 Alexander, Edward P. Museum Masters. Nashville, Tennessee: The American Association for State and Local 
History, 1983: 268. 
4 McLean, Fiona. Marketing the Museum. New York: Routledge, 1997: 10. 
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Museums originated in the homes of wealthy nobles who often placed paintings in a long, 

narrow room lit by windows at each end and called it a gallery (occasionally termed a 

pinacotheca). Natural history and artificial exhibits other than paintings were stored in more 

private and secure interior rooms called a cabinet, chamber or closet.5 These early museums 

were exclusive, catering to an elite audience of collectors and scholars. Museums as public 

institutions are also a fairly new entity. The first public museum was the British Museum, which 

opened in 1759 as a gift from Sir Hans Sloane to the British nation.6 The earliest recorded living 

history exhibits were Sir Ashton Lever’s collection of live birds and native costumes in 1774.7 

These living exhibits rapidly attracted the curiosity of the public.8  

Early American museums were typically designed to engage and educate the general 

public, while also promoting nationalism. The earliest American museums emerged towards the 

end of the eighteenth century in Philadelphia and Charleston, both hotbeds of patriotism and 

preservation. These museums were typically more inclusive of the working class and geared 

exhibits towards the common visitor.  One of the fundamental museum leaders in America was 

Charles Willson Peale, who opened an art and natural history museum in Philadelphia between 

1782 and 1786. Peale’s museum held late hours on certain evenings to accommodate working 

individuals. Another influential museum founder, George Brown Goode, director of the 

Smithsonian in Washington D.C., advanced the view that museums serve and educate the public. 

He wrote,  

 

Museums of the future in this democratic land should be adapted to 
the…mechanic, the factory worker, the day laborer, the salesman…as 

                                                 
5 Alexander, Edward 3 
6 McLean 11-12 
7 Kotler, Neil and Philip Kotler. Museum Strategy and Marketing: Designing Missions, Building Audiences, 
Generating Revenue and Resources. California: Jossey-Bass, 1998: 12. 
8 McLean 11-12 
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much as to those of the professional man and the man of leisure. No 
museum can grow and be respected that does not each year give 
additional proofs to its claims to be considered a center of learning.9

 

At the Smithsonian, Goode pioneered the use of labels and texts on exhibits. John Cotton Dana’s 

The Newark Museum was the first to appeal to a younger audience. America’s industrial and 

mercantile leaders opened museums for the explicit purpose of educating lower-income and 

working-class immigrants who lacked formal education and a common history.10 Extending 

museums to the general public established them as an appropriate leisure activity. 

The idea of the museum was transformed during the succession of World Fairs, starting 

with the Great Exhibition in London in 1851. Travel advancements allowed enormous crowds to 

visit these exhibitions, which included live interpreters who explained the display. At this time, 

governments realized that museums could be used to enhance social control, social unity, and 

nationalism. Likewise, the people could use museums for self-improvement and education. At 

the Great Exhibition of 1851, visitors were impressed with the marvels exhibited by each nation 

and the idea of living history museums was born.11

Competition between museums and entertainment attractions arose early in the 

development of museums. Showman P.T. Barnum, founder of the jumbo-scale circus combined 

entertainment, adventure, and exoticism with an appeal to curiosity and education.12 Ruben 

Peale, son of Charles Willson Peale, manager of the Peale Museum in Baltimore between 1822 

and 1837 was one of the first museum leaders to raise concerns about competition. “Since the 

opening of the circus,” Peale wrote in 1822, “I have been completely deserted.”13 As museums 

                                                 
9 Kotler and Kotler 13 
10 Ibid 12-14 
11 McLean 12 
12 Note, Barnum also opened several museums in New York State and in the Midwest. 
13 Kotler and Kotler 14 
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proliferated in the twentieth century, several other museum directors experienced the 

complexities of competition first hand.  

Modern definitions of the museum emphasize its role as an educator. In 1970, the 

American Association of Museums defined a museum as “an organized and permanent non-

profit institution, essentially educational or aesthetic in purpose, with professional staff, which 

owns and utilizes tangible objects, cares for them, and exhibits them to the public on some 

regular schedule.”14 Since then, the association has expanded its definition to include previously 

excluded organizations such as art centers, science/technology centers, and planetariums 

(organizations that do not collect objects). The International Council of Museums (ICOM) wrote 

in 1974 that a museum is a “non-profit-making, permanent institution in the service of society 

and of its development, and open to the public, which acquires, conserves, researches, 

communicates, and exhibits, for purposes of study, education, and enjoyment, material evidence 

of man and his environment.” At this time, the definition of a museum was expanded to include 

service to society and its development and a greater emphasis on the public engagement.15

 

SKANSEN: THE FIRST LIVING HISTORY MUSEUM 

The earliest example of a LHM is Arthur Hazelius’ Skansen, located in the Swedish 

countryside. Hazelius and his wife spent several holidays tramping throughout Sweden and in 

1872 they visited the lake-filled province of Dalarna. They were distressed to find that the folk 

life Hazelius had known as a schoolboy was disappearing.  

 

The Industrial Revolution, he feared, was bringing about a stifling and 
tasteless uniformity and threatening both the natural beauty of the 

                                                 
14 Alexander, Edward 3 
15 Ibid 
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environment and the rich cultural variety of Swedish life. The booming 
grain market was making farmers prosperous, tempting them to buy 
luxury goods, and changing traditional ways of dress, food, and even 
religion.16  

 

To solve this situation, Hazelius believed that a broad knowledge of Swedish history, traditional 

ideas and patterns might preserve the historic spirit of the country.  

In 1872, Hazelius began collecting old costumes, furniture, furnishings, tools, paintings, 

music, dances, and sayings of the folk. As an ardent nationalist, he wanted to spread awareness 

of what was being lost throughout the country. His ideals suited the romantic and idealistic aura 

of the times. He presumed that students who understood the Scandinavian past could build upon 

these traditions to invent and explore in the new age. Hazelius believed that knowledge of the 

design and techniques of the old handicrafts could give modern craftsmen new inspiration and 

lead to more original work; only then could industrialized machines could be used creatively.17

Skansen meaning Redoubt, opened to the public on October 11, 1891, as the world’s first 

permanent open air museum. The museum presented historic buildings, household crafts, and 

folk music and dance. Skansen stressed popular education, with a reliance on sensory perception 

to allow visitors to glimpse the past and be pleasantly entertained while doing so. 18   

Several experimental open-air museums had preceded Skansen, but none were as 

popular. King Charles XV (of Sweden) had built a replica of a medieval loft-house from Dalarna 

besides his Ulriksdal castle, and King Oscar II (also Swedish) had a thirteenth century stave 

church and several other buildings near his residence outside Oslo. These royal buildings, 

however, were not open to the public. Several world’s fairs exhibited African or Asian natives 

with their huts, costumes, food, arts, and rituals. The International Colonial Exposition at 

                                                 
16 Alexander, Edward 243 
17 Ibid  
18 Ibid 249-250 
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Amsterdam in 1883 showed an Indonesian Kampong accurately furnished with plaster figures in 

native dress. Two years later, this exhibition moved permanently to the National Museum of 

Ethnology in Leiden, where it attracted large crowds until damage from harsh weather forced it 

to close in 1891.19  

According to Edward Alexander, Skansen presented a full-scale, three-dimensional 

environment covering several historic periods. The structures were gathered from all over 

Sweden and arranged in a quadrangle. The interiors were authentically furnished. The exterior 

setting was designed to reproduce the vegetation of a traditional folk village. Skansen also 

contained a zoo; Hazelius collected domestic animals, such as goats and cattle as well as exotic 

animals such as monkeys. The guides and caretakers wore authentic costumes. Domestic crafts 

were demonstrated in the buildings. Folk dancing was also a popular activity. Several restaurants 

were also established serving traditional foods. Skansen celebrated traditional Scandinavian 

holidays and sometimes recreated historical moments in history. This presentation was more 

convincing for the ordinary person than a systematic display of museum cases with objects and 

labels. Hazelius designed a museum that provided visitors with an enjoyable and memorable 

learning experience. Andreas Lindblom, a director of Skansen explained: “The old houses and 

rooms of Skansen…are comforting and stimulating because they suggest life, not death, life not 

only in the houses but also outside, for Skansen attracts people who are full of zest for living.”20

From its inception, Skansen attracted large crowds who were willing to pay the modest 

admission fees. Skansen offered exhibitions for the common man, void of the elitism associated 

with most museums of the era; “Here were presented serious concepts of education and 

                                                 
19 Ibid 
20Ibid 251-256 
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patriotism, combined with recreation and the air of a picnic.”21 Iorwerth C. Peate, a former 

director of the Welsh Folk Museum, asserts that “Hazelius’s achievement was that of taking a 

sudden leap in museum technique and so transforming the museum from a curiosity shop into a 

home of national inspiration.” Here “was something new,” says Bernard Olsen of Copenhagen, 

the head designer at Tivoli amusement park.22 Skansen was able to attract large crowds because 

of its novelty. It continues to be a popular destination for its distinctive exhibits. 

 

LIVING HISTORY MUSEUMS AFTER SKANSEN 

In the United States, there are two types of LHMs. Some museums preserve the structures 

where they stand, often in a designated historic district (similar to Historic Deerfield and 

Colonial Williamsburg), while other museums move character buildings and/or build replicas to 

sit on a historic site (like Old Sturbridge Village). The most famous LHM is Colonial 

Williamsburg formed in 1926 by John D. Rockefeller, Jr. in colonial capital of Virginia. It is an 

ungated museum, where the historic streets, colonial atmosphere and many gardens are open to 

the general public. The ticketed section includes more than thirty exhibition buildings and craft 

shops with costumed guides and workers. The village is also home to more than one hundred 

properties occupied by Williamsburg residents or visiting tourists. This means that the village is 

also a historic district.  

Other preserved living history museums include Historic Deerfield (1952), a typical New 

England village in Massachusetts, Old Salem (1950), an early Moravian settlement in Winston-

Salem, North Carolina, and the frontier community of Spring Mill Village (1927), in Mitchell, 

Indiana. Closer in character to Skansen, are LHMs such as Old Sturbridge Village (1946), a 

                                                 
21 Ibid 253 
22 Ibid 265 
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traditional 1830 New England village, Plimoth Plantation (1957), a replica of the 1630 Pilgrim 

settlement in Plymouth, Massachusetts, Greenfield Village (1929), a typical Midwestern village 

in Dearborn, Michigan, and Connor Prairie Pioneer Settlement (1964) at Noblesville, Indiana, 

which displays the pioneer life of the region in the 1830s.23

There are numerous LHMs overseas. In Japan, there are fourteen LHMs. The most 

notable two are the farm houses at Toyonaka City (near Osaka) and traditional folk dwellings in 

Kawasaki City (a suburb of Tokyo). In  Muang Boran, Thailand (near Bangkok), there is a LHM 

in the shape of the map of Thailand, which includes traditional temples, palaces, ancient objects, 

art, crafts, music, a houseboat village, a native landscape and domestic animals. Africa also has 

several open air museums, including Niamey (1960) in the Republic of Niger and the African 

Craft Village (1959) in Livingston, Zambia.24

 

STURBRIDGE: FROM MODEL VILLAGE TO VILLAGE MODEL 

Old Sturbridge Village is one of the largest outdoor LHMs in the Northeastern region of 

the United States and one of the only sites to display the 1830s.25 Sturbridge Village is located at 

the junction of Interstates 84 and 90. The village includes building, exhibits, animals, and 

interpreters. Visitors are invited into more than 40 historic structures situated around a typical 

nineteenth century New England town common. Gathered from neighboring towns, the 

structures include, a meetinghouse, a district school, country store, bank, law office, printing 

office, carding mill, sawmill, gristmill, pottery shop, blacksmith shop, shoe shop, and etc. 

Costumed interpreters perform daily activities of the time period. Visitors wander through the 

                                                 
23 Ibid 266 
24 Ibid 
25 This time period was selected to predate industrialization so that visitors could return to a time before 
mechanization and urbanization. 
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200 acres, speak with educational facilitators, listen to sounds of the blacksmith or the tin man, 

and smell the aromas of bread baked in a fireplace oven. This representation of the past is 

grounded in historical research that includes, archaeology, scientific analysis of objects and 

buildings, and study of written materials. Sturbridge states its purpose as follows, “to provide 

modern Americans with a deepened understanding of their own times through a personal 

encounter with New England's past.”26 In the 60 years since, more than 21 million adults and 

children have visited the Village, and the museum has attained international recognition for its 

innovations in research and education.27  

The foundations of the village were conceived out of a nostalgic reverence for the past, at 

a (post-war) time when prosperity, technological advancements, and social experimentation were 

transforming American life. The Wells brothers, Albert Bacheller Wells (or A.B.) and Joel 

Cheney Wells (J.C.) owners of the American Optical Company in Southbridge, Massachusetts, 

sought to preserve the endangered traditions of the New England countryside. Both avid 

collectors, the two brothers established the living history museum after being disappointed by 

their static display in the Wells Historical Museum.28  

The idea for Sturbridge was conceived by A.B. who explained that “the historical value 

of the things I’d been collecting was tremendous, provided that it could be put to proper 

usage…” He suggested that “to make this material valuable it would be necessary to have a 

village, a live village, one with different shops operating…”29 The founders supposed that a 

LHM might be more popular amongst youngsters. A.B.’s son George Burnham, who suggested 

forming a living history museum explained to his father, “I admit they [the collections] have 

                                                 
26 Old Sturbridge Village website. 
27 Ibid 
28 Larkin, Jack and Mark Ashton. “Celebrating 50 Years of History.” Old Sturbridge Visitor, Spring 1996: pp. 4-6, 
and Summer 1996: pp. 6-7. 
29 Ibid 
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tremendous historical value, and they will be interesting for many, many people; but to me, a 

museum is a dead institution. No on goes to a museum except old people. There is nothing there 

to attract the young people and the school children coming up…”30 The Wells family based the 

conception of their Sturbridge Village on visits to Colonial Williamsburg and Skansen.31   

Perpetuating New England craftsmanship by teaching young men and women the 

traditional workmanship was one of the most fundamental aspects of the original mission.32 The 

village is a model village of “specimens and reproductions of New England architecture and 

antiquities, the arts, crafts, trades, and callings commonly practiced in and about New England 

villages, prior to the period of industrial expansion…”33 The intent was to design a village 

setting that “had been settled fairly early in the seventeenth century and had normally prosperous 

development” until about 1800.34 The idea of developing contemporary and traditional 

craftsmanship necessitated concentrating on one specific region and time period, that of early 

nineteenth century New England. The time period ranging from 1790 to 1840 was chosen as the 

peak period when most New Englanders were still creating hand crafts by traditional methods.35  

                                                 
30 Candee, Richard M. OSV: From Model Village to Village Model. Ed. Etta Falkner. Sturbridge, MA: Old 
Sturbridge Village Inc., 1976: 4. 
31 Larkin and Ashton 6-7 
32 Originally, the Village was to be “inhabited by a group of the few remaining competent artisans” who would 
demonstrate the eighteenth century method of handcraftsmanship. Each building would not only house a specific 
craft but, as in a traditional New England village, the craftsman and his family would live in the same structure. This 
would provide the financially unstable craftsman with an income while preserving the craftsmanship. It became 
unfeasible, however, to attract a craftsman and his family to live in the historic village, and this part of mission was 
later altered. (Candee 6-8) 
33 Candee 6-8 
34 Fennelly, Catherine. Life in an Old New England Country Village. New York: Old Sturbridge Village Inc., 1969: 
6-8. 
35 Ibid 
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Figure 1.1 Map of Old Sturbridge Village36

                                                 
36 Lee Schelin, communications assistant at Sturbridge Village  
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The plan for the village was conceived primarily by the Wells family with the help of 

Joseph Everett Chandler of Boston. 37 In order to remain authentic, the properties were taken 

from within a 20-mile radius. The chart below lists the acquisitions by date.  

 

Figure 1.2 The Structures in Old Sturbridge Village38

Building Date of 
Acquisition Construction Date Original Location 

Fitch House 1939 1737 Willimantic, CT 
Shoe Shop 1939 1800-1850 Sturbridge, MA 
Parsonage 1940 1748 East Brookfield, MA 
Meetinghouse 1947 1832 Sturbridge, MA 
Fenno House 1949 1704 Canton, MA 
Freeman Farmhouse 1950 1810-1815 Sturbridge, MA 
Printing Office 1951 1780 Worcester, MA 
Salem Towne House 1952 1796 Charlton, MA 
Friends Meetinghouse 1953 1796 Bolton, MA 
Pottery Shop 1961 1819 Goshen, CT 
Thompson Bank 1963 1835 Thompson, CT 
Law Office 1965 1796 Woodstock, CT 
Asa Knight Store 1972 1810 Dummerston, VT 
Tin Shop 1985 1800-1850 Sturbridge, MA 
Cider Mill 1985 1835 Brookfield, NH 

 

On June 8, 1946, the Village opened to the public.39 Opening day was a tremendous 

success. Admission fees were one dollar per person. Eighty-nine visitors passed through the 

gates on the first day, and the first season ended with a total attendance of 5,172. Advertised in 

local newspapers as “the town that wants to be out of date”; news of the village spread mostly by 

word-of-mouth all over the country. For the first year only, visitors drove their automobiles 

through the village.40 The Village staff included 25 craftspeople, office personnel, and hosts and 

hostesses in the Village’s earliest versions of period costume. “Visitors could see and hear New 

                                                 
37 Wells, Ruth Dyer. The Wells Family. Southbridge, Massachusetts: R. D. Wells, 1979: 2-3. 
38 Old Sturbridge Village website 
39 Candee 2-8 
40 Wells 6-7 
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England craftsmen at their work in a variety of shops, look at fine examples of rural New 

England architecture, enjoy a comprehensive exhibition of the Wells collection – and watch 

grain being ground by waterpower at the Gristmill on David Wight’s millpond.”41  

  

MEMORIES OF HISTORIC DEERFIELD

Unlike Sturbridge, Historic Deerfield is primarily composed of buildings still standing on 

their original site and the museum is a National Historic Landmark. Situated on a 330-year-old, 

mile long street, Deerfield preserves and interprets the architecture, artifacts, and lifestyle, of a 

prosperous New England town. Deerfield is located along “the Street”, which runs parallel with 

Route 5, less than five miles from Interstate 91. Deerfield was incorporated in 1952, to exhibit 

the preservation and restoration work of Henry and Helen Flynt of Greenwich, Connecticut. The 

14 museum houses (built between 1730 and 1850) and the Flynt Center of Early New England 

Life display more than 25,000 objects made or used in American between 1650 and 1850. The 

houses with their antique furnishings exhibit some of the finest examples of Americana in the 

Untied States.42

Henry and Helen Flynt discovered the town of Deerfield while their son was 

matriculating at the Deerfield Academy. Henry soon became close with the school’s headmaster, 

Frank Boyden and the two conceived of plans to preserve the quintessential New England 

character of the town. Boyden sought to preserve tranquil nature to benefit the students and the 

school,43 while Flynt simply fell in love with the architecture and ambience. Henry Flynt had a 

                                                 
41 Larkin and Ashton 7 
42 Historic Deerfield website 
43 As headmaster of the Academy, preserving the structures of Deerfield was not Boyden’s priority. Rather, his 
mission was to improve the facilities and quality of education at the Deerfield Academy. He hoped that by acquiring 
the properties along the Street, he could prevent inappropriate uses (such as a liquor store) from locating near the 
school. As he expanded the school, he needed dormitories and apartments for students and faculty. He knew that it 
would be easier to justify the acquisition of the properties if he promised to preserve the character of the Street. A 
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particular nostalgic passion for rural New England town life. He recalled his youth in Monson, 

Massachusetts as “never dull”. “In fact,” he continued, “I think you are fortunate not to have 

been brought up in a big city, because country life so much healthier and natural. One’s daily 

doings can be so much fun.”44 Henry Flynt had visited Deerfield as a child and he idealized the 

essential New England character of Deerfield.45 Like the Wells, Henry Flynt based his 

preservation activities on the success of Williamsburg. As early as 1939, he solicited the 

assistance of staff at Williamsburg to direct him.46

 

 
Figure 1.3 Map of Historic Deerfield47

 

Acquisitions began in 1942, when the Flynts purchased the Manning House and donated 

it to the Deerfield Academy. Subsequent properties purchased remained under the ownership of 

                                                                                                                                                             
former Academy faculty member who knew Boyden well said that “Frank Boyden would have done anything for the 
school, and it had to go along with preservation and restoration to keep Henry Flynt [interested in Deerfield and the 
Academy]. Boyden regarded the whole town as a backdrop for the Academy.” Boyden solicited the help of the 
wealthy Flynt family who ardently wanted to preserve the quaint town. (Stillinger 17) 
44 Stillinger, Elizabeth. Historic Deerfield, A Portrait of Early America. New York: Penguin Books Ltd. 1992: 8. 
45 Historic Deerfield, An Introduction. Deerfield, Massachusetts: Historic Deerfield, Inc., 1992: 13. 
46 Stillinger 19 
47 Historic Deerfield, An Introduction. 
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the Flynts, but were rented to the Academy as faculty apartments.48 The chart below details the 

acquisition of the historic structures starting in 1945. 

 
Figure 1.4 The Structures of Historic Deerfield (in order to Acquisition)49

Building Date of 
Acquisition 

Construction 
Date 

Date Open to 
Public 

Allen House 1945 1734 1945 
Ashley House 1945 1770s 1948 
Deerfield Inn 1945 1884 1946 
Sheldon-Hawks House  1946 1743 1957 
Wright House 1948 1746 1960 
Asa Stebbins House 1950 1799 1950 
Hall Tavern (Claremont, MA) 1950 1760s 1952 
Dwight House 1950 1754 1952 
Barnard Tavern 1950 1795 1954 
Wilson Printing Office 1951 1816 1952 
Wells-Thorn House 1962 1720-1751 1963 
Wapping School House 1967 1837 1968 
Frary House 1969 1750s 1971 
Hinsdale House 1981 1750 1995 
Flynt Silver Collection  1814 1961 
Flynt Center of Early New England Life 1997  

 

 

In November 1952, the Flynts formally established Historic Deerfield to maintain and 

preserve their properties in Deerfield.50 The Flynts’ purpose was to preserve “some of the fine 

old homes” as an inspiration for future generations. To Flynt, Deerfield represented “the spirit of 

free enterprise, the spirit of New England, the spirit which needs to go out into the Nation 

                                                 
48 The Allen House was the first house the Flynts restored. Restoration was completed in 1945 and was used as their 
Deerfield residence. The first house, the Ashley House formally opened to the public on May 8, 1948. The cost to 
purchase, restore, and furnish totaled more than $100,000. 
49 These dates were drawn from several sources, archived brochures, the Flynts’ printed pamphlets and a 
conversation in passing in the library with executive director Philip Zea. No official records exist and it was 
extremely difficult to gather these dates.  
50 Flynt, William. “Henry and Helen’s Excellent Adventure: The Creation and Refining of Historic Deerfield.” 
Deerfield, Massachusetts, prepared for Colonial Williamsburg Forum, 1997: 16. 
In 1952, the Flynts chartered the Heritage Foundation, though the name was changed to Historic Deerfield in 
October 1971 to identify the name with the location and mission of the museum. The 1971 Annual Report explains 
that name “heritage” was thought too common for a historic site and the term “foundation” denoted the presence of 
unlimited financial resources, which limited fundraising activities. 
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now…” He believed that Deerfield and New England rural towns illustrate the possibilities of 

perseverance and admired Deerfield for triumphing as a frontier town.51 “Is it not possible,” 

Flynt asked, “to sum up the strength of this Republic, its vigor and idealism and enterprise, in a 

single American community?” These feelings illustrate his strong patriotic and anti-Communist 

beliefs; as the United States engaged with Russia in the Cold War, Flynt believe that Deerfield 

represented the possibilities of democracy and American dominance.52  

 

HISTORY MUSEUMS IN THE PRESENT 

High attendance rates in the 1970s led to the establishment of several new LHMs. As new 

LHMs sprang up around the country, transformations in the museum field inspired changes to 

the very institutions that they were emulating. Some museums began to focus research on an 

honest representation of the past. Museum professionals based new exhibits on the interpretation 

of individual lives and the themes of social history. By their very nature, LHMs present “history 

from below”53 in that they tend to preserve and display the life of the ordinary. The social history 

revolution called for historians to record history of the public, including collective memory, oral 

history, and ordinary history. The public demanded that an equitable and honest version of the 

past be remembered. People all over the world were fascinated by the daily routine of their 

historical counterparts invigorating the field and causing heritage sites to proliferate.54 Craft 

demonstrations were now linked to one another in an effort to illustrate the complex web of 

economic and social relationships within a traditional community. It became important for the 

                                                 
51 During its formative years, the town of Deerfield was raided several times of nearby natives. The Deerfield Raid 
of 1774 is particularly memorable, when angry natives murdered almost all residents of the town. 
52 Stillinger 22 
53 Dicks, Bella. Culture on Display: the Production of Contemporary Visitability. Berkshire, England: Open 
University Press, 2003: 140. 
54 Dicks 120, 122-123 
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museum to emphasize one profession or lifestyle in relation to another, and in connection to the 

entire community.55

In an effort to present a more accurate version of the past, LHMs began to focus their 

interpretive efforts on the recreation of agricultural life in the historical village. Sturbridge 

converted the Freeman family homestead into an operating farm. This exhibit, complete with 

varied sounds, smells, and sights, was a popular addition. Some institutions established historical 

farms as separate exhibits, where families could participate in some of the activities. In 1970, 

Sturbridge established the Association for Living Historical Farms and Agricultural Museums 

(ALHFAM) to help organize other museums that wanted to open a historical farm. By 1981, 

there were 22 living history farms. Some wonder why farms were the addition of choice; the 

rapid success of the living historical farms illustrates the overwhelming power of the market to 

guide the direction of LHMs. These farms were so popular amongst tourists that they never 

failed to attract a diverse range of visitors. Administrators also thought that the establishment of 

an agricultural sector of the village might present a more complete version of history.56  

The public’s response to LHMs has always fueled the events depicted at the site. For 

example, public interest in witnessing craft demonstrations forced museum officials to expand 

their involvement at LHMs. Since industrialization has shielded many visitors from the 

production process, they find it appealing to witness such fabrication at historic sties. Many find 

it comforting to witness production practices from the past. These nostalgic demonstrations draw 

revenue from ticket sales and from profits from the sale of the products.57

                                                 
55 David Simmons, director of visitor studied at Old Sturbridge Village explains that Sturbridge still focuses on the 
interconnections between the farm and the village green and the cobbler and the blacksmith.  
56 Alexander, Edward 243-250  
57 Leon, Warren and Roy Rosenzweig. History Museums in the Untied States, A Critical Assessment. Chicago: 
University of Illinois Press, 1989: 70-71. 
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These more equitable exhibits however were not always popular among visitors. LHMs 

developed to preserve and glorify Anglo-Saxon cultural values. These sites tend to present the 

historical development of the majority group and ignore the unpleasant realities of the presented 

time period. Walter Muir Whitehill, the historian of the historical society movement explained 

the LHM as “an entirely artificial recreation of an imaginary past,” nothing more than a “fantasy 

in which the more pleasing aspects of colonial life are evoked, with the omission of smells, flies, 

pigs, dirt, and slave quarters.”58 During the 1970s and 1980s, several museums have listened to 

this criticism and have tried to emphasize authenticity at the site. When confronted with the 

inaccuracies at living history sites, some museums openly admitted to the presentation of a 

sanitized past. Conner Prairie in Noblesville, Indiana began replicating previously interpreted 

aspects such as funerals, temperance meetings, and pauper auctions and Sturbridge Village 

focused on the conflict of slavery in the rural north in the early 1800s.59 Several impediments, 

such as the need to drastically alter the physical environment of the site, have prevented lucrative 

changes. The major obstacle, of course, is the museum’s need to appeal to a paying audience. 

LHMs market themselves as a vacation destination, a place for relaxation, education, and 

entertainment. Unpleasant subjects, unappealing sights and putrid smells are not going to attract 

customers. Visitors want to escape their normal concerns and cares. In this sense, living history 

sites cannot afford to present a completely accurate version of history. 

 Living history museums remained popular destinations for several decades. Their distinct 

presentations appealed to visitors. Scientific advancements and societal trends caused attendance 

at LHMs to rise in the era following World War II. These same characteristics that once made 

these sites popular, now make them obsolete. 

                                                 
58 Ibid 73 
59 Ibid 68-70 
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CHAPTER TWO 
MUSEUMS AND THE PUBLIC 

 
 
 
 

Our history has remained the same, but the people and how they chose to 
explore and experience it has changed.1

 
Why is attendance declining across the board? Is it that people are 
losing interest in history, or because there’s too much competition? Are 
the museums doing something wrong? Are they not being entertaining 
enough?2

 

 

Attendance at Living History Museums (LHMs) has declined because they have failed to 

adjust to the changing needs of tourists. In the years following World War II, increased mobility 

facilitated an unprecedented growth in the tourism industry. During these years, heritage tourism, 

as a subset of the tourism industry, boomed. Exciting and novel exhibits at LHMs made these 

sites extremely popular. However, changes in various social factors and the museum’s failure to 

respond have caused attendance at LHMs to drop. Whereas once simple presentations sufficed, 

today visitors want to interact with live interpreters. Likewise, while it was once enough to hear 

about the artifacts, today visitors want to learn how to use old mechanisms. These sites have sat 

on their laurels without modifying exhibits to continue engaging a busier audience. Meanwhile, 

                                                 
1 Black, Graham. The Engaging Museum, Developing Museums for Visitor Involvement. New York: Routledge, 
2005: 40. 
2 Strauss, John. “Keeping them Coming Back to the Past.” The Indianapolis Star. February 13, 2005. Ellen 
Rosenthal, executive director of Conner Prairie responded to the qualms facing LHMs. 
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heritage tourism has exploded amongst other sites (such as themed-shopping centers). If LHMs 

are to remain viable, they must transform their exhibits and appeal to a wider audience.  

  

TOURISM BOOMS IN THE PATRIOTIC CLIMATE OF TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCEMENTS 

Heritage tourism boomed as a subsection of the growing tourism industry in the 

prosperous years following World War II. Tourism to heritage sites, however, began several 

decades earlier in the 1880s when transportation advancements made travel possible. Between 

1880 and 1940, tourism promoted travel as a ritual of American citizenship and as a patriotic 

duty. The industry marketed tourism as an American pastime, explaining that “by seeing the 

sights and scenes that embodied the essence of America and by consuming the nation through 

touring, visitors would become better Americans.”3 Many tourists took to the road in search of 

the real America, seeking to understand the culture and the landscape. Tourism and specifically 

heritage tourism was marketed to the expanding middle- and upper-class society as a form of 

amusement. Visits to historic sites and dramatic landscapes impressed tourists and their 

popularity soared. Tourism allowed  

 

White, native-born middle- and upper-class Americans [to] escape the 
social and cultural confines of everyday life to liminal space where they 
could temporarily reimagine themselves as heroic or authentic figures. In 
doing so, tourists drew on and responded to the larger discourse of 
national identity that pervaded prescriptive tourist material. 4

 

In actuality, tourists were traveling to state parks, national battlefields, and living history 

museums. Tourism during this era thrived on the patriotic impulses of Americans and their 

                                                 
3 Shaffer, Marguerite S. See American First: Tourism and National Identity, 1880-1940. Washington: Smithsonian 
Institution Press, 2001: 4, 262-263. 
4 Ibid 5 
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passionate desires to see the sites and people throughout the country. These patriotic feelings 

caused tourism to rise in popularity as a reprieve from the hustle and bustle of everyday life.  

During the years following the Second World War, heritage tourism expanded to 

unprecedented levels. Attendance at newly opened LHMs such as these soared. Travelers were 

seeking an adventurous destination that offered something different from the typical static 

museum. In these early days, live presentations were innovative and grabbed the attention of 

travelers. Without other media such as television and the computer, visitors were amazed to see 

history come to life. LHMs were popular mostly because they offered information in an exciting 

and innovative way. These patriotic visitors sought the “physical, mental, and spiritual 

reinvigoration...”5 offered at LHMs. Many also considered a visit to a LHM an experience that 

would enrich youngsters, with noble images of historical figures.  

The possibility of travel after the war also inspired many to visit LHMs. Advanced modes 

of transportation and increased leisure time facilitated these visits. By 1950, there were more 

than 40 million registered motor vehicles in the United States, and by 1965, three-quarters of 

American families owned one or more vehicles. Travel was suddenly possible and those who 

owned cars longed to see the sites of the country. Tourism emerged in tandem with car 

ownership and the development of the interstate highway system. Increased leisure time also 

contributed to the rise of tourism. Between 1950 and 1960, the national average work week 

shrank by 2.5 hours. Although this decrease may seem minor, it facilitated a substantial change 

in family travel. Suddenly, Americans had extra time and the ability to travel. Meanwhile, 

companies also began institutionalizing paid vacations. By the 1940s, almost half of American 

wage earners had some form of paid vacation. Likewise, technology infiltrated the home 

                                                 
5 Ibid 3 
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decreasing the time needed to maintain the home. The invention of convenient appliances for the 

kitchen saved homemakers time and provided them with the opportunity to travel.6

 

INNOVATIVE SITES DRAW TOURISTS 

Old Sturbridge Village and Historic Deerfield opened during the prosperity and patriotic 

fervor that continued into the 1970s. This prosperity provided ample capital for both individual 

and government support. The creation of these LHMs was ‘more exciting than anything ever to 

be attempted,” wrote a reporter from the Sunday Telegram in Worcester.7 These museums 

profited from their opportune development.8 From 1960 to 1974 heritage tourism experienced a 

constant growth of over ten percent per year. Spurred by the antiwar, civil rights, feminist, and 

gay movements in the 1960s, many sought a deeper understanding of American history.9

In these recreated environments, time stands still. Museums and heritage sites allow the 

visitor the privilege of nostalgia.10 Dicks argues, however, that by their very nature, LHMs 

represent modernity; the technological advancements that empower these museums to present an 

authentic version of the past could only be possible through modern innovations (such as 

improved travel methods). Visitors were attracted to these sites because they exhibit the nation’s 

                                                 
6 Ibid 316 
7 Larkin, Jack and Mark Ashton. “Celebrating 50 Years of History.” Old Sturbridge Visitor, Spring 1996: pp. 4-6, 
and Summer 1996: pp. 6-7. 
8 Dicks, Bella. Culture on Display: the Production of Contemporary Visitability. Berkshire, England: Open 
University Press, 2003: 156. 
9 Wallace, Mike. Mickey Mouse History and Other Essays on American Memory. Philadelphia: Temple University 
Press, 1996. page 263-264 
10 Hewison, Robert. The Heritage Industry: Britain in a Climate of Decline. London: Methuen Paperback, 1987: 9. 
According to M. Christine Boyer, nostalgia “is a sweet sadness generated by a feeling that something is lacking in 
the present, a longing to experience traces of an authentic, supposedly more fulfilling past, a desire to repossess and 
reexperience something untouched by the ravages of time. Yet this past only exists in secondhand form, and the 
more impoverished and partial experience it provides can’t help but stimulate more longing desire. (Sorkin, ed. 201. 
from M. Christine Boyer “Cities for Sale.”) 
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technological and social advancements. In his historical study of accounts of visitors to Skansen, 

Sandberg also rejects nostalgia as an explanation for the rising popularity of heritage tourism.  

 

If the appeal of the institutions were simply due to an irresistible 
nostalgia…the inadequacy of mimetic representation would ultimately 
frustrate the spectator-patriots seeking in the representation of folk life 
the presence of traditional culture…Spectators were more often intrigued 
by the in-betweenness of the folk museums, by the ways in which they 
both managed the losses of modernity – the weakened connections 
between body and culture – and celebrated the powers it endowed on 
spectators – powers of mobility, invisibility, panopticism.11  

 

While social factors facilitated travel, exciting exhibits drew tourists to LHMs in particular.  

These museums were really exciting places to go. Museums were typically static and 

boring places. LHMs on the other hand, provided a totally different experience. Visitors are 

encouraged to ask questions and interact with other visitors. Never before had the visitor been so 

empowered to question the collection, nor was the museum experience ever supposed to be fun. 

These history museums literally brought history to life.  

High visitation provided museums with ample income to experiment with diverse 

exhibits. Varying the exhibits provided tourists with a reason to return and likewise, returning 

visitors inspired museums to rotate exhibits frequently. During this time, LHMs were especially 

responsive to the needs of visitors. When visitors demanded more craft demonstrations, for 

example, museums responded accordingly. The excitement surrounding history inspired LHMs 

to meet the needs of their audiences. Never could museum officials envision a future in which 

attendance would decline so precipitously as to threaten their survival. Likewise, visitors could 

not imagine a time when they would be too busy to revel in the delights of a LHM, or worse, 

become bored with them. 

                                                 
11 Dicks 132. For detailed accounts see Sandberg 1995: 333. 
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ATTENDANCE AT OTHER HERITAGE SITES INCREASES 

The increased variety of heritage sites may be causing visitation to individual sites to 

decrease. The proliferation of historic sites in the 1970s caused competition between sites to 

increase. While heritage tourism remains popular, accounting for nearly 37 percent of the 

tourism market and increasing 15 percent annually, attendance at historic sites is now dispersed 

amongst a greater variety of sites.12 Even as attendance at LHMs is declining, visits to historic 

sites are amongst the most popular cultural activities. Since 1970, several new sites have opened 

stealing visitors from other sites and today, there are just too many sites. 

Declining attendance coincided with the birth of several more convenient, exciting, and 

innovative heritage sites. While visitors still appreciate history, many would prefer to shop. Since 

the growth of heritage shopping centers in the 1980s, LHMs have competed with these sites for 

the affection of tourists. Heritage-themed shopping malls such as South Street Seaport and 

Faneuil Hall offer visitors the opportunity to revel in the historical significance of the site 

without paying admission fees or committing several hours to the site. These themed-shopping 

malls are typically located in urban areas and are therefore more accessible. While LHMs cannot 

                                                 
12 Note that heritage tourism is a substantial subset of cultural tourism. The two terms are not interchangeable. 
Cultural tourism is described as the movement of “persons essentially for cultural motivations such as study tours, 
performing arts, and cultural tours, travel to festivals and other vents, visits to sites and monuments, travel to study 
nature, folklore or art, and pilgrimages.” Graham Black explains that this definition does not examine the main 
purpose of visiting a historic site or the importance of cultural tourism in the decision-making process used to visit a 
site. Though the cultural tourist may enjoy such a visit, if it is an incremental activity, then is he still a cultural 
tourist? A cultural tourist is described as someone who visits “a named cultural or heritage attraction, a museum, art 
gallery, historic site, goes on a cultural or heritage tour, attends a festival, sees a live performance, or participates in 
some other defined activity at some point during their trip, regardless of the reason for visiting the destination.” 
Nearly half of all domestic travelers are cultural tourists and more than 65 million travelers included a historic site or 
cultural event in a vacation.12 By 2001, the “Tourism Works for America Report” claimed that heritage tourism 
employed more than 7.8 million and supports another 11.5 million other jobs.( “Heritage Tourism Assessment and 
Recommendations for St. Augustine, Florida.” The National Trust for Historic Preservation. <www.cpsa-
staug.org/histstudy.html.>) Research conducted by the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) concluded that 
more than 92 million Americans tourists travel for cultural reasons each year and about 46 percent of travelers 
include cultural, art, heritage, or historic activities when traveling more than fifty miles from home. (McKercher, 
Bob and Hilary du Cros. Cultural Tourism, The Partnership Between Tourism and Cultural Heritage Management. 
New York: Haworth Hospitality Press, 2002: 4, 136-138.) 
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become shopping centers, offering visitors additional shopping options might help entice visitors 

to the site. If this shopping does not entice visitors, it will certainly serve as a secondary source 

of income for those sites in fiscal crisis. If LHMs want to entice visitors to their shopping areas, 

they must market these aspects of the site. 

Shopping continues to dominate the leisure time of most Americans. Overall, individuals 

spend most of their leisure time inside the home, relying on the computer and television for 

entertainment. Once outside the home, many Americans like to shop or go to the movies, while 

only about a third said they sometimes consider visiting an art or history museum.13  
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Figure 2.1 Domestic Trip Activity Participation by U.S. Travelers, 200414

                                                 
13 Kotler, Neil and Philip Kotler. Museum Strategy and Marketing: Designing Missions, Building Audiences, 
Generating Revenue and Resources. California: Jossey-Bass, 1998: 40. 
14 “Domestic Travel Fast Facts – Travel Volume & Top Activities.” Travel Industry Association of America. 
<http://www.tia.org/pressmedia/domestic_activities.html>. 
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Museums fall low on the list of stimulating activities and many people see museums as dull, not 

wanting to “learn” while on vacation. According to figure 2.2, many more people shopped than 

visited a historic site in 2004. Visitors also spent more time with family and friends and sightsee.  

In the 1980s and 1990s, myth and fun became an appealing alternative to authentic 

history. Sites like Disneyworld, that presented invented heritage, became immensely popular. 

This new interest in aesthetic heritage spurred the proliferation of culture, displayed in malls, on 

the streets, and at theme parks. Commercial developers “cultivated a ‘retro’ market-niche.” 

Preservation of historic sites became a secondary feature of these new historic attractions. Even 

urban planners exploited the heritage industry, using heritage sites to lure consumers and their 

dollars into development zones.15 By the 1990s, history-themed attractions were competing with 

genuine sites. These new sites “set the trend for a whole new style of interpretation including 

smells and animatronic models, a ride and a chance to view the archaeological dig and 

accompanying finds at the end…” Tourism emerged as “the ultimate quest for self-indulgent 

individual pleasure and hedonistic personal freedom in a culture of mass consumption that 

revolved around spectacle, fantasy, and desire.”16 Heritage also became ubiquitous, thereby 

removing the exoticism and the impulse to tour. The rising popularity of urban heritage sites, like 

South Street Seaport and the Baltimore Harbor, competed with LHMs. Those heritage sites with 

shopping opportunities appealed to visitors, who want only a minor dose of history. Apart from 

educating, the driving force behind these attractions was profit.17  

South Street Seaport is a prime example of a popular, profitable heritage-themed 

attraction. It is one of the most visited outdoor sites in New York City. Million of tourists flock 

to Pier 17 on the East River to meander through a recreated seaport/shopping area. Heritage at 

                                                 
15 Dicks 120 
16 M. Shaffer 316-320 
17 Misiura 5-9 This also results from the lack of government funding for heritage sites in general.  
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the site is ambiguous. The historic Shermerhorn Row is a block of colonial row houses preserved 

by the New York City Landmarks Commission, with the inside adapted to hold national chain 

retailers. When not shopping, tourists can climb aboard a historical schooner and sail the East 

River. While the site contains minimal historical elements, it remains popular amongst the 

millions of tourists who want to shop in areas that teeter on historical significance, but 

nonetheless offer the visitor endless shopping opportunities.  

Williamsburg has always contained a retail component within its site and in recent years, 

the site has expanded this commercial aspect of the site. However, attendance has still continued 

to decline. If shopping attracts tourists, then why is attendance at LHMs with heritage shopping 

still down? It might be because LHMs tend to be in remote locations and tourists may not think it 

is worth the bother to travel a distance just to shop. Or, tourists may not be aware that these 

LHMs contain commercial sections and to remedy this, LHMs must market more efficiently. 

LHMs must also open stores that are appropriate for the site and to the tourists. The stores at 

Williamsburg for example, are not necessarily geared towards tourists. In 2003, the site rented 

space to a Talbots and a Chicos, two retailers that are geared towards an older audience. 

Meanwhile the site is marketing itself towards a younger family audience. These retailers are 

therefore inappropriate. LHMs should also attract specialty stores, not omnipresent chain 

retailers. South Street Seaport has several boutiques that are only located in the mall. This 

attracts tourists. Perhaps shopping does not attract guests, but rather, encourages them to stay 

longer. Even if heritage shopping does not increase attendance at LHMs, it could still provide 

additional revenue. Certainly, the shops at Williamsburg support the site even as visitation 

decreases. If LHMs want to increase annual visitation, then officials must understand the reasons 

for the decline. 
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ATTENDANCE DECLINES AT LIVING HISTORY MUSEUMS  

 Any museum official, employee, volunteer, or visitor can hypothesize reasons as to why 

attendance has declined nationally. At Sturbridge Village, David Simmons, director of visitor 

studies explained that attendance is down because rising gas prices are hindering travel,18 while a 

volunteer at Colonial Williamsburg assumed it was down because people were too busy to 

vacation.19 Executive director of Sturbridge, Beverly Sheppard explained the recent decline is a 

result of the 2001 terrorist attacks and changes in family lifestyle. Or, perhaps it is because 

visitors are not returning to these sites because there is nothing new to see. 

The decision to visit a cultural destination is influenced by travel considerations, personal 

interests, demographics, previous positive exposures and travel opportunities/time 

considerations. Key predictors include demographic indicators such as age, education, and where 

people live. A visit to a heritage destination is often part of a wider range of tourist activities. 

Some tourists visit with the intention of expanding their understanding of a culture or history, 

while others stop at a heritage site accidentally. Many visitors to Sturbridge Village include a 

visit to the site when visiting family in the area.20 Some absorb knowledge; others remain 

ignorant of the culture or history even after a visit. For LHMs to remain viable, they must make a 

positive and lasting impact on their visitors to encourage a return visit. The perceived 

authenticity of a site may influence the depth of the experience and the visitor’s emotional 

response. The more the tourist can identify with the site, the richer the experience and the more 

popular the site.21 Tourists tend to be more interested in seeing other cultures. Therefore, if 

                                                 
18 Interview with David Simmons, director of visitor services at Old Sturbridge Village 
19 I causally asked a docent while waiting to tour a tavern at Colonial Williamsburg on December 26, 2005. 
20 Black 29-30 
21 McKercher, Bob and Hilary du Cros. Cultural Tourism, The Partnership Between Tourism and Cultural Heritage 
Management. New York: Haworth Hospitality Press, 2002: 144, 147.  This person may be a business traveler and 
may not intend to stop at a cultural site. He accidentally stumbles upon a historic museum but does not engage with 
the exhibits and his experience is not very meaningful. 
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possible, LHMs should exhibit a multi-cultural display. For example, Plimoth presents the life of 

both the Pilgrims and the Wampanoag Indians. However, most sites could not present such a 

display. 

Factors that influence the demand for a visit include distance decay, market access, and 

time availability, according to Philip and Neil Kotler. The theory of distance decay suggests that 

demand for tourism varies inversely with the distance traveled. Demand is also influenced by a 

number of similar, competing sites available between the visitor’s home and the destination. 22 

Tourists prefer to travel by automobile, as opposed to other forms of transportation, including 

air, train, bus, and sea by a margin of nine to one. James Mak explains that tourists are 90 

percent more likely to drive a distance of up to 500 miles than take another form of 

transportation. Therefore, it can be supposed that heritage tourists who visit LHMs are most 

likely to travel a distance of no more than 500 miles.23 Time availability is critical since it tends 

to accentuate the distance decay and market access. If visitors have a loosely-scheduled trip, they 

will be more inclined to spend more time at a particular cultural site, consider more sites 

worthwhile, and experience a richer cultural experience.24 Marketing and advertising can 

improve distance decay, but advertising alone cannot reduce the effects of limited leisure time. 

LHMs must respond to the needs of visitors. Today’s travelers want to visit convenient sites that 

also facilitate action. Heritage shopping centers are quite popular because they provide these 

experiences.  

Just as the automobile transformed travel after World War II, the airplane advanced travel 

opportunities in the 1980s. Bruce Courson, director of Sandwich Glass Museum peddles the 

theory that discounted airfare in the 1980s caused Americans to travel greater distances, more 
                                                 
22 Ibid 33 
23 Mak, James. Tourism and the Economy.  Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2004: 83-87. 
24 McKercher and du Cros 33 
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frequently. Travel to LHMs by aircraft is nearly impossible, since most LHMs are relatively 

inaccessible from airports. Courson explains that the 1978 deregulation of the airline industry 

bore a new era of cheap air travel. Just as Americans once flocked to the LHMs, now they go to 

the Bahamas.25

By the 1980s, a busier nation, no longer obsessed with their past had no time to visit 

LHMs and in response, museums had no reason to improve exhibits. With rising costs and 

decreased leisure time, Americans had less time to spend at LHMs. With decreasing visitation, it 

was not necessary for LHMs to design innovative exhibits or rotate them as frequently. As a 

result, LHMs became dull and attendance declined more, decreasing revenue and forcing 

museums to cut costs. LHMs blamed the decline on changes in leisure time and rising gas costs. 

However, few improvements in exhibits at LHMs also contributed to the decline in visitation. 

The economic recession of the 1980s and 1990s forced Americans to work harder and 

longer hours. These changes also modified the family structure. Between 1980 and 1990, 

American workers lost three and a half vacation days per year.26 Although this may not seem 

like much, three and a half days is plenty of time to take a short trip and visit a LHM. A Poll by 

Louis Harris and Associates explained that while Americans continued to hold a strong interest 

in the arts, decreased leisure time prevented many from partaking in cultural activities. The 

survey determined that the average number of leisure hours each week dropped from 26.6 in 

1973 to 16.6 in 1988. Meanwhile, the average work week expanded from 40.6 to 46.8 hours per 

week. At the same time, the average commute time also increased, leaving Americans with little 

free time.  

                                                 
25 Courson, Bruce. “Why Rural Museums Are Becoming Ancient History.” The Wall Street Journal. December 27, 
2005. 
26 Schor, Juliet B. The Overworked American: The Unexpected Decline of Leisure. New York: Basic Books, 1991: 
17-41. 
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Figure 2.2 Leisure Time Decreases as Work Week Increases 

 

“The time crunch means there is greater competition for leisure time, and people are becoming 

more selective,” said Harris. Harris also hypothesized that the decline in tourism in general 

resulted from the popularity of video cassette recorders (VCRs). In 1984, 17 percent of American 

families owned a VCR and by 1988, this number rose to 55 percent. Cable television subscribers 

also increased during this time. With an increased amount of home-based leisure time activities, 

Americans started watching television instead of visiting LHMs.27 In addition, whereas, the 

                                                 
27 Yarrow, Andrew. “Poll Finds Arts Attendance Has Declined.” The New York Times. March 16, 1988. Louis Harris 
and Associates is a worldwide market research and consulting firm. Since 1956, Louis Harris has been conducting 
reliable, accurate surveys, best known for “The Harris Poll.” For more information about Harris Interactive, as it has 
been known since its merger with Total Research Corporation, visit their website. The poll also indicates that 
between 1984 and 1988, attendance at art events declined by twelve percent. Attendance at art museums, however, 
increased 24 percent and movie attendance increased nine percent; meanwhile, attendance at classical music 
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family unit in the 1950s typically relied on a single working family member, by the 1990s, 

several family members worked.28 A 2002 study by the Families and Work Institute in New 

York reported that the average number of hours worked per week for a working couple rose from 

81 hours in 1997 to 91 hours in 2002. “People are putting in 40 and 50 hours a week, and there’s 

not enough time for anything.”29  

The recession of the early 1990s amplified changes started a decade earlier and 

attendance at LHMs fell even more drastically. Then prosperity towards the end of the century 

led to a modest increase in attendance at history museums, only to fall significantly after the 

2001 terrorist attacks. This trend would indicate that annual attendance is subject to the whims of 

the market.30  

An important but rarely mentioned cause for declining attendance is the cost of 

admission. As attendance declined and costs rose, LHMs raised their prices slightly, but 

frequently, to compensate. In 1971, Sturbridge charged $5.72 in 2005 dollars; today, the site 

charges $20. This 267 percent increase has isolated many visitors. Colonial Williamsburg 

charges $34 for a single day pass and Plimoth charges $24. These sites are simply too 

expensive.31 By contrast, Deerfield is relatively affordable; however, Deerfield has also raised its 

prices substantially since 1960. Noting the decline, LHMs should have kept their prices low and 

try to attract more visitors.32

                                                                                                                                                             
concerts and the opera declined nine percent and 23 percent, respectively. Contrary to the results of the survey, the 
American Association of Museums estimated that museum attendance grew from 350 million in 1970 to 500 million 
in 1987. 
28 Schor 17-41 
29 Armour, Stephanie. “U.S. Workers Feel Burn of Long Hours, Less Leisure.” USA Today. December 18, 2003. 
30 Sources for this include an interview with David Simmons of Old Sturbridge Village and Kotler and Kotler 
Museums Strategy and Marketing: 45-53. 
31 A visit for the average family of four would cost $52. (2 adult tickets at $20/adult ticket and 2 children at $6/child 
ticket) Although this may not seem like a major expense, considering the cost of other leisure activities, add this cost 
to the costs inside and a family could easily spend more than $100 on a visit. 
32 Courson, Bruce. “Why Rural Museums Are Becoming Ancient History.” 
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While these sites once thrived by bringing history to life, they now seem redundant to 

repeat visitors. Tourists today want variety and excitement. “I don’t think people want to be 

shown as much,” says Sheppard. “They want to do more.” Instead of just watching a craft 

demonstration, visitors want to learn how to make the craft. Ms. Kelly of the Massachusetts 

Cultural Council (MCC) explained, “If museums don’t adapt their offerings to interactive 

exhibits, they can’t compete.”33 Today’s travelers want to affect the history and immerse 

themselves in the exhibits. While LHMs do offer visitors some opportunities to interact with the 

exhibits, they must expand these opportunities if they are to remain viable. To regain attendance, 

LHMs need to provide experiences that will amaze a new generation of visitors. 

Some LHM directors fear that Americans can no longer empathize with the struggles of 

historic individuals and feel more disconnected from the past than ever. Many believe that 

people are disappointed with the past, since nothing ever changes for the better. At Sturbridge, 

staff needed to adapt cooking demonstrations because visitors did not know “what an egg does 

when you mix it with flour,” explained Sheppard. Even the living farm is removed from Even the 

living farm is removed for some visitors. Sheppard recalled a visit from two girls about 13 years 

old who thought that the oxen were horses. The village is trying to relevant by presenting an 

exhibit explaining how electricity changed living patterns, as opposed to candles and fireplaces 

used in village buildings. Broader themes, such as freedom, democracy, women’s rights, and 

abolition are more pertinent to a diverse audience.34 Today’s audience does not thirst for learning 

in the same manner and therefore, LHMs must focus exhibits around these broader topics. 

                                                 
33 Sacks, Pamela H. “Museums Seek Answers; Fear of Terrorism, Budget Cuts Cause Crisis in the Industry.” The 
Worcester Telegram and Gazette. September 4, 2004. 
34 Gushue, Harold A. Jr. “OSV, as in visit; Finances Lean; but Improving for Village.” The Worcester Telegram and 
Gazette. May 1, 2005. 
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 The term “museum” certainly chases some visitors away. Perhaps this is the reason why 

LHMs typically leave the word “museum” out of their names.35 Amongst many travelers, LHMs 

have a reputation as dull education centers. Visitors are challenged at the gate to commit time 

and money to a specific activity when they might prefer to experience an unplanned heritage site, 

such as a restored marketplace. If leisure time is so limited, visitors may loathe the time 

commitment necessary to make the admission purchase worthwhile. Some popular heritage 

attractions are in urban settings where there are more visitors, while LHMs tend to be situated in 

the countryside, some distance from any city. It is certainly easier to stumble into a Faneuil Hall, 

a festival marketplace in Boston, than travel an hour to westward to Sturbridge Village.  

Some museum officials speculate that the trend of declining attendance is local to 

Massachusetts. They claim that it is the result of depressions in tourism to the as a whole. This is 

not the case however. While domestic person-trips to Massachusetts increased more than 16 

percent between 2003 and 2004, attendance at LHMs continued to decline.36 The decline at 

LHMs results from more than a momentary decline in tourism to the state.  

Declining tourism may be the result slowed growth in pool of visitors. These LHMs are 

regional attractions and cannot expect to draw an audience from outside the Northeast.37 Over 

the last thirty years, the population growth has slowed in Massachusetts, shrinking the 

possibilities for each site to expand its audience. Population growth in Massachusetts slowed to 

less than one percent between 1970 and 1980. Since then, the population has grown only slightly 

in comparison to growth prior to 1970. 

                                                 
35 Notice Old Sturbridge Village, Historic Deerfield, Plimoth Plantation, and Colonial Williamsburg, do not call 
themselves museums. 
36 Magaw, Heather M. “Massachusetts Domestic Visitor Profile: Calendar Year 2003.” Massachusetts Office of 
Travel and Tourism. April 28, 2004. <http://www.mass-vacation.com/html/industry_news/research/domprof03. 
pdf>. 
37 See Appendix A and B for details on specific origins of visitors to Sturbridge and Deerfield. 
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Figure 2.3 Population Growth in Massachusetts, 1960-200038

 

The beginning of the sluggish population growth coincided with the initial decline in attendance 

at Old Sturbridge Village and Historic Deerfield. If most visitors traveling to the sites come from 

within the region, slowed growth will reduce the potential number of visitors. Therefore, 

although strategic planning and marketing procedures may be well-planned, they cannot enlarge 

the population and therefore will not be able to draw a larger audience. Likewise, without a 

larger growth in population, these regional attractions will not be able to increase their audience 

and cannot remain viable. 

A LHM with a world-renowned reputation will be more likely to draw larger crowds. 

Primary, secondary and tertiary levels divide cultural sites based on their popular appeal, 

                                                 
38 “Massachusetts – Population Growth.” CensusScope. <http://www.censusscope.org/us/s25/ chart_popl.html>. 
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geographic location, and size. Within this category, of course, not all sites demand visitors 

equally. An example of a primary attraction is Colonial Williamsburg. Vacationers may design a 

week-long vacation around Colonial Williamsburg, spending a few days at the beach and 

neighboring cultural sites as well. A secondary attraction may be locally significant and 

complement a larger vacation destination. Old Sturbridge Village is an example of a secondary 

attraction. Its popularity in the region is often coupled with a vacation to Boston or Cape Cod. 

Tertiary visits are typically selected because of their convenience or by happenstance and rarely 

take precedence as a vacation destination. A site may fall into one or all three categories 

depending on the tourist and motivations for visiting the site. For example, while Historic 

Deerfield is not a primary destination for the average tourist, for an antique dealer searching for 

eighteenth and nineteenth century furniture, it will be a primary destination.39 LHMs must 

remain distinctive and highlight these characteristics to draw potential visitors.  

The most sensible reason for the attendance declines is that visitors are not interested in 

seeing the exhibits. Courson of the Sandwich Glass Museum, demands that museums fess up to 

the flaws in their exhibits. ”Until museums face up to the real market forces at play, and cease 

blaming the weather or 9/11 for annual declines,” Courson explains. “We shall be reading more 

stories of those in serious trouble or ceasing to exist.”40 LHMs must reengage visitors if they 

expect attendance to rise. However, with limited revenue, tight budgets and increasing debt, it is 

difficult for a LHM to invest substantial funds in their exhibits. To remedy this situation, many 

LHMs have expanded marketing departments, hired new staff and invested substantially in 

advertising.  

                                                 
39 McKercher and du Cros 109-110 
40 Courson, Bruce. “Why Rural Museums Are Becoming Ancient History.” 
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CHAPTER THREE 
MARKETING THE PAST 

 
 
 
 

The ultimate objective of marketing is to influence behavior.1

 
All characteristics of a museum – both as an institution and as a physical 
space – condition its public image…The image projected by a museum 
should not result merely from chance, but should be consciously 
determined, consistent with the museum’s role and direction.2

 

 

While historically, museums have avoided marketing, substantial decreases in revenue 

have caused museums to market the past.3 While in the past word-of-mouth advertising sufficed, 

with fewer visitors, there is less free advertising and museums initiated classic marketing 

practices. Recognizing the needs of heritage tourists in the modern era, living history museums 

(LHMs) must adapt exhibitions to meet these expectations. Museum officials are hopeful that 

marketing can help heritage sites become more appealing to tourists. While these initiatives aim 

to draw audiences, in fact, they may isolate current supporters by tailoring exhibits towards 

children. These marketing procedures however are not likely to be successful since they do not 

address the factors that are limiting museum attendance.  

                                                 
1 Black, Graham. The Engaging Museum, Developing Museums for Visitor Involvement. New York: Routledge, 
2005: 77. 
2 Black 81 
3 Since Deerfield in the past avoided marketing and publicity, the site has never hired any marketing staff. Marc 
Belanger is the new associate marketing director, hiring to raise attendance. Every member of the staff that I spoke 
with, from docents to ticket agents were really excited to see what the new marketing director would do. This new 
hire stimulated the employees as they imagined the new visitors that Marc could attract.  
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MARKETING AND MUSEUMS 

Marketing was first applied to the nonprofit museum industry in 1969 when Kotler and 

Levy published the article, “Broadening the Concepts of Marketing”, which explained that 

marketing techniques should be practiced by non-business organizations. The article explains 

that “the choice facing those who manage non-business organizations is not whether to market or 

not market, for no organization can avoid marketing. The choice is whether to do it well or 

poorly.”4 They further explain that “marketing is a relevant discipline for all organizations 

insofar as all organizations can be said to have customers and products.”5 Increased financial 

pressure in the 1990s caused a substantial increase in marketing procedures throughout the 

industry. “Museums must make a fundamental shift from being inwardly oriented organizations, 

production-oriented in marketing terms, to becoming organizations more responsive to external 

forces and audiences, and more flexible in terms of attracting corporate and individual support.”6 

LHMs must market themselves if they are to remain relevant tourist destinations. With the 

cultural challenges preventing the popularity of LHMs, marketing initiatives are essential.  

Marketing is used to dispel myths and misconceptions about the site that may deter 

visitors. A marketing campaign helps the site identify and present those attributes that make it 

competitive that are also sustainable over time.7 To market itself successfully, museums 

managers must examine the motivations for visiting, desired experiences, and critical incidents. 

Understanding the size and composition of the market is also important. Problems with 
                                                 
4 McLean, Fiona. Marketing the Museum. New York: Routledge, 1997: 40. 
5 Kotler, Philip. “A Generic Concept of Marketing.” Journal of Marketing. Vol. 36, No. 2 (April 1972), 46-54. 
6 McLean 40 
7 Marketing at LHMs is similar to marketing at standard museums. The same principles apply since both are vying 
for the cultural tourist and limited government funding. Art museums are the exception. Art museums are trendy and 
the larger institutions are having minimal trouble attracting tourists and locals. Funding is ample and blockbuster 
exhibitions provide substantial free press and word-of-mouth advertising. Note that marketing at LHMs differs 
slightly, depending on the museum and financial position. Although museum admission is not tangible, Kotler and 
Kotler explain that museum admission is a commodity. Since a price can be charged for museum attendance, then it 
can be marketed. Museums sell cultural appreciation to the public. 
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marketing arise when museums try to appeal to opposing audiences. The museum must ensure 

that the marketing approach welcomes new audiences without repelling the traditional 

supporters.8  

 

MARKETING NOT NECESSARY AS ATTENDANCE FLOURISHES 

 During their heyday, LHMs did not need to advertise. Ruth Wells, director of Sturbridge 

when it opened explained “so many people have heard about our exciting plans that they began 

to drive in as early as 1945.” At Deerfield, facilities were overwhelmed by the number of 

visitors. New clippings and annual reports cheer record attendance figures. A clipping from 

Sturbridge dated October 20, 1956 notes “A record attendance was the largest one-day figure in 

the ten-year history of the village.” Another article exclaims, “For the second year in a row we 

have broken the half million figure in the calendar year.” Likewise, Colonial Williamsburg 

welcome its one million guest in 1971 and in 1975, grossed nearly $50 million.9 Depressions in 

annual visitation however have made marketing necessary. 

 From its inception, the founders of both Sturbridge and Deerfield feared for the future of 

the site. While the Wells were concerned that without strong visitation, the site could not remain 

viable, the Flynts feared that large crowds would spoil the character of the site. The Wells could 

not afford to endow the site and they knew that without careful financial planning, the site was 

not sustainable. Therefore, they instituted an admission fee. By contrast to this inviting nature, 

the Flynts “never wanted to attract masses of tourists, indeed there are not facilities for caring for 

                                                 
8 My sources for this information include Kotler and Kotler 46, 208-210, Genoways and Ireland 248 and McLean 
40, 46-48 
9 Handler, Richard and Eric Gable. The New History in an Old Museum. Durham: Duke University Press, 1997: 
131. 
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them. It is their hope that Deerfield will continue to be seen by those best equipped to appreciate 

its message.” 10 ” Even as the site flaunted its elitist nature at guests, they still came.  

 

Problems in connection with correct methods of showing the Houses and 
collections receive continued study. It is our ambition to do an 
outstanding piece of work in this field. Our effort to appeal to the 
individual rather than present ad hominem displays for crowds fails to 
produce an annual increase in the attendance figures or bonanzas for the 
Treasury. We believe that significantly appreciative groups are enjoying 
our exhibits better and hold Deerfield in more felicitous retrospect than if 
people catapulted through the Houses with great numbers being the ticket 
of success. We are sure that our staff are less harassed and the collections 
subject to less danger. Our policy in 1960 was to restrict the number of 
people that any guide had to handle any one time to six. We propose to 
continue this policy in 1961 with a possible modification that the guides 
need not accompany visitors to and explain details on the second floor. 
There are three places in the Village, other than houses owned by use or 
the Foundation, where there is no restriction as to numbers so Deerfield 
need not alienate people nor cause them to harbor the idea that the 
Village carries overtones of aloofness. If the staff continues to handle 
their job with tact we need have no qualms.11

  

The report notes the overcrowded conditions at the site in the summer. These days, Deerfield 

would be thrilled to note overcrowding as a problem. 

 To maintain strong attendance, some LHMs instigated membership programs. Sturbridge 

initiated “Friends of Old Sturbridge Village” in July 1955.12 Membership was and continues to 

be a vital support network for LHMs. Frank O. Spinney, director of the village in 1959 said that 

“A successful membership program will benefit the Village in a number of ways. It will increase 

                                                 
10 Hoffman, Marilyn “’Island’ in the Flow of Time”. The Christian Science Monitor. November 18, 1969: 11. 
Although, Historic Deerfield officially opened the first house, the Ashley House in May 1948, the site had few 
amenities necessary to run a popular and/or sustainable attraction. Historic Deerfield could not manage large crowds 
of tourists and implementing the guide program to accommodate tourists. Until around 1960, Deerfield essentially 
served as the Flynts’ private collection of preserved and restored properties. The financial stability of the future was 
certainly not a concern. 
11 This citation from the 1960 Annual Report pages 8-9. This excerpt was written to explain why attendance has 
remains low at Deerfield. The Trustees were concerned that if attendance remained scarce, the site would not remain 
financially viable in the future.  
12 Wells, Ruth Dyer. The Wells Family. Southbridge, Massachusetts: R. D. Wells, 1979: 16. 
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our educational function and services; it will provide a valuable source of supporters in the years 

to come; it will – in time – bring us important additional income.” A strong membership also 

means that the village does not need to market itself as much since the members financially 

support the village and advertise by word-of-mouth.13  

 

THE MUSEUM IMAGE 

 The mission statement is the most basic and fundamental marketing tool and guideline. 

This statement is usually vague and consists of a single statement that serves as the touchstone 

for all marketing initiatives. Legally, the museums must abide by the guidelines of the mission 

statement but it can be amended if necessary. The statement provides the audience, donors and 

staff with the basic purpose of the museum. Below the mission statements of Sturbridge and 

Deerfield indicate the general objectives of each site. 

 

Old Sturbridge Village Mission 
Old Sturbridge Village, a museum and learning resource of New England life, 
invites each visitor to find meaning, pleasure, relevance and inspiration through 
the exploration of history.14

 
Historic Deerfield Mission 
Historic Deerfield, Incorporated, is dedicated to the heritage and preservation of 
Deerfield, Massachusetts and the Connecticut River Valley. Its museums and 
programs provide today’s audiences with experiences that create an 
understanding and appreciation of New England’s historic villages and 
countryside.15

 

These statements explain the mission of each site. It is imperative that museum officials 

communicate the mission to audience through promotional activities. 

                                                 
13 “Friends of Old Sturbridge Village” August 28, 1959 
14 The mission statement for Sturbridge is readily available on press releases and official documents. 
15 The mission statement for Deerfield is readily available on press releases and official documents. 
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Before a museum can advertise, it must establish an image of the product, service or 

organization that will promote the site to potential visitors and supporters. Considerable research 

is needed to establish a brand that will be memorable and appealing. The brand or logo is printed 

on material distributed to the public, purchases in the gift and shop, advertisements, and the 

website. At both sites, the brand has evolved over time. As each site organizes its marketing or 

strategic plan, officials have considered changing the brand to match new marketing strategies. 

Part of the Sturbridge’s early marketing campaign was to create an attractive emblem and 

phrase. The trademark phrase at Sturbridge is “A Living Museum” not a “Museums and Crafts 

Center”16 It is with this phrase in mind that Sturbridge announced a new emblem in 1956. 

“Clean-cut, and symbolizing the spirit of Old Sturbridge, the emblem is oval in shape with the 

legend ‘Old Sturbridge Village’ lettered around the outside. Inside a small oval and above the 

letters ‘OSV’ is a realistic grasshopper perched atop a weather vane.”17

 

 
Figure 3.1 Old Sturbridge Village Brand18

 

The grasshopper symbolizes the New England work ethic. Since the grasshopper springs from 

the soil, where the eggs were laid, the grasshopper has become a symbol of fertility, immortality, 

                                                 
16 Wells 17 
17 Old Sturbridge Village. “The Village Emblem.” February 7, 1959. 
18 Image taken from Old Sturbridge Village website 
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courage, song, and New England. Visitors see the grasshopper and imagine a visit to 

Sturbridge.19

 
Figure 3.2 Historic Deerfield Brand20

 

Unlike Sturbridge, Historic Deerfield selected its logo very recently. The site chose a fleur-de-lis, 

the design often carved the top of wooden furniture. The site wants to remind potential visitors of 

its fine furniture collection. The site may consider changing the logo in accordance with its new 

strategic plan.21 The brand serves as the symbol of the site and an appealing brand is critical to a 

strong marketing campaign. 

 

ADVERTISING AND PROMOTIONAL ACTIVITIES 

The hardest part about marketing is bringing people to the door. Advertising is defined as 

“any paid form of nonpersonal presentation and promotion of products, services, ideas, persons, 

or organizations by an identified sponsor.” Museums generate advertising in newspapers, 

magazines, on billboards, radio, and television, and printed on brochures. Cost is an important 

factor to consider; television advertising is very expensive, while radio promotions are cheaper. 

The media selected should be cost-effective and maximize its effect by reaching a large number 

of potential visitors. A public advertisement suggests legitimacy and an advertisement enhances 

                                                 
19 Wells 16 The metal grasshopper stands perched atop a weather vane on the Meetinghouse. This symbol has 
appeared on such notable structures as Peter Faneuil’s Faneuil Hall in Boston. 
20 Image taken from Historic Deerfield website 
21 Interview with Marc Belanger. 
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the purchaser’s security that his purchase will be accepted by his peers. Large-scale advertising 

suggests that the organization promoting the product is popular and successful, otherwise it could 

not afford such publicity. Advertising is not personal and therefore it cannot be as persuasive as a 

personal communication with the customer. Some forms of advertising are costly and sometimes 

fail to reach several audiences. It virtually impossible to measure the results of a promotional 

campaign, therefore, the merit of such expenditures is undeterminable.22

Research indicates that advertising by word-of-mouth is the most effective means of 

promoting a museum site. Visitors who leave the site pleased will share the experience with 

others thereby enticing them to visit. Since people tend to discuss their recent experiences, 

providing the current visitor with an enjoyable experience serves to promote the museum to the 

future visitor as well. 

The next most popular method of advertising is designing and distributing a captivating 

brochure. According to Janice Putnam, director of marketing at Sturbridge, even when visitors 

visit the website and print materials, and even if they print the actual brochure, they will request 

a brochure from the village. The brochure offers a snapshot of the experience and provides 

visitors with a glimpse of the product. Brochures however can only be distributed within a 

regional area, limiting the effects of this form of advertising. Sturbridge prints approximately 

200,000 brochures per annum. They also print between 1,000 and 20,000 rack cards. Rack cards 

are typically used to appeal to a specific niche group that may be interested in a particular event 

or exhibit at the site. To advertise for a quilting event, Sturbridge published 15,000 rack cards to 

be distributed throughout the region. Paper advertising is expensive and non-profit organizations 

must measure the cost versus benefits of this form of advertising. Sturbridge spends about 

                                                 
22 The main source for this material was found in Kotler and Kotler pages 220-233. However, much of this 
information is available in other sources including Genoways and Ireland’s Museum Administration, An 
Introduction. 
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$200,000 on advertising annually.23 This is a substantial sum, considering that despite this 

investment, attendance continues to decline dramatically.  

 

Figure 3.3 Media Options24

 Strengths Weaknesses 
Television High impact High production costs 
 Audience selectivity Uneven delivery by market 
 Schedule when needed Up-front commitments required 
 Fast awareness  
 Sponsorship availability  
Radio Low cost per contact Non-intrusive medium 
 Audience selectivity Audience per spot small 
 Schedule when needed No visual impact 
 Lengths can vary High cost for good reach 
Magazines Audience selectivity Long lead time needed 
 Editorial association Readership accumulates slowly
 Long life, minimal waste Uneven delivery by market 
Newspapers Large audience Difficult to target narrowly 
 Immediate reach  
 Short lead time  
Posters,  High reach Expensive 
Billboards High frequency of exposure  
 Minimal waste  
 Can localize  

 

The expanded use of the Internet makes it the third most effective means for a historic 

site to promote itself, and its popularity continues to rise. The website is a critical tool used to 

attract visitors from distances outside of the region and international travelers. The website at 

Sturbridge gets substantially more visitors than the village. As of October 26, 2005, there have 

been 40,800 individual visitors to the website for the month of October. These visitors have 

visited the website a total of 63,000 times, viewing more than 454,000 WebPages, which equals 

more than 2 million hits. In a typical October month, Sturbridge attracts between 20,000 and 

30,000 visitors. The website can also be used to sell admission tickets online. This means that 

                                                 
23 Putnam Personal Interview 
24 Kotler and Kotler 220-233 
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visitors may be enticed to visit if they assume that it is easier to purchase before the day of the 

visit. Visitors can also purchase tickets to special events and read about special exhibits at the 

site. At Sturbridge, once the site added a means of purchasing tickets to special after-hours 

events online, tickets sales skyrocketed.25 The internet Webpage must be attractive and 

interactive. The impression the visitor gets from the website will influence his decision to visit 

the site. The website is also used by educators when planning school field trip or other 

educational activities. Sturbridge intends to use the website as a means of continuing education 

with the visitor, having the visitor scroll through the website before and after he visits the village. 

The website also provides a forum for the site to advertise about special exhibits. 26

Billboards are another method for promoting the museum. This is one of the most 

expensive means of advertising and is only used by popular secondary and primary sites. In 

Central Massachusetts, a billboard on a major interstate highway costs about $6,000 per month 

and a billboard on a secondary road costs about $600 per month. Collaborative marketing 

campaigns may use billboards to promote several museums. For example, “Great Museum 

Adventures” a collaborative group of six museums in the Worcester metro-area are jointly 

purchasing ten local billboards. 27  

 

                                                 
25 Putnam Personal Interview 
26 Simmons Personal Interview 
27 Putnam Personal Interview 
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Figure 3.4 Sturbridge Advertisement for the Oliver Wight Tavern (Reprinted Courtesy of OSV) 

Notice, the brand on both advertisements. 
 

 
Figure 3.5 Deerfield Advertisement for “Fiesta”, a Valentine’s Day Event (Courtesy of HD) 
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AUDIENCE DEVELOPMENT 

Audience development involves expanding awareness of the site to visitors. It involves 

creating a sustainable population of first time visitors who will visit frequently over a long period 

of time. Museums promote exhibits to the target audience to increase the rate of return. If LHMs 

can establish a loyal audience who returns frequently, then they can survive. Since marketing 

cannot remedy the society pressures preventing visitation (such as decreased leisure), they efforts 

are largely in vain.  

The audience targeted as the optimal person or persons to visit the museum is called the 

target audience. LHMs typically target any audience with a disposable income and spare time. 

These sites are currently targeting the family audience, a group comprised of adults and children. 

While in the past, LHMs targeted young professional adults, management soon realized that this 

group is cash rich and time poor. Seniors are also a target group, though to a lesser degree. This 

shift in the target audience indicates a major shift in the methodology of museum managers. 

Museums have typically remained elitist locations catering towards the hoi polloi. Recognizing 

this new audience is a final attempt to increase visitation; however, by catering exhibits towards 

this family audience, museums may isolate the adult audience. Without this major supporter, the 

rate of return to LHMs will decline and these sites will not be viable in the future.28   

Site officials at these sites have determined that children serve as the impetus for the visit 

and parents seek to learn with their children. Children who enjoy their experience are the best 

means of promoting the site. Youngsters will probably share the experience with classmates at 

recess and in expositive writing. Children may also request a subsequent visit. A satisfied child 

visitor will also perhaps return with future offspring so that they too may enjoy the village. As a 

                                                 
28 There are no specific sources for this information. I have discussed this issue with several museum officials, 
though none are named specifically.  
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grandparent, the same child who enjoyed Sturbridge as a youth may also return with 

grandchildren. If the museum can appeal to a child, the site will gain a lifelong supporter. 

Children are also targeted because of the federal financial support available to educate 

elementary and secondary age school children in American history. The Teaching American 

History Grants Program was initiated in 2001 under Title II-C, Subpart 4 of the Elementary and 

Secondary Education Act. The goal of the program is to support programs that enhance students’ 

academic achievement. Grant money is provided for institutions that facilitate academic 

development, including institutions of higher education, libraries and museums. These grants 

provide the school districts with extra funding to be used on field trips to local museums. For the 

fiscal year 2005, the federal government allocated about $20 million in grant funding.29 Other 

sources of government funding for museums is minimal; therefore, museums rely on educational 

grants such as the American History Grants to cover operating expenses. 

Despite this grant funding, it seems short-sighted to only tailor the exhibits to the whims 

of the market. Visitors are fickle and adapting exhibitions to the impulses of the current visitor 

might enhance visitor satisfaction in the short run, but also eliminate the characteristics that 

make each site distinctive. LHMs runs the risk of forgetting that adults still are the ultimate 

decision-makers of the trip. Rather than modifying the exhibits to suit the desires of the children, 

the site should expose children to exhibits that will provide the child with a lasting impression. 

Sites are focusing efforts towards enhancing exhibits for toddlers and kindergarteners, an age 

when children will probably not remember the site. Exhibits are thus becoming more interactive, 

focusing on edutainment and technology. Simple exhibits that may appeal to children may br 

boring for adults. New exhibits may lower the rate of return.  

                                                 
29 “Teaching American History Grant Program.” U.S. Department of Education. February 13, 2006. 
<http://www.ed.gov/programs/teachinghistory/index.html>. 
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It is critical to improve the rate of return. The rate of return is the percentage of visitors 

who return for a subsequent visit at any point in their lifetime.30 Many visitors may not return to 

the site for practical reasons, such as location or cost. Several visitors do not return because they 

do not think there is anything new to see or reason to return for a subsequent visit. If the museum 

understands why tourists visit the first time, then marketers might be able to attract them back. A 

high rate of return indicates that visitors are pleased with their experience at the site and there is 

something new to see upon returning. LHMs tend to have a rate of returning ranging from forty 

to sixty percent. This does not mean that these sites necessarily have a high attendance, since 

several decades may pass between visits. Therefore, while visitors may return, a second visit 

several decades later may not be sufficient to sustain the LHM. Rather, these sites need to attract 

a loyal audience that returns frequently.31

Focusing attention on attracting new audience is risky because the museum risks isolating 

traditional visitors if it focuses its efforts too strongly on attracting new ones. Thus it is essential 

that new facilities designed to attract a more diverse audience, also please existing audiences. 

Marketing must coordinate with strategic planning to meet the expectations of these visitors. The 

site must be appealing when compared to other more popular leisure activities and incorporate 

popular elements of competing leisure activities, such as shopping or dining. If visitors can spend 

their time at a worthwhile activity such as visiting the museum’s exhibits, while also browsing 

through the oddities at the gift shop and eating at the themed dining center, then they might be 

more inclined to visit and return.  

                                                 
30 Note, some museums examine the rate of return within a certain timeframe. Some sites study how frequently 
visitors return, not just that they return at some point. 
31 No specific source is cited for this information. I first learned about the rate of return from Marc Belanger, 
associate director of marketing at Historic Deerfield, who was also the first museum official I interviewed. Since 
then I have established that several sites have a fairly high rate of return, although this figure does not indicate a 
high rate of annual visitors. Regional sites tend to have a high rate of return since many visitors live close by and are 
therefore more inclined to return. 
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Many LHMs are relying on marketing as a panacea to raise attendance. Marketing 

procedures however, can only draw visitors to the gate, they do not improve the visitor 

experience. Likewise, marketing cannot reverse the social trends preventing visitation. 

Marketing is expensive and has caused some sites to fall subject to debt. Despite strong 

marketing efforts, declining attendance has continued. As a result, LHMs are facing a fiscal 

crisis. Without extensive improvements to exhibits, LHMs are not likely to survive.   
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CHAPTER FOUR 
A FISCAL CRISIS 

 
 
 
 

Thank you. 
 

By purchasing an admission ticket, you have helped preserve the 
Historic Area for future generations. 

 
Colonial Williamsburg is a private, not-for-profit educational 

organization. Income from admissions and contributions provides the 
funds needs to maintain and present the Historic Area.1

 

 

There is a fiscal crisis facing living history museums (LHMs). For several decades, 

annual attendance at LHMs has been steadily declining, resulting in a substantial decrease in 

overall revenue. Rising operating costs and declining revenue have heightened this trend. Some 

sites, such as Sturbridge, have fallen into substantial debt and been forced to sell parcels of land 

to remain viable. Other museums, like Deerfield, with strong endowments have thus far been 

able to absorb the loss by increasing reliance on their endowment. However, the constant deficits 

cannot continue. If LHMs can not raise attendance, even those sites with substantial endowments 

may not be protected from financial instability. Those sites without a reliable endowment fund 

must actively fundraise. If museums are to survive, they must devise methods for remaining 

solvent even if attendance does not increase. 

                                                 
1 This quote is taken from a sign posted on the main street at Colonial Williamsburg.  
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ATTENDANCE AT OLD STURBRIDGE VILLAGE 

The financial situation at Sturbridge is severe. Reflecting the national trend, the financial 

spreadsheets at Old Sturbridge Village indicate declining attendance, increasing deficits, and a 

shrinking endowment. In 2005, about 265,000 people visited compared to its attendance peak of 

about 500,000 visitors in 1973.2  
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Figure 4.1 Paid Attendance at Old Sturbridge Village 1957-20033

Figure 4.1 indicates the steady rise in attendance until the middle of the 1970s. Attendance 
continued to gradually decline until the late 1980s, followed by a huge decline. Notice that 
attendance in 2003 was lower than attendance in 1957. Considering the rising costs of museum 
operations, it should not be surprising that finances at Sturbridge are scarce.  
 

                                                 
2 Gushue, Harold A. Jr. “OSV is fine-tuning its future; Village’s problems requiring some changes.” The Worcester 
Telegram and Gazette. November 20, 2005. 
3 This data was given to me by David Simmons, director of visitor studies at the village. See Appendix A for 
specific origins of visitors to the village in 2004. Note that these attendance figures exclude school groups. 
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At Sturbridge, visitor rates have been declining since 1973, decreasing incrementally every year. 

Deficits of this magnitude are amplified by a minimal endowment fund, which has shrunk from 

$12 million to $8.7 million to sustain constant deficits.4 The village derives about 82 percent of 

its income from annual revenue, which includes admission paid at the gate, purchases at the 

shops, and lodging.5 With fewer visitors bringing in revenue, Sturbridge must fundraise to 

remain viable. To remain open, the museum cut its annual budget by $2 million from $11 million 

to $9 million. The last two years have been the worst period in the museum’s fifty year history, 

says Sheppard. For the last fiscal year, the museum faced a $1 million deficit and a three year 

deficit of more than twice that amount.6 To manage debts, the museum has transformed its 

presentation.   

Many are doubtful about the future viability of the village. Town residents and loyal 

supporters of Sturbridge are surprised by its financial uncertainty “because it’s Old Sturbridge 

Village and it was always solid as a rock.”7 “The village is not closing – that’s the easiest 

misunderstanding – but the village is trying to strengthen itself by making difficult decisions,” 

announced Susan Bonta, spokeswoman for the museum.8 To remain open however, the site must 

increase visitation. 

 Teetering on the brink of financial failure, the museum has transformed its outdoor 

exhibits and at several points sacrificed authenticity to attract tourists. Sturbridge must decrease 

operating expenses to remain viable.9 This past year marked the most significant changes at the 

                                                 
4 Russell, Gerald. “Taking Stock at OSV; Museum Squeezed by Economy.” The Worcester Telegram and Gazette. 
April 13, 2003: B1. 
5 David Simmons. Personal Interview. October 26, 2005. 
6 Ibid 
7 Russell, Jenna. “A Historic Replica Retrenches, Sturbridge Village Cuts Staff, Facilities to Make Ends Meet.” The 
Boston Globe. November 21, 2005. 
8 Ibid.  
9 For fiscal year 2006, the operating budget is about $8 million. Russell, Gerald F. “Rising Debt, Declining 
Attendance Brought Pain to Sturbridge Village.” The Worcester Telegram and Gazette. February 1, 2006. 
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village. The village is in the process of constructing a new education center geared toward 

children and families. Sturbridge is also increasing the number and frequency of special 

programs. Recently, the site fired several interpreters, closed the Oliver Wight Tavern and the 

Lodges, and is in the process of selling 843 acres of its bucolic countryside. These recent 

changes mark the severity of the financial situation at Sturbridge, but will they help the village 

remain viable? 

In 2003, faced with relentless pressure from the public, Sturbridge celebrated its first 

Christmas. 10 “People would ask, ‘Why don’t you do Christmas?’ We would explain why we 

didn’t have Christmas, the Puritan influence and all that,’ said Tom Kelleher, assistant curator at 

Sturbridge. “They would say, ‘Oh, But why don’t you do Christmas?’”11 To remain compelling, 

the village traded authenticity for attendance.12 Sturbridge justifies this change by calling the 

Christmas holiday season, its “fifth season, divorced from time and space”, said Kelleher. In 

2004, the holiday programs and concerts drew an average of 1,200 guests each December 

weekend leading up to Christmas. Without this special programming, attendance during this cold 

                                                 
10 Visitors are not as concerned with authenticity as village curators. When traveling New England, many expect to 
see the historic setting covered in Christmas ornaments. Visitors expect a beautiful house to be decorative for 
Christmas, even though the holiday was not celebrated until the 1850s. 
11 Sacks, Pamela H. “Welcoming Christmas; Historical Museums are Moving Beyond Puritan Influence to Embrace 
Holiday Spirit.” The Worcester Telegram and Gazette. December 21, 2004. This is not the first instance when 
decreasing attendance has forced a heritage to celebrate an inaccurate version of Christmas. Up until 1978, Conner 
Prairie Pioneer Settlement, a recreated 1836 village presented Christmas as it was celebrated in modern times. New 
research indicated that Christmas was scarcely celebrated in this era. “The new accuracy outraged visitors who 
‘could not believe that we actually had dropped the “true”, early-American Christmas’ they have come for.” A 
significant drop in attendance in 1978 forced the site to compromise. In 1979, every December day became 
Christmas Eve 1836 and interpreters adjusted the facts about some origins of the settlers so that some had Dutch and 
Germany origins. These changes allowed the site to present an “accurate” version of history. “Conner Prairie’s 
curators changed the facts in order to convey the past to audiences which would have otherwise stayed away. 
(Lowenthal The Past is a Foreign Country 345) 
12 Schuman, Michael. “Christmas Sturbridge Style; Old Sturbridge Village Tells the Story of Christmas Like It Was 
in 1838.” The Patriot Ledger. November 20, 2004. In the nineteenth century, Christmas decorations were considered 
pagan and strictly forbidden. According to Tom Kelleher, New England Anglicans were celebrating Christmas in the 
1830s. Still, the Puritan village would not have donned Christmas ornaments. Massachusetts made Christmas a legal 
holiday in 1856. Other sites, including Colonial Williamsburg admit that the festive decorations on the front doors 
are not historically accurate; it was created solely to please the guests during the popular holiday season. 
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month would decrease significantly. Sturbridge is not designing Christmas for its educational 

value, Keller explains, “you’ve got to serve your audience.”13

The village has also reluctantly started celebrating Halloween. For the third year, 

Sturbridge invited the community and tourists to experience a Halloween event in the nineteenth 

century. “Things That Go Bump in the Night” was attended by about 3,000 children, teenagers 

and adults in 2005. Susanna Bonta, spokesperson acknowledged that Halloween was not 

observed in the nineteenth century. She explained that Sturbridge sponsored the event to 

entertain guests not as a historically accurate experience. “I think this is something we’d like to 

make a tradition,” Bonta concluded.14 These events also advertise for the village and many 

Halloween guests return for a visit at another point. 

In 1996, the village began offering riverboat rides on the Quinebaug River. “Instead of 

just hearing the sounds of the bridge and the clopping of horses’ hooves, visitors also heard the 

whine of the boat’s motor piercing quiet afternoons along the banks of the Quinebaug River.” 

The addition of the riverboat ride represented a significant departure from the village’s mission 

                                                 
13 Sacks, Pamela H. “Welcoming Christmas; Historical Museums are Moving Beyond Puritan Influence to Embrace 
Holiday Spirit.” The village decorates the building with bows of pine and fir, fruit-laden wreaths and covers trees 
with paper ornaments and candy. At night, the village opens the “Christmas Traditions by Candlelight” program 
where its magic lights up. Candles in windows light up the Town Common; indoors wreaths of pine and fruits hang 
over the fireplace mantel. There is skating on the town common and visitors can experience a horse-drawn wagon or 
sleigh ride. The village attempts to keep the holiday celebrations historically accurate by donning with real stocking 
filled with nineteenth century toys such as Jacob’s ladder and cup-and-ball games. They explain the evolution of 
Christmas in America starting with the first documented Christmas trees brought to America by Charles Follen in 
the 1830s. According to Susanna Bonta, spokesperson at the village, “We’ve been explaining that it isn’t historically 
accurate for 1838, but they have wanted to see something. So rather than sticking to the time period, we decided to 
use the village as a setting for an old New England Christmas, using the buildings to interpret Christmas 
traditions.”13 Sturbridge tries to maintain the character of each building and present a Christmas experience that 
could have been experienced by the residents of each property. Decorations are crafted from natural materials 
available locally. These Christmas celebrations are very popular. According to Kelleher, people are asking questions 
about New England’s past, which is in accordance with the mission. 
14 Hill, Jean Laquidara. “It’s Alive…or Is It? Event Blurs Line Between Fantasy, Reality.” The Worcester Telegram 
and Gazette. October 31, 2005. 
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to exhibit 1830s village life. In the past, village officials and interpreters were sticklers about 

providing an authentic experience. The fiscal crisis however, forced substantial changes.15

Revenue from special events has supported Sturbridge for several years and attendance at 

special programs is increasing. “People today are much further from life on the farm,” Sheppard 

said. “Some things we teach are increasingly remote.”16 Special events bring guests to the village 

after hours and provide the community with a reason to return for a subsequent visit. While these 

events are historically inaccurate, they attract visitors, and guarantee extra revenue, essential 

during this uncertain time. Executive director, Beverly Sheppard said that LHMs “that rely solely 

on living history” are no longer popular.17  

Special programming alone could not lure enough visitors. To supplement revenue, 

Sturbridge has been forced to reduce costs. In recent years, Sturbridge has cut about ten percent 

of full-time staff, consolidating departments and instituting a wage freeze. During the village’s 

peak attendance, Sturbridge employed more than seventy actors as interpreters; now only about 

twenty costumed guides remain. Reduced staff prevents the village from placing a 

knowledgeable interpreter in each building. David Simmons, director of visitor services, explains 

that returning visitors will notice the difference from their visit a few years earlier.18In 

November 2005, the Village cancelled Thanksgiving Dinner, a holiday tradition at the museum 

since the 1950s. About one thousand guests from all over the country had planned to attend the 

feast. The tavern staff determined “that the loss of staff would make it impossible to serve the 

enormous number of diners who come for Thanksgiving.”19  

                                                 
15 Russell, Gerald F. “Rising Debt, Declining Attendance Brought Pain to Sturbridge Village.” 
16 Russell, Jenna. “A Historic Replica Retrenches, Sturbridge Village Cuts Staff, Facilities to Make Ends Meet.” 
17 Gushue, Harold A. Jr. “OSV is fine-tuning its future; Village’s problems requiring some changes.” 
18 Russell, Jenna. “A Historic Replica Retrenches, Sturbridge Village Cuts Staff, Facilities to Make Ends Meet.” 
page 2 and Russell, Gerald F. “Huge Land Sale May Rescue OSV; Sturbridge Would Buy 845 Acres of Site.”  
19 Gushue, Harold A. Jr. “OSV to Close Hotel Complex; Cutbacks Affect 47-unit Lodge.” The Worcester Telegram 
and Gazette. November 3, 2005. 
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While the viability of Sturbridge remains uncertain, the town of Sturbridge fears that 

without the attraction, the town will lose both the business and namesake. Since 2004, town 

officials have been searching for a way to financially support the ailing museum. Town 

Administrator James J. Malloy explains that “because the town and the village futures intertwine 

in a lot of ways,” the village is the “keystone” of all the restaurants and hotels in Sturbridge.20 

Malloy explained that the town can help the ailing site by promoting a similar image as 

Sturbridge. “Making sure that our community itself remains an attractive community” is 

Malloy’s main focus. The village provides revenue to the town government and local businesses. 

“It is not just for tourists or the economy, but the museum has given Sturbridge an international 

name.” Residents and officials fear that if the village closed, it would trigger a chain reaction 

within the community, forcing several other businesses to follow suit. Robert P. Chartier, 

president of Tri-Community Chamber of Commerce, rejected any possibility of Sturbridge 

closing, adding that “Without the village, Sturbridge would be no different from any other 

community.” 

With finances so lean, on January 1, 2006, management closed the Oliver Wight 

Tavern.21 The Oliver Wight Tavern opened in 2001 to provide another source of revenue for the 

                                                 
20 The future of the town of Sturbridge and the subsistence of several other local businesses is intertwined with the 
viability of the village. Hotels along Route 20 are named in honor of Sturbridge. Chain hotels including Best 
Western, Econo Lodge, Hampton Inn and Holiday Inn line Route 20. Visitors see the milieu of familiar names 
before they arrive at the village. Many travelers prefer to stay in a hotel with a recognizable name, assuming they 
will receive superior service.  
21 During visits prior to the closing of the village, I noticed several locals gathering to dine at the Wight Tavern. I 
asked them why they selected the museum as a dining location. Most agreed that the food was delicious so why eat 
anywhere else. One visitor explained that he could impress his fellow guests with his knowledge about the site. This 
same visitor confessed that he has never purchased admission to visit the Sturbridge, and had not plans to do so. 
Another couple, who thought that I was an employee of Sturbridge, begged me to prevent the village from closing 
their favorite dining spot. I was surprised that despite the many diner at the Tavern, that the site was not profitable. 
According Harold Gushue of the Worcester Telegram and Gazette, in his article, “OSV Revamping to Reduce 
Debt.” from February 11, 2006, the ticketing sales area will move from the Visitor Center to the near the entrance of 
the tavern and museum gift shop. Here visitors will be able to register for craft classes, memberships, and special 
events. School programs will be moving into the Tavern from a room in the current Education Building. New 
programs will include hearth cooking, weaving, various aspects of decorative painting and textile art. The second 
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village. Although the Tavern hosted about fifty wedding receptions annually, these events failed 

to generate profit. Food service will still be offered for visitors to the museum. Bruce D. Moir, 

chairman of the board of trustees at Sturbridge said that the trustees decided it would be better 

“to devote all our resources into redefining and refreshing the history and learning experiences 

and activities for our public.”22

In January 2006, administrators also closed The Lodges, a complex of about 50 motel 

rooms on the museum’s property. The village will still offer lodging at the Oliver Wight House, 

which has about ten rentable rooms. With more than 1,000 available beds, the antiquated Lodges 

could not compete. To keep the lodges open, the site would need to invest funds for a renovation. 

Such renovation costs were not feasible and the Lodges became a financial burden.23

The tavern and lodges were closed to help reduce a $3.5 million debt. Most of this debt 

developed as a result of the $5 million construction of the tavern and a new bookstore.24 State 

Senator Stephen M. Brewer who has advocated for state support of Sturbridge explained that it 

seemed sensible for the site to close the tavern and lodging facilities. “They are a living history 

museum [LHM], not a Howard Johnson’s.”25

                                                                                                                                                             
floor of the tavern will become office for the craft staff. Sheppard explains that historic crafts are “one of the most 
popular things that people come to see.” 
22 Gushue, Harold A. Jr. “OSV to Close Hotel Complex; Cutbacks Affect 47-unit Lodge.” 
23 Gushue, Harold A. Jr. “OSV to Close Hotel Complex; Cutbacks Affect 47-unit Lodge.” Most LHMs provide 
accommodations for guests. Lodging facilities transform the site from a single day trip to a vacation getaway. 
Several other sites rely on the revenue from the hotels to supplement declining revenue from admissions. At 
Colonial Williamsburg for example, there are five accommodation options, each of which provides income essential 
for the continued operation of the site. At Historic Deerfield, the Deerfield Inn has been a vital source of revenue for 
the site. The Deerfield Inn also entices visitors from a distance to spend the weekend at Historic Deerfield. Guests 
enjoy spending the weekend in the eighteenth century. Without the Inn, it would be difficult to convince visitors 
from a distance to visit. In passing, an official at Historic Deerfield mentioned that the Deerfield Inn is no longer 
profitable. Citing the development of several other hotels in the area, including a Red Roof Inn just a few miles 
away, David Klimczak, the accountant for Historic Deerfield mentioned that the site could no longer rely on revenue 
from the Deerfield Inn to supplement admissions revenue. Though he did not indicate that the inn would close, he 
did not seem to expect future profits from the hotel.  
24 Russell, Gerald F. “Rising Debt, Declining Attendance Brought Pain to Sturbridge Village.”  
25 “OSV Land Sale; Purchase-and-Preserve a Good Deal for Sturbridge.” The Worcester Telegram and Gazette. 
February 5, 2006. 
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Closing the Tavern and the Lodges was not enough to release the museum from its debts. 

In February 2006, Sturbridge offered to sell the town of Sturbridge the Morgan Tract, 843 

wooded acres for $4.1 million.26 The land was originally purchased by the founders who 

expected to expand the village. In the 1960s and 1970s, the village imagined that this land could 

serve as the endowment should revenue decrease. Sturbridge examined the possibility of 

building a mill village, a golf course, an executive resort, and even senior housing on the site. 

Although the site has a limited cash endowment, this land was retained to protect the site’s 

future. Selling the land now marks a drastic last effort to remain viable. Without this land and a 

shrinking endowment, the village cannot afford to have attendance continue to decline. “The 

village will have to sell the property, Sheppard said. “Divestment of assets that have no role in 

(OSV's) core mission” is essential. In March 2005, According to Paul Wykes, treasurer at 

Sturbridge, selling the land to the town is a “key part of our financial plan for stability.” He 

added hesitantly, “We don’t have a huge endowment.” Sturbridge will use the revenue from the 

land deal to reinvest in the village and develop working capital.27 Of course this revenue 

generator is not sustainable and museums should divest from land only when it is essential. Bill 

Reid explains that the village must divest itself from its unprofitable assets and turn them into 

cash. For a site as “cash-hungry” as Sturbridge, there is no other choice. 

                                                 
26 Sturbridge will retain 395 acres. Gerald Russell in his article “Huge Land Sale May Rescue OSV; Sturbridge 
Would Buy 845 Acres of Site.” explained that the land to be acquired is bound by Shattuck Road and the access 
road going into the village, then south to near the Sturbridge Isle truck stop, over to Leadmine Road, and then back 
north. The property to be acquired abuts about 170 acres that the town already owns on Leadmine Road. The Village 
will retain 395 acres, including land for the museum village. The town will pay 55 percent and the state will cover 
the residual 45 percent of the cost. Although the land had been eyed by commercial developers, the land will remain 
open space. To purchase the land, the town will use one million dollars from the $1.15 million in its Community 
Preservation Act fund and borrow the rest from future funds. The Community Preservation Act was adopted by the 
town in 2001. The land bank is financed by setting aside three percent of residential property taxes each year on 
homeowner valuations above $100,000. Sturbridge hired the Boston-based LandVest Inc. to appraise the land. In 
June, the company determined that the 843 acres were valued at $4.1 million. (Gushue, Harold A. Jr. “OSV 
Revamping to Reduce Debt.”, “OSV Land Sale; Purchase-and-Preserve a Good Deal for Sturbridge.” and Russell, 
James F. “Sturbridge Welcomes Change to Buy OSV Land.”) 
27 “OSV Land Sale; Purchase-and-Preserve a Good Deal for Sturbridge.”  
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Just how dire is the situation at Sturbridge Village? Since September 2005, several staff 

members integral to the proper implementation of the strategic plan have left Sturbridge. Losing 

its staff is indicative of the precarious financial situation. Executive director Beverly Sheppard 

stepped down on March 17, 2006. In a press release announcing her resignation, Sheppard who 

became president and CEO in July 2002, explained,  

 
Since the adoption of the strategic plan, all of us at Old Sturbridge 
Village have made remarkable strides, and we have crafted creative plans 
for the future. Yet no one – management nor board – will deny that we 
are at a crucial juncture in the life of this institution. We must move 
forward with what we feel is the best possible approach. Unfortunately, 
the view I bring to the institution and the course I believe it should 
follow are at odds with those proposed and supported by the leadership 
of the board. I do not feel that, personally, I can straddle these divergent 
positions. So it is with great regret that I feel it is appropriate that I step 
aside from this position.28

 
Sheppard’s resignation might hinder and change the implementation of the strategic plan. In 

October 2003, the village cut staff by ten percent. For a site as dependent on staff as Sturbridge, 

this indicates a fiscal crisis. Not included in these layoffs, in January 2006, David Simmons, 

director of visitor services at Sturbridge, left the village to work as director at a smaller living 

history site in Wisconsin. He explained that after seventeen years at Sturbridge, he needed a 

change and chose Wisconsin to be closer to his family there. He was certainly a backbone of 

visitor studies and without his guidance and years of experience, the village is worse off. His 

position was not replaced. Finally, as of January 1, 2006, Janice Putnam, director of marketing 

resigned. In a telephone interview, Bill Reid, vice president of external affairs explained that she 

was frustrated with the dropping attendance and her work was not the right fit for the site 

anymore. The site is searching for her replacement. To lose these three integral staff members, 

                                                 
28 Gushue, Harold A. Jr. “Head of OSV Resigns; Fiscal Direction Disagreement.” The Worcester Telegram and 
Gazette. March 17, 2006.  Sheppard will continue to work as an advisor to acting director, Richard D. Rodi, a retired 
business executive and former chairman of the Sturbridge Finance Committee and remain with the village as a 
consultant through November. She explained that she wants to stay to ensure that the land sale will be completed.  
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who formulated and studied attendance and marketing at the site, it is obvious that Sturbridge is 

facing turbulent waters.  

 

ATTENDANCE AT HISTORIC DEERFIELD 

The financial situation at Deerfield is far less severe than Sturbridge. Although 

Deerfield’s annual attendance has continued to decline, the site relies on the interest from its $30 

million endowment to cover operating expenses.29
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Figure 4.2 Paid Attendance at Historic Deerfield 1980-200530

                                                 
29 Marc Belanger. Personal Interview. October 24, 2005 
30 These figures represent paid attendance including visits from members and school children. This data was given 
to me by David Klimczak, accountant at Historic Deerfield. These figures were organized from financial records 
from 1980 until present day accounting for duplicate tickets. Before 1980, exact figures are not available. See 
Appendix B for details regarding attendance and Appendix D for Deerfield’s financial spreadsheets.  
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In the last two years, Deerfield has lost more than 5,000 visitors annually. Because 

attendance has historically remained low, the site only relies on admission-related revenue for six 

percent of its annual budget. While this endowment has protected Deerfield thus far, the site 

cannot rely on this fund indefinitely.31

Recently, a substantial decline in attendance has caused staff to reexamine the site’s 

methods of presenting the collections. Deerfield recently hired a new marketing director and 

composed a strong strategic plan.32 Officials at Deerfield determined that guests are frustrated 

with the time lost while waiting for a new tour to commence. With limited time, visitors are 

irritated when forced to wait to visit a historic building. To improve the visitor experience, 

Deerfield opened the Sheldon-Hawks House as a self-guided house a few years ago. This house 

was the most heavily visited of any property at Deerfield and officials intend to open two other 

properties as self-guided tours. While paying guests are permitted to visit the properties at any 

point during business hours, without the guides, the guests are not learning as much. Reducing 

the number of guided tours may decrease guest defection, but it may also limit the educational 

possibilities at the site.  

Following suit with Sturbridge, Deerfield has increased the number of special events. 

Valentine’s Day 2006 marked the third annual Chocolate “Fiesta”. Events included arts and 

crafts, historic demonstrations, hayrides, raffles, lectures, and of course guided tours of the 

historic homes. This event was very profitable and may have inspired guests to visit the village 

another time. Historic Deerfield also sponsors an antiques show featuring examples of classical 

American furniture and accessories. These exhibits include lectures examining other features of 

                                                 
31 Annual Report 2003 (Historic Deerfield) 
32 Marc Belanger is the first staff member hired exclusively as marketing staff. Other staff members at Deerfield 
were thrilled when Belanger was hired as marketing director in August 2005. Deerfield’s decision to hire a 
marketing staff person exhibits their understanding that marketing is essential to increase attendance.  
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New England Americana. Deerfield also hosts “Tavern Night” an evening of colonial food and 

drink served by waiters in colonial garb in the Hall Tavern. All these events serve to remind 

guests that Deerfield is a fresh, relevant site, worthy of a visit. The endowment allows the site to 

experiment with events and exhibits and protects Deerfield from financial instability. 

 

ATTENDANCE CRISIS AT OTHER LIVING HISTORY MUSEUMS 

 Other LHMs are experiencing a similar decline in overall attendance. At Colonial 

Williamsburg, the largest and most famous LHM, decreasing attendance forced the museum to 

reinvent itself in the past few years. Despite declining revenue, Williamsburg is able to rely on a 

strong endowment and fundraising to remain viable. Attendance declined by nearly 100,000 

visitors in the last four years. Even though revenue has only declined by $4 million since 2002, 

this substantial decline in visitation has caused great concern. To compensate, Williamsburg has 

cut expenses by nearly $10 million and as a result, operating deficits have declined. Fundraising 

has helped save Williamsburg. Donations have helped the endowment grow by $120 million 

since 2002. The site draws about $34 million annually from the endowment fund but is trying to 

reduce reliance on this fund. 33 To lower costs, in 2003, the site fired nearly 400 employees and 

cut programming by twenty percent.34 The rising cost of employing more than 3200 staff 

members, however, means that Colonial Williamsburg must continue to entice visitors.35

 

                                                 
33 This information comes from the 2002, 2003, and 2004 Annual Reports and from an interview with Lorraine 
Brooks, public relations spokesperson for Colonial Williamsburg The financial reports are available on the museum 
website at http://www.history.org/Foundation/Annualrpt04/index.cfm. 
34 Barisic, Sonja. “Colonial Capital Coping with Modern-Day Downturn.” The Associated Press State and Local 
Wire. September 13, 2003. 
35 Lorraine Brooks. Personal Interview. December 27, 2005. 
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Figure 4.3 Paid Attendance at Colonial Williamsburg 1986-200436

 

“I’m surprised that, given the fact that there is a sort of re-examination going on in this country 

at large about what we’re all about and our role in the world, the messages of places like 

Colonial Williamsburg and other historic sites aren’t messages that people are craving to hear,” 

said Colin G. Campbell, president of Colonial Williamsburg. John Siddall, a Richmond 

advertising and public relations executive explained, “People think, ‘I should go to 

Williamsburg,’ rather than ‘I want to go to Williamsburg.’”37

In an effort to divest from unprofitable assets, in July 2004, Colonial Williamsburg sold 

more than 350 acres of land adjacent to the site called “Tutter’s Pond” to Riverside, a nonprofit 

corporation that owns and operates acute care hospitals, long-term care facilities, retirement 

                                                 
36 Lorraine Brooks. Colonial Williamsburg 
37 Barisic, Sonja. “Colonial Capital Coping with Modern-Day Downturn.” 
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communities, and fitness centers. In the same manner as Sturbridge, Williamsburg acquired the 

land between 1953 and 1960 at a time when management assumed it essential to purchase land to 

protect the aesthetic qualities of the historic site. The land was used sparingly for storage. Colin 

G. Campbell, president of Colonial Williamsburg explained “We feel confident that adequate 

infrastructure, long-range vision, and safeguards exist within our local jurisdictions for the 

Foundation to divest itself of selected non-core real estate holdings.” This sale is in accordance 

with the strategic plan at Williamsburg. “The proceeds from this land sale would be a good 

source of funds for the Foundation’s high priority capital projects,” Campbell concluded.38

 Plimoth Plantation has also experienced a decline in attendance. According to Carol City, 

public relations spokesperson, the museum has experienced a decline, though not to the same 

degree as many of its neighboring institutions.39 To compensate for the decreasing attendance, 

the museum expanded the development office and actively fundraised. In 2000, the museum 

relied on admission for 86 percent of their annual income, but a stronger reliance on public and 

private funds lowered reliance to 67 percent. Because of fundraising, the museum has actually 

finished the last four years with a financial surplus. If LHMs are to remain solvent, they should 

follow Plimoth’s procedures and devise innovative means of earning income.  

 

FINANCING LIVING HISTORY 

If museums are not able to raise attendance levels, it will be almost impossible for a 

museum to rely on admission-related revenue alone. Rather, LHMs will need to increase reliance 

on a variety of public and private sponsorship to cover operating expenses. Fundraising and 

                                                 
38 “Riverside to By 350 Acres from Colonial Williamsburg.” July 6, 2004. www.riverside-
online.com/about_riverside/news/pr070604.cfm 
39 Note, exact attendance figures are not available. Plimoth does not release attendance or financial figures not listed 
on the annual reports. 
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development is essential for sustainability. Those sites that hold a substantial endowment can use 

the interest generated towards operating expenses. When these methods are insufficient, LHMs 

fall subject to debt. With such unreliable sources of income, these sites must design innovative 

and dependable methods for generating revenue.  

 LHMs are particularly expensive to operate. They require extensive staff to present 

exhibits. Large tracts of land are also costly to maintain. LHMs are typically under-funded and 

can no longer rely on public or private funding to help sustain declining revenue. In the past, 

museums relied on federal subsidies and admission revenue to cover operating expenses. In 

recent decades, costs have risen exponentially while declining attendance has caused income to 

drop. The difference between income and costs has caused museums to incur substantial debt. To 

resolve these debts, LHMs must fundraise and plan strategically. Those LHMs that are 

aggressively fundraising, like Plimoth, might remain solvent, while other sites with substantial 

debt, such as Sturbridge, might close.  

 

EARNED INCOME  

Museums are aggressively expanding their earned-income programs as a major means of 

remaining sustainable. Income is typically earned through admission fees, the gift shop, dining 

facilities, educational programming and special events. However, as the museums increase 

dependency on the marketplace and the needs of visitors, officials must expand their marketing 

programs to ensure that attendance rises. This makes museums more like businesses than 

nonprofit institutions.40 According to the American Association of Museums, earned income 

                                                 
40 Major sources for this information include Kotler and Kotler Museums Marketing and Strategy, Genoways and 
Ireland, Museum Administration: An Introduction, and interviews with David Simmons, director of visitor studies 
(OSV), Janice Putnam, marketing director (OSV) and Marc Belanger, associate director of marketing (HD). See 
footnotes for specific citations.  
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generally only supports about one-third of the museum’s total expenses. Graham Black in The 

Engaging Museum proposes that museums should only rely on admission-related income for no 

more than 50 percent of total revenue.41 Still today many museums rely on these inconsistent 

sources for as much as 80 percent of their annual income.42  

Museums typically charge some fee for admission. This supports the operating expenses 

associated with each visit. A distinctive museum that attracts visitors from a great distance can 

charge an inelastic price. “A main reason for the limited price elasticity of museum visiting is the 

small share of entrance fees in the total costs of a visit.” Research indicates that price only 

accounts for 17 percent of the total costs, while traveling expenses (food, drink and 

accommodations) account for the remaining 83 percent.43 Critics say that museums should 

charge to maximize the number of visitors and charge only a modest fee. A larger museum 

audience will boost the reputation of the museum by word-of-mouth advertising.44 Some contest 

that even these minimal fees limit access. Others disapprove of admission fees, explaining that if 

a museum does not charge a fee, museum visitors will spend a greater amount on food and gifts 

once inside. At Sturbridge, for example, the site admitted children for no charge during the 

summer of 2003. Attendance for this season increased dramatically and the site still profited 

from concessions and gift shops sales.45 If a museum charges admissions however, some say that 

                                                 
41 Black, Graham. The Engaging Museum, Developing Museums for Visitor Involvement. New York: Routledge, 
2005: 19. 
42 Kotler and Kotler Kotler, Neil and Philip Kotler. Museum Strategy and Marketing: Designing Missions, Building 
Audiences, Generating Revenue and Resources. California: Jossey-Bass, 1998: 265. 
43 Black 19 
44 Kotler and Kotler 269-272 
45 Simmons Personal Interview 
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individuals and organizations will be less likely to financially support it in other ways, claiming 

that the museum should earn enough revenue from admissions fees.46  

Charging to maximize revenue is essential, according to Keith Diggle, a leading arts 

marketing consultant in Great Britain. He advocates for cultural events to charge admission fees 

at a level comparable to other leisure activities. If museums do not charge, he says, then visitors, 

who tend to assume that you get what you pay for, will not presume that there is anything 

worthwhile inside the museum.  

 

We should always charge [visitors] as much as we can get. If we charge 
more than people will pay then we get nothing and that is very 
uncommercial…Because we are supported by public subsidy we also 
have an obligation to the community at large…[and] to those who want 
what we have to sell but cannot afford to buy at prices that are acceptable 
to the majority. The mistake which is sometimes made is to behave as 
those the whole community cannot afford to pay our prices and so to 
keep far below the level of general public acceptance.47

 

Diggle insists that a museum charge fair prices for their services but offer discounts and coupons 

to those members of the community who honestly cannot afford the price. He also suggests that 

museums charge different prices for various services, asking higher fees for such items as 

headset tours and concerts. He advocated for museums to offer special ticket offers for limited-

engagement exhibits. Diggle suggests that if museums promote limited-run exhibits, they will 

entice visitors to visit at a specific time period, rather than providing them the opportunity to 

visit when time is available.48  

Instituting excessive admission prices at LHMs may keep locals from visiting these sites; 

however, admission fees will not deter motivated visitors. Based on the 2003 experiment, 

                                                 
46 Genoways, Hugh H. and Lynne M. Ireland. Museum Administration, An Introduction. New York: AltaMira Press, 
2003: 151-152. 
47 Kotler and Kotler 273 
48 Ibid 273-274 
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however, it seems that Sturbridge might benefit from reducing the costs for children, especially 

as the site transforms its exhibits towards this age group. Still, those who travel great distances to 

visit either site will not be deterred by a higher price, but locals will certainly resent a price 

increase. Sturbridge has never charged residents of the town of Sturbridge admission fees. In 

2005, management was forced to charge residents an admission fee. Naturally, this probably 

deterred visitors.49

LHMs can also increase revenue through sales at the gift shop. The longer the visitor 

spends at each exhibit, the more he will spend. Museums continue selling products through 

catalogue and internet sales so visitors can purchase gifts without visiting the museum.50 Both 

Deerfield and Plimoth have expanded their gift shops such that sales online now exceed sales in 

the store.51

Museums started following what Macdonald calls the “supermarket model” of exhibition-

making, in which they value what the public will purchase over what they learn at the exhibits. 

Museums and heritage sites started promoting attractive brands and their corporate image to 

generate profit. While museums in the past limited shopping to the gift shop, this new generation 

of museums integrates shopping and dining as the framework for the museum experience. 

Museums expanded dining facilities from small-scale restaurants designed for convenience to 

modern facilities devised to draw uninterested visitors into the space. The Victoria and Albert 

Museum in London for example, advertised the site as “An ace café with quite a nice museum 

attached.”52 Several LHMs have also integrated a stronger component of shopping into the site. 

                                                 
49 LaPlaca, Debbie. “OSV Pitch Raises Question in Town; Will 'The Village' Begin Charging Residents?” 
Sturbridge adopted this policy of free admission for residents when the town's population was about 3,000. Today, 
with a population of more than 8,000 and financial challenges dictating change at the living museum, the museum is 
left with no other option. 
50 Genoways and Ireland 152-153 
51 Marc Belanger, Deerfield and Susan Martinelli, Plimoth 
52 Ibid 164-165 
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Colonial Williamsburg for example, contains endless shopping opportunities framed around the 

historic aura of the site.53 The buildings with purchasable objects tend to be more crowded than 

those with standard exhibits. 

An increased reliance on revenue from gift shop sales has caused museums to increase 

the aesthetics of the shop. In the past, museum shops were small, dark, cluttered, out-of-the way 

stores that sold few objects. Today, they are complex franchises, often located prominently in 

museum entranceways, run by business managers, who tailor items to the target audience at 

appropriately profitable prices.54 Museum stores sell souvenirs, reproductions, clothing, jewelry, 

artwork, and educational materials. Marketing has become so complex that some museums have 

hired consulting firms to design the ambience and select saleable items. Colonial Williamsburg 

has partnered with The Museum Company and other manufacturers to produce a line of branded 

goods, such as furniture, glassware, linen, and lamps that will be sold at specialty department 

store boutiques.55 The Met, Colonial Williamsburg, and even the Smithsonian Institute, have 

designed specific guidelines for pricing these exclusive items. Those items that are particular to 

the specific museum are sold for the highest prices, followed by more typical museum items sold 

                                                 
53 The colonial village was dotted with shopping centers. Taverns, apothecaries, bakeries, and the silversmith an 
endless array of purchasable items. Few visitors waited to tour the historic taverns that exhibited authentic artifacts, 
if the tour did not finish in a historic gift shop. By the end of the day, it was difficult to decipher tourists from 
interpreters since so many tourists were clothed in colonial garb purchased during the visit. Perhaps these 
commercial enterprises are designed to enhance the visitor experience. If the tourist cannot recognize other tourists, 
he will be more satisfied with his experience. Most likely however, offering visitors the option to purchase useless 
junk, something called souvenirs at each exhibit will make it more difficult for him to resist the purchase. Worse, he 
will have to deny his children these items at each exhibit. Purchase is not option, it is a necessity after the third or 
fourth gift shop. This is the visitor experience at Colonial Williamsburg. 
54 One of the first museums to capitalize on gift store revenue was the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York 
City. Thomas Hoving, director of the museum from 1967 to 1977 expanded the museum gift shop size, location and 
items. He moved the store to a prominent entrance and expanded items sold at the store to include not only souvenirs 
and books, but also replicas of artworks, jewelry, and even clothing. Hoving hired merchandise consultants to design 
the store and create an appropriate shopping ambience. The museum store was so popular that the museum 
established a mail-order catalogue. Museum stores are so popular today that they have established a network called 
the Museum Store Association. (Kotler and Kotler 277-281) 
55 The Museum Company is a profitable organization that specializes in reproducing museum objects to be sold at 
museum gift shops. 
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for less and the lowest priced items being pretty items sold in several museums and department 

stores.56  

 To increase revenue, LHMs are developing extensive commercial centers. Sites are 

attempting to become more relevant to the local community as well as travelers. Shopping 

typically brings visitors and revenue to the site. At a popular destination like Colonial 

Williamsburg, the forty shops in Merchants Square provide 3.5 percent of the $184.8 million in 

operating revenue. Although it seems like an unlikely use for excess land, LHMs are desperate 

for additional revenue. LHMs “have more assets that are amendable to commercial use,” said 

Edward H. Able Jr., president and chief executive of the American Association of Museums in 

Washington. “Especially now, museums are looking to use whatever assets they have available 

that could be turned to revenue production.” For several years, museums have imagined creative 

ventures to generate revenue. In 2003, Williamsburg expanded their shopping area by about 

twenty percent. The museum leased space to Talbots and Chico’s, both chains retailers of more 

than 400 stores. Marina Ashton, director of commercial properties at Williamsburg explained 

that the site selected these two shops to appeal to the growing number of retirees in the 

Williamsburg area. These stores will also appeal to the many retirees who visit the historic site. 

While development revenue can be tempting, management must be careful to balance financial 

interests with the institutional message. Lorraine Brooks, public relations spokesperson, 

explained that visitors want to shop. The site only admits those retailers that will enrich the 

visitor experience.57 Is it authentic? Brooks says that there were always retailers at 

                                                 
56 Kotler and Kotler 277-281 
57 When visiting Colonial Williamsburg in December 2005, I was enraged to see chain retailers in a historic site. 
Never mind, the site’s emphasis on the retail element in general, it seems outrageous for a historic site to contain 
such modern retail stores. When questioned, Lorraine Brooks did not seem to understand the issues of authenticity 
compromised by the inclusion of these stores. After noticing these stores, I began questioning other elements of the 
site, doubting their authenticity. The inclusion of these stores ruined the colonial atmosphere. I was suddenly 
transported back into the 21st century, a time when no space is free of chain retailers and no man is ever restricted in 
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Williamsburg, even in colonial times, so why not emphasize a retail component at Williamsburg 

today. The unsaid reason, of course, is that these retailers provide essential revenue to cover 

operating expenses. At Colonial Williamsburg, sales ring up to between $500 and $600 a square 

foot. By contrast, typical shopping malls generated an average of $300 a square foot. Tenants at 

Williamsburg typically pay about $45 per square foot in rental fees, while a typical strip center 

charges between $30 and $35 a square foot. 58 Space at a historic area typically rents for a higher 

charge since it will typically generate a larger profit. Visitors are on vacation and they are likely 

to spend more while vacationing. If the site has space available and needs extra funding, it seems 

only reasonable to rent the space. The clash occurs when the commercial space dominates or 

ruins the historic area, a common criticism of Williamsburg. The dilemma is whether it is worth 

corrupting the site with commercialism or closing the site for lack of funding.  

In addition to revenue from the museum shop, dining and lodging facilities typically 

provide indispensable income to supplement the cost of exhibits. Cafes, restaurants and 

refreshment areas can serve visitors and provide a pleasant, restful area for visitors to recharge. 

The dining facilities can remain open after the museum closes, allowing the museum to earn 

income while officially closed. The restaurant can also serve as a meeting place for community 

members who may not otherwise visit the museum. Such facilities not only lure visitors to the 

site, they may entice visitors to return for a visit the following day. Cultural tourists tend to 

vacation longer than average tourists. Museums with lodgings can offer these facilities to those 

who want to return for a visit the following day. Larger LHMs tend to have at least one lodging 

                                                                                                                                                             
his mission to shop. Walking into the historic area from the visitor center, the visitor is guided back in time to 
Colonial Days. Upon entering the historic site however, the visitor will be greeted by cups of Starbucks Coffee and 
cones of Baskin-Robbins ice cream. This ruins the ambience of the site. 
58 Milford, Maureen. “Commercial Real Estate; Land-Rich Museums Find New Income Source.” The New York 
Times. April 2, 2003. 
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house associated with the site. While lodging for Deerfield and Williamsburg generate profit that 

sustains these sites, Sturbridge’s hotel was actually a financial drain.   

Educational outreach programs provided additional revenue as well. These programs also 

advertise for the site, attracting new audiences. Plimoth relies on educational outreach programs 

to generate income during their off-season. Outreach programs offer to send staff members to a 

school to conduct museum programming. Plimoth sends curators and interpreters to speak 

nationwide,59 and the online educational programs (which are still pending) will provide teachers 

with online resources. The site also publishes educational books.60 In the winter of 2005-2006, 

Plimoth offered the site as a set for a History Channel original film featuring the Pilgrims. The 

previous winter, the staff traveled to Maine to help organize the PBS show “Colonial House”. 

Staff built the set, costumed the actors, and trained the participants. Also during that time, the 

producers of the film “Jamestown” rented a boat and hired staff from Plimoth to use in the film 

production. This off-season consulting work helps the site remain viable and may explain why 

Plimoth is one of the only LHMs to finish the last few years with a financial surplus.61 At such 

an unstable time, LHMs must propose business ventures that will generate profit during the 

unseasonable winter months. To remain viable, other LHMs must design creative methods for 

generating additional revenue.  

The single most significant revenue-enhancing program is a special event.62 These attract 

audiences that may not have otherwise visited. The special exhibit can also attract special 

government, corporate and private donations. At Sturbridge, their special Halloween exhibition, 
                                                 
59 Outreach Programs bring interpreters and museum teachers to the classroom. The programs are designed to 
supplement social studies and language arts units. These interpreters bring material and collections to the school. 
Students learn as they would at the museum even if the class cannot travel to the museum.  
The museum sends its professional staff to lecture as costumed role-players, singing groups and artisans to libraries, 
conventions, corporations, historical society and civic groups. 
60 The site formed a partnership with National Geographic and Scholastic Publishing and Random House Publishers. 
61 Ivan Lipton. Telephone Interview. March 6, 2006. 
62 Kotler and Kotler 49 
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“Things That Go Bump in the Night,” drew crowds of more than 3,000 visitors to celebrate the 

holiday.63 These tickets provided the museum with additional revenue and advertising. 

Deerfield, Williamsburg, and Plimoth also organize special events that draw the local community 

to the site during the holidays. Special, limited-run exhibits serve to entice the curiosity of the 

average visitor and motivate a visit.  

 

FUNDRAISING TO SUBSIDIZE INSUFFICIENT REVENUE  

When typical revenue generators fail to raise funds to cover operating expenses, LHMs 

turn to outside sources for funding. A strong development office is essential during these 

financially unstable times. Fundraising procedures are often successful. According to Giving 

USA 2001, a total of $212 billion was contributed to nonprofit organizations in 2001. Individual 

donors were the most generous, followed by foundations, private funding, and corporate 

sponsorship. While corporate sponsorship has historically remained low, within the last few 

years, corporate contributions have been rising slowly.64  

To organize fundraising procedures, a LHM needs to design a development plan. The 

purpose of the development plan is “to identify opportunities for fund-raising, develop a fund-

raising plan, and train staff and volunteers in implementing the plan”.65 In accordance with the 

museum’s strategic plan, the development plan can be used to raise funds for annual 

contributions, membership, the capital campaign, endowment funds, or specific programs. The 

plan allows the museum to organize its purpose for fundraising and target the appropriate donors. 

Museums typically organize fundraising efforts into the annual campaign, the capital campaign 

and the endowment campaign. When soliciting funds, the museum may request funds for a 

                                                 
63 Janice Putnam. Personal Interview. October 26, 2005. 
64 Kotler and Kotler 127-128, 296 
65 Genoways and Ireland 122 
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specific campaign or not specify the exact needs of the donation. The donor may also specify the 

manner in which his gift should be distributed.  

Funds raised for the annual campaign are generally used for daily operating and 

programming needs. Museums may request funds annually for this campaign and donors 

consider the frequency of this type of donation when contributing. Often benefactors increase 

their pledges only moderately each year. These fundraisers serve to expand the donor base of the 

museum as well as establishing a relationship between the constituency and the museum. The 

financial donation helps the museum measure its social and political support within the 

community.66  

A capital campaign is a concentrated effort to generate substantial funds over a limited 

time period. These funds are typically used for capital expenditures such as constructing a new 

building, renovating existing structures, and installing new technology or exhibits. Donors often 

support such campaigns since they can visualize the results of their contributions. Since these 

campaigns are often demanding, they tend to last between eighteen months and five years, 

depending on the intensity of the campaign and dollars needed. It is an exhaustive and expensive 

undertaking and some museums are not prepared or capable of completing this type of campaign. 

The museum must have a strong strategic plan, positive relationship with the community, a 

cogent argument demanding the donations, a large donor pool, and experienced leadership.67  

A strong endowment empowers museums to be less reliant on annual revenue from paid 

attendance. The purpose of an endowment campaign is to collect a sizable principal that can 

return enough from investments to provide supplemental income to the museum annually. 

Endowment gifts are typically of a larger value, often donated as bequests upon death of the 

                                                 
66 Genoways and Ireland 123-124 
67 Ibid 124-126 
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donor. The endowment is not a liquid source of revenue, but the interest accrued from 

investments can be a vital source of annual income.68 LHMs typically withdraw between four 

and five percent of the endowment to use for general operating expenses. In most cases, those 

museums with a strong endowment are empowered to organize exhibits that researchers deem 

most important overall, rather than those that will be most popular amongst visitors. For 

museums struggling to remain solvent in light of the declining attendance income, building a 

strong endowment is imperative and almost impossible. 

 

PRIVATE SUPPORT: INDIVIDUALS AND FOUNDATIONS 

Individuals donors are the most reliable and generous group funding the arts. Many 

donate by becoming members of the museum. Museums offer various types of memberships for 

families and individuals, charging a different price for each type of membership. A strong 

membership indicates that visitors and the community support the museums. Aside from 

membership, individuals can contribute monetary and non-monetary gifts. A large number of 

individual donors illustrates overall support and often helps the museum solicit other public and 

private support.69 The museum must use the donation is a way that is consistent with their 

mission statement and strategic plan.70

 According to Philip and Neil Kotler, when fundraising, the museum should appeal to the 

donor who will be most likely to support the specific campaign and projects outlined in the 

fundraising campaign. With minimal investment, the museum can appeal to the mass anonymous 

small-gift market, which consists of individual museum supporters who might be inclined to 

                                                 
68 Ibid 126 
69 Ibid 128-129 
70 “Code of Ethics for Museums.” American Association of Museums. December 4, 2005. <http://www.aam-
us.org/museumresources/ethics/coe.cfm>. 
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contribute small sums to the museum. Direct mail fundraising can be a valuable means of 

contacting this market. Another group of supporters, annual members and visitors who can 

potentially become members are called the members and their friends market. These people 

already support the mission of the museum and it can be advantageous to request funds from 

these donors. The affluent citizen market includes wealthier supporters who can be targeted by 

special invitation to dinner and lectures. The museum can request a donation from these donors 

of several hundred dollars, either before attending or at the actual function. The wealthy donor 

market includes people who may contribute thousands of dollars or more to the museum. These 

individuals may be selected for their support of other similar institutions and museum fundraisers 

must be prepared to spend considerable time cultivating this particular kind of donor. Museums 

must be careful not to solicit from any particular individual too frequently, lest the campaign lose 

their distinctive qualities and the museum seem to spend donations inefficiently.71  

LHMs can also solicit donations from foundations. Foundations are not-for-profit entities 

established to provide support to charitable organizations through grants. As government support 

of museums declines, support from private foundations is becoming critical to the solvency of a 

museum. Support from foundations is often attached to government support and as government 

aid decreases, so too will support from private foundations. Even if private foundations donate 

generously, their support cannot compensate for the decreasing support of government agencies. 

They generally contribute funds to capital campaigns and insist on witnessing the results of their 

donations. Private foundations tend to support the organizations that match their mission or 

charter. Various types of foundations include, family foundations, community foundations, 

corporate foundations, national foundations, and special purpose foundations. Proposals will 

differ depending on the specific aims of the foundation and turnaround time for proposals range 
                                                 
71 Kotler and Kotler 310-315 
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from three to eighteen months.72 As with a corporate sponsorship, it is essential that a symbiotic 

relationship exists between the museum and the foundation.73

 

CORPORATE SUPPORT 

Corporate sponsorship is minimal at LHMs. Businesses tend to only support these sites 

when they will benefit. There are several channels by which corporations support museums. 

Some of these funds are given annually, while others require the museum to compete for a grant. 

These include, corporate giving, provided from annual profit and typically donated without 

restrictions; executive discretionary funds; smaller donations to local museums; marketing 

budgets to attract a constituency; corporate grants; and research and development budgets.74  

Sponsorship allows corporations to advertise their support of the arts while also receiving a tax 

benefit and respect from members of the community. The corporations are “buying with their 

sponsorship money acceptability in the world of art and culture.75 Patrick Boylan, in Museums 

2000, claims corporations will only support exhibitions that directly benefit the company. 

Therefore, corporate support is not a reliable source of income and vying for corporate support 

should not be a sole focus of the marketing campaign. 76

Several types of museum-corporate partnerships exist, varying in intensity from 

sponsorship in which the sponsor is involved in the programming of the museum and is named as 

a sponsor, to relationships where there is little evidence of an affiliation between the museum 

and the sponsor. A museum and a corporation can form a partnership in which the company’s 

                                                 
72 Genoways and Ireland 143-144 
73 Kotler and Kotler 301 
74 Genoways and Ireland 130  
75 Boylan, Patrick, ed. Museums 2000: Politics, People, Professionals, and Profit. New York: Routledge, 1992:  
19-20. 
76 Boylan 148-168 
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products are sold or displayed at the museum. A product or company logo may be prominently 

displayed at the exhibit or the corporate sponsor may distribute promotional products at museum 

events. More intense relationships involved transaction-based marketing activity, in which the 

corporation donates a specific amount of cash in direct proportion to sales revenue. Another 

long-term relationship is called cause marketing or joint issue promotion, in which a corporation 

teams up with a museum to benefit the community. For example, corporate sponsorship and a 

museum may work together to improve literacy or education. Some corporate sponsors provide 

their products for no charge to the museum to sell or distribute as advertising. For example, a 

company may donate t-shirts displaying their logo alongside the name of the museum for no 

charge. Visitors purchase the garment and advertise for both the museum and the company. 77

 

GOVERNMENT SUPPORT AND GRANTS 

 Arts and cultural organizations receive financial support from federal (the National 

Endowment for the Arts, the National Endowment for the Humanities, and the Institute of 

Museums and Library Sciences), state (in Massachusetts, the Massachusetts Cultural Council), 

and local (county and municipal government) agencies. The federal government has recently 

curtailed their support of the arts. Pressure from the public to cut spending has forced museums 

to consider state and local agencies as their main government benefactors. State and local 

government presume that art and cultural institutions benefit the general public as much as any 

other social service. Local governments are also increasing funding for museums since their 

presence as a tourist destination attracts economic revenue for several other local businesses. For 

example, Sturbridge is eligible for grant money from the state’s Economic Stimulus Bill. As a 

major business in the area, Sturbridge must survive so as to continue stimulating other business 
                                                 
77 Kotler and Kotler 303-305 
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in the region. They often channel these funds through local arts and humanities councils. State 

government derives these funds from bond issues, automobile license plate feeds, tax return 

check offs, corporate filing fees, state lotteries, and cultural tax districts.78 Public support has 

decreased even more substantially since 2001. Emergency support for natural disasters and 

terrorism relief deplete funds from potential sources of funding.  

 Some museum officials peddle the presumption that substantial government funding 

could save LHMs. While government support may be able to temporarily help these sites get 

back on their feet, it cannot be relied on to fund these sites entirely. Furthermore, if LHMs 

cannot raise attendance, then it is inappropriate for public money to be used to sustain an 

institution that the public does not support. While increased public funds may temporarily assist 

LHMs, if museums cannot raise attendance, then they cannot rely on public funding.  

 

FUNDRAISING ACTIVITIES AT WILLIAMSBURG, PLIMOTH, DEERFIELD, AND STURBRIDGE 

During these financially uncertain times, each site must fundraise to offset operating 

deficits. Those sites with large endowments can invest more towards fundraising than those who 

are struggling just to continue operating. Like most sites, Williamsburg relies on individuals for 

donations. While annual attendance declined at Williamsburg, individual support increased. 

Between 1976 and 2004, individual donations account for nearly sixty percent of total 

contributions. Williamsburg has access to wealthy donors nationwide, who contribute to support 

the site. Williamsburg recently launched its first multi-year comprehensive fund-raising 

campaign. Donations to this fund will be used to cover operating expenses and capital 

improvements without compromising the annual budget. Funds will be used towards education, 

                                                 
78 Ibid 309-310 Cultural tax districts are selected locations in which portions of real estate and sales tax are 
dedicated to supporting cultural institutions in the district. 
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preservation, interpretation, and hospitality. While the Rockefellers no longer exclusively 

support the site, in 2002, David Rockefeller donated $1.5 million to this campaign.79 Within a 

few years of launching the campaign, collections totaled 88 percent of the goal, which means 

that fundraising at Williamsburg is relatively easy. 

By contrast, fundraising at Plimoth Plantation required management to invest and 

reassign staff to an enhanced development office. In 2000, the site recognized that its meager 

endowment would not suffice declining admission revenue and Plimoth aimed to decrease 

reliance on the revenue from the gate. New development staff actively seek grants and donations 

from public and private donors. In the past, the site was always excited to receive grant funding 

but there was no designated department to solicit funding.80 For a LHM to remain viable in this 

modern era, management must development strong fundraising initiatives to support the site. As 

a result of hard work in the development office, the museum posted profits in the last few 

years.81  

Deerfield, unlike Plimoth, has always maintained a strong development office. About 

twenty percent of annual income comes from gifts, grants, and individuals. An emphasis on 

scholarship and educational programs has promoted Deerfield throughout the country. Early on, 

Deerfield received grants from various nonprofit and individual organizations. The 1970 Annual 

Report states, “The aim of fund-raising efforts in the immediate future will be to broaden the 

base of support on a nation-wide scale through continued approaches to Foundations and an 

increased effort to talk personally with interested individuals.” The report continues in detail, 

describing methods for fundraising including, establishing advisors to solicit large donors and 

                                                 
79 “Rockefeller Supports CW’s Presidential Discretionary Endowment Fund with Gift.” Colonial Williamsburg. 
May 31, 2002. <http://www.history.org/foundation/press_release/displayPressRelease.cfm?pressReleaseId=69>. 
80 Anne Thelan. Telephone Interview. March 1, 2006. 
81 Sacks, Pamela H. “Museums Seek Answers; Fear of Terrorism, Budget Cuts Cause Crisis in the Industry.” 
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general mailings to attract new members.82 The Flynts solicited funds from outside sources since 

its inception. Even before Henry Flynt started acquiring properties, he solicited the Smithsonian 

for funding. The founders wanted the site to be viable regardless of annual attendance. Hosting 

forums and symposiums also helps attract support. Interest from the endowment and gifts/grants 

provides sixty percent of its annual income and supports the site during these unstable times. 

Development at Sturbridge is essential if the site is to remain operational. At Sturbridge, 

like Williamsburg, individuals are the backbone of the museum, providing eighty percent of 

philanthropic donations. On the other hand, small businesses are not very generous. With so few 

businesses in the area, the village cannot possible rely on this source for funding.83 Bill Reid, 

vice president of external affairs explains that corporate support is not a panacea for the site. 

Corporations tend to be stingy, supporting only those sites that directly promote their business. 

Sturbridge is not located in a wealthy city center and it is not near any Fortune 500 companies. It 

also rarely holds blockbuster exhibitions. For these reasons, it is difficult for Sturbridge and 

several other LHMs to attract corporate support. Beverly Sheppard, executive director at 

Sturbridge, says, “When a company looks at it [supporting a cultural site] as marketing…it gives 

them a lot of reach for marketing dollars…it aligns the company values with the values of the 

community and the values of the institution.”84 As for the morality of corporate sponsorship, Bill 

Reid explains that Sturbridge is “not going to put plaques with company logos on all the 

buildings…we’re going to do this in a tasteful, thoughtful way that doesn’t intrude upon the 

historic environment.”85 Sturbridge should fundraise to continue serving the public. 

  

                                                 
82 1970 Annual Report: 6 
83 Bill Reid. Telephone Interview. February 28, 2006. 
84 Gushue, Harold H. Jr. “Companies put subtle stamps on OSV; Use of Corporate Sponsorship Grows.” The 
Worcester Telegram and Gazette. July 19, 2002: E1. 
85 Gushue, Harold H. Jr. “Companies put subtle stamps on OSV; Use of Corporate Sponsorship Grows.” 
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PUBLIC AND PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS 

Public support, in the form of grants can helps support LHMs. Partnering with local 

development districts or economic development organizations, LHMs can request local funds, 

explaining that they bring tourists to the local area, who invest in other local businesses. Without 

these sites, other businesses would close as well. Sturbridge is forming a solid partnership with 

the town as the largest economic stimulator in the area. The village is in the process of selling 

more than 800 acres of land to the town to be preserved as open space. In essence, the town is 

offering financial support to the ailing institution. Forming this partnership will help support 

Sturbridge as well as local businesses. These sites can also apply for increased federal dollars, 

but as federal budgets tighten, these requests may be denied.  

Partnering with cultural foundations and other heritage sites can provide LHMs with the 

necessary funding and reputation to draw audiences. Since its inception, Deerfield has been 

closely partnered with the Deerfield Academy; however, this partnership has never yielded 

financial support. Deerfield is also linked with several colleges and universities in the region 

who do offer financial support. Strong partnerships are needed however. Plimoth Plantation was 

recently accepted into the Smithsonian Affiliation program which provides the museum with 

access to the Smithsonian collections and resources. According to John McDonagh, executive 

director of Plimoth, 

 
Plimoth Plantation’s acceptance into the Smithsonian Affiliation 
program raises the bar for our museum, by creating a formal association 
with one of the largest and most renowned institutions in the world. We 
not only look forward to the opportunities this affiliation affords our 
museum, we are also very excited about the intellectual exchange, as 
well the sharing of museums collections, which will surely benefit 
constituents on our behalf.86

                                                 
86 Plimoth Plantation – A Smithsonian Pick: Plimoth Plantation Becomes a Smithsonian Affiliate.” Plimoth 
Plantation. http://www.plimoth.org/about/presskit/2005releases/SmithsonianPick.asp   
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This prestigious designation also associates Plimoth with the strong reputation of the 

Smithsonian Institute and will probably increase its attendance. An inclusion in the Smithsonian 

Affiliation would also help Sturbridge and Deerfield attract federal funds and a larger audience.  

These sites can also partner with area businesses and corporations. While private 

businesses tend to only invest in strong institutions that will ensure marketing to a large 

audience, as regional attractions, Sturbridge and Deerfield can attract support from businesses. 

Sturbridge already draws financial support from several businesses in Worcester. Attracting 

audiences from the region will probably increase support from area businesses. As for Deerfield, 

while the site hopes to receive support from the business community, its location limits its ability 

to draw support from businesses. Located in a relatively remote area of the state, Deerfield 

cannot expect businesses in Springfield to support the institution. Deerfield can partner with the 

nearby Yankee Candle Factory and according to Marc Belanger, associate director of marketing 

at Deerfield, the site is working on forming a mutual partnership. 

As the financial situation at LHMs grows grimmer, these sites will need to fundraise and 

solicit from a greater variety of sources. If these sites are to be sustainable, then they must 

establish successful methods for generating revenue. At sites like Williamsburg, Deerfield and 

now Plimoth which have established strong development departments, staff must continue 

soliciting without requesting too many funds. Even so, LHMs must also increase attendance and 

integrate their exhibits within the community. Stronger ties to a loyal audience and the local 

community will provide additional political and economic support. Endowment funds can also 

be extremely helpful; on the other hand, LHMs without strong endowments are going to have 

more difficulty weathering this precarious financial situation. To remain viable, LHMs must 

transform their exhibits and provide visitors with a compelling experience. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
HISTORY PLANS ITS FUTURE  

 
 
 
 

Museums like ours are facing a cultural change. People love the 
antiques, the infrastructure, the historic buildings. The question is, how 
do we change the bathwater while keeping the baby?1

In order to attract a range of visitors, exhibition topics must be of 
interest and have some emotional appeal. Those that are more likely to 
appeal and attract visitors are ones where people know just enough to 
pique their interest, can’t be seen anywhere else, have not been 
‘overdone’ and can only be experienced at museums.2

 

 
Living history museums (LHMs) are endangered because they cannot maintain a loyal 

audience. If attendance continues to decline, LHMs will not be viable. LHMs are trying to raise 

attendance by designing compelling exhibits. “There is angst and worry as a backdrop to seeking 

creative solutions,” says Beverly Sheppard, executive director of Sturbridge Village.3 

Transforming exhibits demands a substantial monetary investment and such efforts are not 

guaranteed to yield positive results. Strategic planning at LHMs calls for new child-friendly 

exhibits to be indoors. Each site is also trying to integrate itself into the regional community. 

                                                 
1 Bednar, Joseph. “Living Proof: Old Sturbridge Village Faces Stern Challenges.” Business West. April 3, 2005. 
2 Black, Graham. The Engaging Museum, Developing Museums for Visitor Involvement. New York: Routledge, 
2005: 31. 
3 Sacks, Pamela H. “Museums Seek Answers; Fear of Terrorism, Budget Cuts Cause Crisis in the Industry.” The 
Worcester Telegram and Gazette. September 4, 2004. 
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While these plans are impressive, they cannot remedy the cultural and financial challenges, and 

therefore, their potential success is doubtful.  

 

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF LIVING HISTORY MUSEUMS 

Exhibits at LHMs must above all else entertain visitors. They must still retain a strong 

educational element. The only way for LHMs to compete against television and the internet is to 

entertain visitors with their informative exhibits. LHMs are focusing new exhibits towards the 

family audience. Tailoring exhibits towards children might limit their educational content. LHMs 

must be careful not to bore adults with overly simplified exhibits. LHMs are appealing towards a 

regional audience. Officials are hoping to become community centers for the region and provide 

residents with compelling reasons to visit and return. Strategic planning must highlight and 

improve those distinctive characteristics of the site. Visitors seek novel experiences. LHMs must 

therefore focus on those features that make their site special.  

To recap earlier chapters, tourists who once flocked to LHMs now shy away. They 

consider these experiences boring and do not return to LHMs because they do not think there is 

anything new to see. According to a reporter from the Washington Post, LHMs function “as the 

vacation equivalent of spinach, something you try because Mom knows it’s good for you.”4 

Various changes in lifestyle also prevent tourists from stopping at LHMs and as a result, 

attendance has been declining for decades. As a result, several LHMs have fallen into a 

precarious financial situation. With this attitude in mind, LHMs are using marketing to dispel 

these negative attitudes. However, marketing alone cannot revive attendance. Museum officials 

                                                 
4 Fahrenthold, David A. “Living-History Museums Struggle to Draw Visitors.” The Washington Post. December 25, 
2005, A3.  
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need to provide visitors with a memorable experience that will guarantee a loyal museum 

audience. 

Living history museums have several advantages over standard, passive museums. They 

are fun. These sites typically engage with visitors and facilitate active learning. For those visitors 

who are averse to noisy crowds and thundering roller coasters, the relaxed pace of a historic site 

can be incredibly appealing. Historic sites conjure up vivid nostalgia and remind visitors of an 

enjoyable past. Essentially, LHMs breathe life into the past and excite visitors throughout the 

process.  

The drawbacks are equally extensive. LHMs are costly to operate, requiring an extensive 

staff of living interpreters to present the exhibits. These museums are seasonal, limiting the 

visitor’s opportunity to see the site. Large tracts of land require substantial funds to maintain the 

property. Typically located in remote locations, these sites are inaccessible to many audiences. 

These sties tend to be independent of government funding and decreased funding has led to 

financial instability. The most pressing problem of course is a shrinking audience. If LHMs 

cannot raise attendance, then they will not remain open. 

 

STRATEGIC PLANNING AT LIVING HISTORY MUSEUMS 

LHMs are trying to engage with their audiences. At Sturbridge, young visitors can build a 

wall out of foam rocks and try on 1830s-style children’s undergarments over their clothes. At 

Plimoth Plantation, families can spend the night in a re-created Pilgrim house or in a 

Wampanoag Indian dwelling. Plimoth is also developing hands-on computerized exhibits that 

provide visitors, particularly children, with the opportunity to participate in the museum exhibits. 

Williamsburg just opened a new exhibit called “Revolutionary City,” an outdoor theatrical 
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performance simulating events common in the Colonial era. Tourists will be able to interact with 

the historic figures and imagine that they are actually transported back in time.5 These new 

exhibits are elements of a various strategic planning initiatives at LHMs. 

Strategic planning calls for LHMs to design experiences that exceed visitor expectations. 

Charles Longsworth, president of Colonial Williamsburg explained the importance of exceeding 

visitor expectations when Williamsburg initiated its first strategic plan in 1989. 

 

“To…do everything we can, to make sure that a visitor leaves here 
saying ‘that was even better than I thought it would be. That exceeded 
my expectations.’…And that’s what we individually and collectively can 
assure by our hospitality, by our courtesy, by understanding our visitors’ 
expectations and needs, by developing programs that are responsive, by 
making this an important place in their lives. And it’s the one [of the 
seven year objectives] we absolutely have to succeed at, because visitors 
are the ones who provide the means for us to go on.”6

 

Williamsburg pioneered strategic planning at LHMs in the 1990s. Subsequent strategic plans and 

planning at other LHMs was based on Longsworth’s Seven Year Plan. The plan detailed methods 

for the site to exceed visitor expectations, to strengthen educational programming, to intensify 

preservation, to enlarge financial resources, and to protect the quality of the environment in 

Williamsburg. Longsworth realized early on that visitors’ needs were changing and to remain 

competitive, Williamsburg had to exceed the visitor’s expectations.  

 

We offer our visitors and guests a learning experience as well as the 
amenities they enjoy, but we exist on the discretionary side of the family 
budget where the range of choices is constantly increasing. In our highly 
competitive world Colonial Williamsburg’s best strategy is delivering 
and exceeding the quality and values visitors have come to expect.”7

                                                 
5 Fahrenthold, David A. “Living History Museums Struggle to Draw Visitors.” The Washington Post. December 25, 
2005. The article explains one such item that will never wind up in the hands of visitors, guns. The chief operating 
officer at a restored Moravian community in Winston-Salem, North Carolina explained “People would love to shoot 
period guns, but all you need is a little accident with black powder, and there’s going to be all kinds of legal issues.” 
6 Handler and Gable 140 
7 Ibid 147 
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For subsequent decades, the site has continued to try to enhance the visitor experience. Despite 

these efforts, attendance is substantially down. Many LHMs have followed in the footsteps of 

Williamsburg. However, since strategic planning failed to prevent the declining attendance at 

Williamsburg, there is little chance of its success at other, less popular sites. 

Strategic planning at Sturbridge calls for the site to “grow its business.”8 Sturbridge has 

thrilled visitors for 60 years. It is one of the largest LHMs in the country and a major site in the 

region. It is the only site in New England to display the 1830s, an exciting and underappreciated 

time period. The village’s portrayal of a nineteenth century agrarian New England village is 

outstanding. It depicts the village as an integrated community where each individual is reliant on 

his neighbor for survival. Sturbridge emphasizes and displays the hand processed craft, 

demonstrating the process not just displaying the final product. Visitors are encouraged to 

wander through the buildings in the village and explore their own interpretation of the exhibits. 

Sturbridge has “a tradition of excellence, a firm foundation in scholarship, a dedication to 

teaching, a remarkable environmental setting, and a great respect for learning experiences of all 

who visit,” said the president in the 2003 Annual Report. The report continues praising the site, 

explaining that the collections are “unsurpassed.”9 Visitors appreciate the village’s emphasis on 

authenticity and solid research to recreate New England village life. When surveyed in 2005, all 

visitors agreed that exhibits at Sturbridge matched their imagined idea of village life.10 Its 

reputation as an authentic, educational, and fun site serves as one of its greatest draws and should 

be emphasized in strategic planning. 

                                                 
8 See Appendix D for a copy of Sturbridge’s Strategic Plan. 
9 This excerpt was taken from the 2003 Annual Report: 4. This is the latest Annual Report available. 
10 When I surveyed visitors in 2005, I asked them this question. In response, visitors praised the authenticity of the 
site, explaining that they imagined a New England village to look just like Sturbridge. 
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Deerfield is also praised for its authenticity. Deerfield displays a fine collection of 

eighteenth and nineteenth century material culture. It is one of the only sites to present the 

culture of the Connecticut River Valley and its exhibits provide insight into the settlers past. 

Interpreters are highly knowledgeable and provide extensive details of the lives of the original 

residents. The site is incredible affordable, charging adults $14 for a two-day pass. Strategic 

planning should stress these fine qualities and guide Deerfield to become a popular vacation 

destination.11  

To remain viable, LHMs must meet and exceed visitor expectations. Visitors expect a 

comfortable atmosphere conducive to active learning and socializing. Strategies for raising 

visitor awareness include, building a broader, more diverse audience that returns regularly; 

enhancing overall visitor satisfaction with the site by clarifying signage and services for visitor; 

defining and promoting a clear message; enhancing the site’s website; and maintaining financial 

stability for a balanced budget and strategic growth.  LHMs must decrease guest defections 

(guests who, for whatever reasons, chose not to return), increase the frequency of visitors, 

increase the spending per visit per visitor, and attract new guests to the village. If LHMs can 

attract new guests and provide these visitors with treasured experiences, then they will return. If 

visitors return often, then attendance will increase. This requires LHMs to improve the visitor 

experience. 

 

STRATEGY 1: DEVELOP A NEW IMAGE 

Re-branding is a crucial part of all strategic planning. All sites are focusing efforts on 

designing a new brand and enhancing the image of the site. New brands are lively and attractive. 

Officials are trying to present a lively and fresh site. At Sturbridge, the new logo will feature the 
                                                 
11 See Appendix E for a copy of Deerfield’s Strategic Plan. 
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grasshopper jumping to indicate an invigorated site. A new logo will inspire new visits. 

Rebranding is more than just a new logo though. It is a comprehensive process in which officials 

present and promote a fresh image to potential visitors. Sturbridge must follow its new logo with 

innovative exhibits that are indicative of its new look. 

A re-branding is particularly important for Deerfield, which suffers from a somewhat 

elitist reputation as a site that is uninviting towards families and especially children. Deerfield’s 

strategic plan examines methods for increasing visitor awareness of the site. The plan explains 

that although adored by its current audience, the site needs to branch out to people who live 

within a few hours drive and have never visited the site.12  

 At Plimoth, re-branding has helped the site promote a bi-cultural experience and increase 

visitation. The old brand displayed a representation of the Mayflower. By contrast, the new 

image presents an English colonist alongside a native Wampanoag in profile. This new image 

highlights the site’s unique characteristics and fresh look. Plimoth is one of the only sites in the 

country to present a bi-cultural sites and management wanted to promote this distinction.13 

Strategic planning “helps you focus on what you do best,” said Michelle Pecoraro, public 

relations director at Plimoth Plantation. “You don’t ever rest on your laurels. You can’t,” 

continued Pecoraro.14 Officials wanted everyone to know that Plimoth presented two version of 

the Pilgrim voyage. By promoting this feature, the site drew more visitors. Other LHMs can 

learn from Plimoth’s success and re-brand. 

 

 

                                                 
12 Information detailing aspects of the strategic plan were taken from Deerfield’s latest strategic plan. See Appendix 
for details. 
13 Ivan Lipton. Telephone Interview. 
14 Lambert, Lane. “Selling History; USS Salem, Struggling to Establish its Niche, is taking a lesson from other 
South of Boston Tourist Attractions.” The Patriot Ledger. April 15, 2000. 
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STRATEGY 2: DEVELOP INDOOR EXHIBITS GEARED TOWARDS CHILDREN 

One of the major drawbacks hindering visitation at LHMs, is seasonality. Generally, 

exhibits are mostly outside, exposing visitors to harsh weather in the winter. At most sites, 

attendance spikes in the warmer months and trickles down in the winter. Some sites remain open 

in the winter, while other close entirely. If museums moved exhibits inside, then they could 

attract a strong audience all year long.  

 

 
Figure 5.1 The Static Exhibits at Sturbridge 

Visitors read static exhibits at Sturbridge but fail to really engage with the material. Few visitors 
spend time in these static exhibits. However, management still plans to expand this type of 
exhibits, hoping to draw a larger audience. (Photo taken by Author) 

 

Developing indoor exhibits is key to strategic planning at Sturbridge. “What we 

recognize in all the things that happened,” Sheppard explained, “is the fact that the living history 

program, which has been the heart of the village, is no longer drawing the same number of 
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people that it used to.”15 Although the site is open all year-round, it really is a seasonal 

attraction. On a cold winter day, attendance might be fewer than 100 visitors. Despite the 

expense of remaining open for relatively few visitors, only recently has the village closed its 

doors on Mondays and Tuesday in the winter. Visitors who visit during the winter are subject to 

temperature discomforts that may limit their enjoyment of the site. To remedy this, Sturbridge is 

planning the History Gateway. “One of the goals is to develop much more of a hands-on learning 

center within the village – within the visitor center” says Sheppard, “so that there will be more 

experiences for the visitors coming that will not be weather-related.” Plans call for a total of five 

interactive galleries, including Kidstory and Icons of New England, which are both geared 

towards children. A third section, the History Learning Lab will allow visitors to examine 

archived collections on the internet. Visitors will also be able to purchase admission to the visitor 

center separately from the village. These indoor exhibits will also make it possible for the village 

to hire a smaller staff, thereby lowering expenses. The site is also planning to expand the 

research library to include a youth room, teacher resource center, and local history center.16  

Naturally, reducing time spent outdoors will change the visitor experiences. Constructing 

these new exhibits makes Sturbridge more like a children’s museum than an outdoor learning 

center. To remind visitors to spend time outside, Sturbridge suggests the inclusion of an 

environmental education exhibit area outdoors. Sturbridge is located in the bucolic countryside, a 

                                                 
15 Gushue, Harold A. Jr. “OSV, as in visit; Finances Lean; but Improving for Village.”  
16 Gerald F. Russell, Taking Stock at OSV; Museum Squeezed by Economy 
The library at Sturbridge is not very accessible. It is only open a few days a week from 9 am to noon. To access the 
archived materials, I had to make an appointment some time in advance with the curator who currently manages the 
library. David Simmons explained to me that some years ago the museum determined the position of librarian to be 
extraneous and fired the librarian. The curatorial staff is responsible for maintaining the library, and though they 
have kept it organized, no new materials have been archived for several years. When I visited Sturbridge to conduct 
research in the library, on one of these selected days, there were only two other researchers and one staff member in 
the library. There was not much space to work and the archives were incredibly hard to access even once inside the 
library. Without a librarian, the research staff is responsible for assisting researchers, making it difficult to find 
materials in the convoluted stacks and annoying for the staff to stop their research to perform a different job. 
Improving the library facilities and hiring a librarian is imperative. 
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remarkable setting that draws visitors. By educating visitors in the countryside, Sturbridge will 

remain true to its mission as an outdoor museum. 

Deerfield also proposes an indoor exhibition center called the Family Discovery Center, 

which is designed to attract young families. Interior exhibits will be hands-on as well. Deerfield 

is also a seasonal attraction. In 2002, the site began closing from January through March to 

reduce costs. By enhancing indoor activities, the site may be able to appeal to a wider audience.  

Plimoth recently benefited from opening an indoor exhibition center. In 2004, Plimoth 

opened the Crafts Center, a modern facilities where visitors can watch demonstrations, speak 

with artisans, and purchase Plimoth productions. The construction of this new facilities attracted 

new guests to the site and management attributes this new facility for the flat attendance last 

year. Revenue from the products purchased also provided essential revenue to support the site. 

While these indoor spaces might ideally draw audiences, visitors do not want to visit a 

LHM to spend time at an indoor exhibit. At Williamsburg, where the site opened several indoor 

galleries recently, visits to these indoor spaces are low. Guests of the site want to spend time 

outside immersing with the living history. For this reason, Williamsburg recently announced a 

new outdoor exhibit called Revolutionary City. In this new space, first-person interpreters will 

ask guests to perform alongside them. Officials at the site assume that this exhibit will engage 

audiences and entice them to return. 

These indoor exhibits are geared towards the family unit as the targeted audience. 

Officials at LHMs have determined that children serve as the impetus for the visit and parents 

seek to learn with their children. Visiting adults agree that touring with the children enhances 

their own experience at the site. Parents and relatives derive pleasure from watching children 

interact with the history and learn. They allow the children to select the itinerary and visit 
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accordingly. Village officials expect that targeting the interest of children will raise attendance 

levels.  

Children who enjoy their experience are the best means of promoting the site. Youngsters 

will certainly share the experience with classmates at recess and in expositive writing. The child 

may also request a subsequent visit. A satisfied child visitor will perhaps return with future 

offspring so that they too may enjoy the village. As a grandparent, the same child who enjoyed 

Sturbridge as a youth may also return with grandchildren. In sum, youngsters who enjoy the 

village will probably return several times.   

Now, more than ever, Sturbridge is reaching out to children. LHMs allow families to 

learn outside while spending time together. The site however, is especially conducive to large 

crowds and young children. According to David Simmons, director of visitor studies at the 

village, the most frequent visitor is the family audience, consisting of at least one adult and one 

child ticket. Research indicates that about 60 percent of groups surveyed consist of only adults 

and 40 percent include children; 55 percent of visitors overall come in family groups, while only 

1.6 percent of travelers visit alone. Sturbridge is also a multi-generational destination. It is a 

good place for senior adults to bring youngsters. The site provides fun education and allows 

seniors to spend quality time with their grandchildren. Although older adults are not the target 

audience at Sturbridge, they are frequent visitors.  

Sturbridge is constructing the multi-faceted history learning center to appeal to school 

groups who have the funding for a class trip but may not visit because of the winter season. 

Schoolchildren will derive pleasure and education from the learning center. Guides can organize 

arts and crafts projections that teach children nineteenth century production methods. The 
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educational center allows the village to shrink its staff and decrease its operating expenses. This 

plan still emphasizes the museum’s dedication to teaching. 

In contrast to Sturbridge, Deerfield’s largest audience is older adults who are passionate 

about New England history. However, the audience targeted at Deerfield is families. Although 

the site has never been recognized as a family-friendly destination, the site has always focused its 

exhibits towards students and scholars. “We are not trying to do a Williamsburg…mainly 

because we don’t want crowds and mobs to spoil the place…We are, however, endeavoring to 

make it a place which will be available to scholars and students.”17 The mission statement 

explains that Deerfield should appeal to all audiences as follows: 

 

The public served by Historic Deerfield includes students of all ages, 
teachers, professional scholars, connoisseurs and collectors, 
environmentalists, genealogists and amateur historians, residents of the 
region, tour groups, vacationing families, and travelers from around the 
world. In fulfilling its mission, the institution continually seeks to expand 
its audience and broaden the range of constituencies committed to its 
support.  

 

One key issue examined in the strategic plan is how the site can appeal to children and families 

without discouraging its traditional supporters. Officials at the site are trying to integrate 

Deerfield into the community and become an educational adventure for families in the region. 

Deerfield is increasing the number of annual events aimed at the community. While Deerfield 

has traditionally isolated itself from the community, management now realizes that to build a 

solid audience, the site must be popular amongst locals.  

Education has always been important at Deerfield. The Flynts described their hopes for 

the village as follows: “Our greatest objective is to extend educational programs to benefit our 

                                                 
17 Flynt, William. “Henry and Helen’s Excellent Adventure: The Creation and Refining of Historic Deerfield.” 
Deerfield, Massachusetts, prepared for Colonial Williamsburg Forum, 1997: 20. 
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area colleges and secondary schools. We’d like to see Deerfield used more as a kind of 

laboratory for the study of early American history, architecture, and decorative arts.”18 From its 

earliest beginnings, Deerfield promoted educational opportunities through symposiums for area 

college professors and local historians. They also organized a summer program to attract 

undergraduate college students interested in studying New England or colonial history. These 

educational programs were enormously successful, attracting large crowds to the annual forums 

and impressive applicants for the summer intern program.19

 

 
Figure 5.2 Interpreters Really Engage with Audience 

Jimmy the Potter engages with children in a distinct way. (Photo taken by Author) 
 

                                                 
18 Hoffman, Marilyn “’Island’ in the Flow of Time”. The Christian Science Monitor. November 18, 1969: 11. 
19 Flynt, William 19-20 
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Figure 5.3 An Artisan at Work 

A Cobbler at Sturbridge makes his personal shoes as visitors watch and learn. (Photo taken by 
Author) 
 

STRATEGY 3: STRENGTHEN COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 

 LHMs are making a conscious effort to reach out to the regional community. While both 

sites traditionally attract most visitors from within the region, both Sturbridge and Deerfield are 

transforming themselves into community centers. Since it has become apparent that LHMs 

cannot rely on random tourists to visit, they are focusing efforts towards appealing to a local 

audience. 

Sturbridge is a regional site drawing most visitors from the Northeast. In 2004, 54.7 

percent or 71,728 visitors came from New England (Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New 

Hampshire, Rhode Island, Vermont) and another 17.9 percent or 23,529 visitors came from the 

Mid-Atlantic region (New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania). Of New England visitors, 28.4 
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percent or 37,263 visitors came from Massachusetts.20 The site could easily attract more visitors 

from within the region. David Simmons explains that Sturbridge Village has always served as a 

regional site for New England families. A systematic survey of New Englanders revealed that 69 

percent of residents have visited the village. If Sturbridge is to remain viable, they must provide 

the community with a reason to return.  

Sturbridge is trying to integrate events into the community. Individual residents rarely 

visit the museum. To remain viable, the village must draw visitors from the local area who can 

easily return for another visit. The strategic plan stresses the need to build an audience with 

compelling promotions and special events. It suggests that Sturbridge build on previously 

successful advertising themes such as “What’s New” and “Discover the Difference”. The site 

will also increase the number of special events, like the popular Halloween celebration, “Things 

That Go Bump in the Night.” Well-attended events are also thought to promote corporate and 

media sponsorships. Sturbridge also shows major motion pictures on Friday and Saturday nights. 

In the winter, Sturbridge covers the village center with ice and invites the community to come 

skate on the green on the weekends. This event is free and typically generates profit from 

concession sales. These events attract the local community and remind them that Sturbridge is an 

exciting place to go. 

Deerfield is also trying to attract the local community. A major component of the 

strategic plan focuses on reaching out to more diverse communities within a 100-mile radius. 

According to Marc Belanger, assistant director of marketing, the site typically draws about 25 

percent of its audiences from the region, another 25 percent from other parts of New England 

and New York State and the residual 50 percent from the Northeast and the nation. Although the 

site traditionally draws a predominant percentage of tourists from the region, Deerfield intends to 
                                                 
20 Information given to me by David Simmons in October 2005. See Appendix A for details. 
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develop a loyal audience of repeat visitors. The site hopes to increase general paid visitation by 

1,000 visitors per year. Deerfield typically draws most of its audience from within a 50-mile 

radius, although it has never officially focused efforts accordingly. The site will expand its 

interpretation of domestic arts. Deerfield will organize cooking and sewing classes that will 

attract locals to the site. By integrating itself into the community, Deerfield will raise awareness 

and attendance. 

Ivan Lipton, chief operations officer at Plimoth explained that strategic planning is not 

designed to reach out to the local community. Unlike Sturbridge or Deerfield, Plimoth relies on 

first-time visitors to support the site, which draws seventy percent of its visitors from outside 

Massachusetts. Exhibits are supposed to impress first-time visitors and send them home with a 

positive impression of Plimoth. The site is not concerned with its low rate of return, which comes 

from little variety in the site from year to year. Lipton explained that visitors consider Plimoth a 

site that is only interesting on the first visit. The site wants visitors to return but focuses its 

efforts towards creating a compelling experience that visitors will share with friends. Then, these 

friends will promote Plimoth by word-of-mouth advertising. While Sturbridge and Deerfield 

hope to remain viable by creating events that will please visitors, Plimoth knows that is not 

feasible. To remain viable, the site must promote itself to summer tourists visiting Cape Cod.21  

                                                 
21 The interview with Ivan Lipton took place over the telephone on March 6, 2006. 
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STRATEGY 4: IMPROVE VISITOR ORIENTATION 

LHMs tend to be located in remote regions, some distance from a major metropolitan 

center. These sites originally drew tourists by offering them the opportunity to spend some time 

in the bucolic countryside. They can appeal to audiences this same way today. Sturbridge and 

Deerfield are conveniently located near well-traveled expressways. These sites should use their 

strategic location to draw tourists. Sturbridge is located at the junction where the Massachusetts 

Turnpike intersects with Interstate 84. Improved signage along the highway may draw 

spontaneous visitors. The village should also market its central location, only one hour from 

Boston, three from New York City and less than one hour from Providence, Hartford, and 

Springfield. Trying to draw visitors from these major metropolitan regions may increase 

attendance. Likewise, Deerfield is located along a major artery, Interstate 91. The site should 

market itself as a restful getaway in the Berkshire Mountains. Both sites could also draw visitors 

from nearby attractions. Sturbridge loses visitors to Six Flags and Deerfield loses visitors to 

Yankee Candle Factory flagship. If each site promoted itself in close proximity to these greater 

attractions, then they might increase attendance.  

Improving visitor orientation at the site is also critical as Sturbridge reduces its staff. As 

staff shrinks, Sturbridge cannot afford to open all the buildings. Officials are concerned that 

visitors have a means of learning about the buildings, even when there is no staff member to 

interpret the structure. Sturbridge is designing explanatory plagues to teach visitors about the 

buildings. This will improve the visitor experience. 
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Figure 5.4 Bad Signage at Deerfield 

This is the entrance to visitor center at Deerfield. It is not very inviting and visitors are often 
uncertain if they have actually reached their destination. (Photo taken by author.) 
 

Improving visitor services is an integral aspect of the forthcoming change at Deerfield. 

One of the greatest weaknesses of the site is the poor signage. When visitors arrive at the site, 

they are not always certain that they have actually arrived somewhere. Thus, one of the main 

actions of the plan is to launch the “way finding” plan that will orient visitors and guide them 

through the museum. Deerfield will install several signs throughout the site inviting travelers to 

the visitor center. Signs will also be posted outside the museum buildings to provide additional 

information about each property. One of the major reasons why visitors do not stop at Deerfield, 

according to Marc Belanger, is its poor signage. According to Belanger, the site is difficult to 

find. Interested visitors exit Interstate 91 and drive north on Route 5 for five miles. Along this 

five mile route, there is only one small, brown non-descript sign that visitor’s eye may easily 

miss. Then, to finally access the site, the visitor must turn left following the directions of another 
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small brown sign. Upon arrival on The Street, there are no signs inviting the visitor to Deerfield 

or directing them to the visitor center. In short, if the visitor perseveres past five miles of 

direction-less road to The Street, he may miss the fact that he has even arrived at Deerfield and 

leave. Marc Belanger suggests that Deerfield invest in signs along Route 5 during the several 

miles of abyss and post an attractive sign at either entrance to The Street. Improved signage may 

draw some of the millions of visitors who stop at the Yankee Candle Factory. 

 

 
Figure 5.5 Orientation Signs  

Orientation at Sturbridge cannot engage visitors. While sign present relevant information, it 
looks old and does not draw visitors to the site. (Photo taken by Author) 
 

STRATEGY 5: ACHIEVE AND MAINTAIN FINANCIAL STABILITY 

The most effective means of remaining viable is by increasing attendance and 

establishing a loyal audience to support the site. LHMs must develop a reasonable budget, 

increase membership and actively fundraise.  
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At Sturbridge, their primary concern is reducing costs. The site is in debt, with a minimal 

endowment and limited fundraising opportunities. Strategic planning focuses on cutting costs 

wherever possible. The site is roughly 200 acres, which makes it expensive to staff. There are 

several structures, each of which would ideally have at least one interpreter. It is also pricey to 

maintain so many buildings and the large grounds. Staffing an empty village is expensive. The 

staff was cut in the 1990s and then again in 2003 when the village announced a ten percent 

reduction. To absorb the loss, remaining staff must be distributed more efficiently.22 David 

Simmons, director of visitor studies, explained that reducing interpreters has changed the visitor 

experience and several interviewed visitors noted a change from their previous visit. Within the 

last few months, Sturbridge has been testing a new strategy of offering guided tours through the 

village for guests. This way the village does not need to staff each individual property. The cost 

of such a large staff is one of the most pressing financial problems. Sturbridge expects to receive 

state and local support for the completion of the History Gateway.  

 By contrast, Deerfield’s plan does not focus on financial objectives. Financial comfort 

allows the site to charge a modest fee and facilitate a return visit if so desired.  

 

STRATEGIC PLANNING CAUSES ATTENDANCE TO RISE AT CONNER PRAIRIE 

While the attendance at peer institutions is slumping, annual attendance at Conner Prairie 

in Fishers, Indiana was up nearly fifteen percent between 1998 and 2003.23 Management cites 

cutting-edge programming and aggressive marketing as the causes for rising attendance. New 
                                                 
22 Gerald F. Russell “Taking Stock at OSV; Museum Squeezed by Economy” 
23 Conner Prairie holds an endowment totaling between $91 and $94 million. If the site withdraws roughly five 
percent annually, this provides about $4.5 million annually. This substantial source of revenue provides the museum 
with the extra funding to be innovative and adapt to meet the needs of modern visitors. The site also charges a 
modest price of only $11 dollars per adult and half price for children. Endowment funding also provides the site 
with the funds necessary to pour into advertisements. Conner Prairie maintains a catering and wedding facility as an 
extra revenue source during the winter. Farris also noted that the site has not been eligible for grant funding for the 
last two years as a result of a power struggle between the museum and Earlham College.  
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attractions such as “Follows the North Star” and “The Fall Creek Massacre Trial” actively 

involve the visitor. Conner also re-branded itself, changing the logo from a line drawing of a log 

cabin to a brightly colored representation of a patchwork quilt. This new brand is more 

informative. Visitors “wanted to know what they were going to do when they got here. We 

started to communicate through our ads to show that families were going to be actively involved 

- - dip a candle, help with chores, try out plowing a field with a horse-drawn plow,” said 

Rosenthal.24 The museum increased its annual communications budget fivefold to about $1 

million and encouraged more paid advertising. “Before the marketing push, Conner Prairie was 

perhaps better known among history-lovers in Europe than potential visitors who live ten miles 

down the road,” Nancy Brennan, executive director of Plimoth Plantation. “It reminded people in 

Indiana that this is their resource,” she continued.25

The strategic planning follows the belief of the president and CEO, John Herbst that “the 

public is starved for a connection to the past. If that is made in an exciting and entertaining way, 

people can be transformed.”26 Conner Prairie increased funding for advertising, reintegrated its 

programming within the community and pushed membership. Instead of targeting adults, the 

museum focused efforts on attracting children.27 The first major step of the plan was the addition 

of the 1816 Lenape Indian camp and trading post. Next, Conner Prairie added the 1886 Quaker 

meeting house, school, and working farm. According Herbst, visitors really connect with these 

new additions. He has heard visitors saying “This is just like my father’s barn.” Interpreters 

involve the visitor in these exhibits by asking them to perform historical chores. Visitors may be 

asked to do the dishes, milk the cow, churn butter, or read a historical letter. Known informally 

                                                 
24 Strauss, John. “Keeping them Coming Back to the Past.” The Indianapolis Star. February 13, 2005. 
25 Muirragui, Andrea. “Making History Pay Off; New Attractions Keep Conner Prairie a Tourism Hot Spot.” 
Indianapolis Business Journal. May 26, 2003. 
26 Strauss, John. “Keeping them Coming Back to the Past.” 
27 Note, Conner Prairie changed it focus after noticing the start of an attendance drop in 1997.  
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as the “opening doors initiative”, interpreters throughout the museum involve visitors in specific 

tasks. Herbst says that the response is overwhelming.28 “People want to go to something they 

can’t find anywhere else,” Herbst said.29 “Let’s face it: The museum world is competing with 

television,” said Stan Hurt, a former chairman at Conner Prairie. “We have to entertain and 

teach. You can’t just teach anymore. Movie theaters don’t run the same feature for three years. 

You have to have new features to bring in people.”30

Conner Prairie is conveniently located in Hamilton County, just outside of Indianapolis 

and one of the fastest growing and wealthiest counties in the nation.31 Conner Prairie is also one 

of the last remaining green spaces in the county. Rather than focusing on appealing to national 

and international tourists, the strategy called for a renewed marketing effort locally. Efforts were 

focused on attracting the local community who would visit frequently.32 In 2005, about three-

quarters of visitors came from Indiana and another sixty to seventy-five percent of those visitors 

coming from within Central Indiana, near Indianapolis. Lisa Farris, marketing director at Conner 

Prairie explained that while there are some smaller cultural attractions in the area, Conner Prairie 

is the sixth largest living history museum in the country and the nearest other site is Greenfield 

Village, near Detroit, Michigan. She notes that the site must compete with theme parks though. 

                                                 
28 Conner Prairie actively studies visitors, employing a full-time visitor experience coordinator.  
29 Muirragui, Andrea. “Making History Pay Off; New Attractions Keep Conner Prairie a Tourism Hot Spot.” 
30 Strauss, John. “Keeping them Coming Back to the Past.” 
31 According to the US Census between 1990 and 2000, Hamilton Country experienced a growth rate of 67.75 
percent. In 1960, the total population of the country was 40,132. By 2000, the population had grown to 182,740 and 
growing annually. The Census also notes that about seven percent of Hamilton County residents earn more than 
$200,000 and 46.73 percent earn more than $75,000. About sixteen percent of the population is below twenty. This 
means that the museum has a large draw if it aims it exhibits at children and families. For more information, see 
CensusScope online at www.censusscope.org. 
32 Farris estimated that about fifty percent of visitors to the site are first time visitors, while the other fifty percent 
have visited at some point.  
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To remain competitive, the museum must rotate exhibits and offer visitors something new every 

few years, lest the site become stagnant.33   

 

STRATEGIC PLANNING CANNOT SAVE LIVING HISTORY MUSEUMS 

Strategic planning will not be successful because the plans fail to address the causes for 

declining attendance. LHMs provide visitors of all ages with innovative outdoor experiences. 

These sites bring history to life and interpreters engage audiences by directly interacting with 

visitors. To be successful, LHMs must focus on these main attributes that distinguish the 

museum from other sites. Strategic planning directs museums to “Do one thing and do it well.” 

Planning however is directing museums to include indoor, static exhibits in place of the 

interpreted exhibits. Unlike standard museums, which are collection-based, LHMs are 

interpreter-based. Therefore these museums cannot increase annual visitation by including more 

collection-based static exhibits. Rather than focusing on static exhibits, LHMs should try to 

expand the role of interpreters at the site. If LHMs continue with the current strategic planning, 

they are doomed.  

While LHMs typically focus exhibits outdoors, strategic planning calls for the 

construction of indoor exhibits. This represents a drastic change for each museum and for the 

movement overall. In essence, living history is going static. Indoor exhibits will never convey 

the same message or provide a similar experience. Attendance is declining at LHMs because 

antiquated exhibits are boring. Officials realize that outdoor exhibits make the site seasonal. 

However, brining exhibits indoors will only bore traditional living history audiences. Visitors 

                                                 
33 Telephone Interview with Lisa Farris on March 13, 2006. 
Between 1999 and 2003, Conner Prairie remodeled the visitor center, opened an indoor learning center, opened the 
Native American exhibits, and the 1886 Victorian farm. Since 2003, Farris notes that four major museums in 
Indianapolis opened four blockbuster exhibitions. These sites stole some press for new exhibits in the last two years.  
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enjoy spending time outside interacting with interpreters. By limiting the emphasis on outdoor 

exhibits, LHMs will lose the distinct characteristics that draw visitors.  

All LHMs are tailoring exhibits to the target audience, children, but is this the right 

audience, or just the right now? LHMs are catering towards the needs of children for obvious 

reasons. They are young enough to really immerse themselves in the history and draw upon their 

experiences at these sites later in life. Children tend to have more leisure time than young adults 

(assuming that their parents have the time to take them to the site). The naiveté of youth will 

respond with more enthusiasm than older visitors. Exhibits cannot be boring or ubiquitous since 

everything is fresh. Parents want to take their children to LHMs and attendance from this age 

group is rising. However, transforming exhibits to educate and entertain youngsters, limits the 

site’s potential draw for older audiences. Kotler and Kotler argue that a growing proportion of 

children today are coming from less-educated households who do not value a museum 

experience. Furthermore, children today grow up with “an entertainment mind-set. Their 

attention is wedded to television programs, video games, and other fast-action noncognitive, and 

nonintellectural diversions.”34 Museum officials must consider the impulses of this new 

generation of children when planning museum exhibits. They must remember that to compete for 

the attention of these youngsters, they must account for this mindset and make exhibits more 

entertaining. Museums must balance the needs of visitors with strong scholarship. Ed Rothstein, 

cultural editor of the New York Times observed that one risk of this new approach “is that the 

museum may be turned into just a fun place…studded with gift shops and decorated banners.”35 

To prevent this, LHMs must design exhibits that engage adults as well. It is difficult however for 

a LHM to design exhibits that entertain both audiences.  
                                                 
34 Kotler, Neil and Philip Kotler. Museum Strategy and Marketing: Designing Missions, Building Audiences, 
Generating Revenue and Resources. California: Jossey-Bass, 1998: 359. 
35 Ibid  
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LHMs also risk becoming ubiquitous by transforming exhibits in a similar manner. If all 

LHMs are the same, then visitors will be able to anticipate the contents of the museum without 

entering. Even if the visitor enjoys his visit, he still may not return. Museums appeal to the 

curious mind, but if LHMs fail to excite this inquisitiveness, they risk losing their audience to 

other more exciting leisure activities.  

Drawing visitors from the regional community is a good focus because visitors can easily 

return for a subsequent visit. Special events are geared towards increasing attendance from the 

community. The problem however is that most LHMs are located in depopulated areas. With a 

declining population in the rural areas of Massachusetts, it is nearly impossible for Sturbridge 

and Deerfield to rely on the community to support the site. Furthermore, if LHMs are trying to 

attract children from the local community, they must be certain that there are enough young 

families to support the site. If not, then LHMs must branch out and appeal to urban areas where 

there is a heavy population of youngsters yearning to spend time in the countryside. When LHMs 

first opened, they grabbed urban tourists who sought experiences in the countryside, away from 

the hustle of city life. Is the community audience sustainable? If LHMs are to remain viable, they 

must target an appropriate audience.  

Financial resources are limited at some LHMs and strategic planning is costly to 

implement. LHMs must therefore be certain that the plan devised is appropriate for the specific 

situation at the museum. Sturbridge for example, has proposed a new history gateway but it may 

not be wise for the site to invest so much money in a proposal that may not yield positive results. 

In 2001, the site constructed the Oliver Wight Tavern, a $4 million project, studies had 

recommended. The structure was never profitable, costing the site greatly, before it was finally 

closed this past January. Sturbridge cannot afford to risk another failure. Rather than focusing 
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efforts on the history gateway, Sturbridge should try to focus on the attributes that make the site 

distinctive. As one of the only LHMs to present the 1830s, Sturbridge can redesign exhibits to 

highlight its unique portrayal and be certain that each gallery is drawing an audience before 

completing the project.  

 The failure in Deerfield’s plan lies in its potential success. Deerfield’s strategic plan 

hopes to draw 1,000 more visitors annually. The main problem with developing a large audience 

at Deerfield is space. Deerfield was not designed to entertain large crowds. There is limited 

space in each building. Only one tour can proceed through the exhibits at a time, and tours 

cannot handle more than ten visitors. Some spaces are so narrow that several visitors would be in 

a different room from the guide. There are limited facilities, not nearly enough to service several 

more visitors. Another issue is the parking. There is limited off street parking at Deerfield. Total 

off street parking adds up to less than one hundred parking spaces. If Deerfield successfully 

attracted a larger audience, where would they park? The intimate setting is also a major draw. 

Loyal supporters praise the site for is seclusion, explaining that large crowds would ruin the 

historic setting. Entertaining larger crowds may isolate existing visitors. It seems that while 

Deerfield would like to be more appealing, it must be careful to protect the special features that 

have been popular amongst tourists for generations. 

 Clearly, this is a crucial time at LHMs. Substantial declines in attendance illustrates 

public demand for change. If LHMs do not modify and improve exhibits, they will not be able to 

regain their audience. Even if they do improve exhibits, attendance may not increase. Strategic 

planning cannot remedy the social pressures limiting visitation; however, these museums can 

take action to please their target audiences. Creating new exhibits is risky. For these struggling 

sites, though, they have no other choice but to try. 
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CONCLUSION 
THE FUTURE OF LIVING HISTORY 

 
 
 
 

Are living history doomed? “Absolutely not!” Sturbridge and Deerfield 
are “some of the most wonderful history museums in New England, if not 
the country.” They are an “integral part of what makes Massachusetts 
such a wonderful destination.”1

 
Zoos have been forced to change by a public that has seen on television 
dozens of authentic wildlife shows in which animals were roaming freely. 
They found Disneyland more entertaining and educational than 
zoos…These pressures have caused zoos to change their missions and 
the way they present their ‘products’.2

 

 

Although improbable, it is vital that living history museums (LHMs) survive. As 

institutions, they are an irreplaceable educational tool. These sites also stimulate economic 

development and business in their regions. To protect the local economies, the state and federal 

government should support LHMs. LHMs must also fundraise. Additional funding will help 

museums improve exhibits and cater to their new audience. This will help museums collect a 

loyal audience and increase attendance. If attendance increased, LHMs could be sustainable. 

This paper has discussed the issues causing attendance to decline, the subsequent 

financial troubles and the means in which LHMs are trying to increase attendance. Based on the 
                                                 
1 Paul J. Sacco, executive director of Massachusetts Office of Travel and Tourism responded with these words. 
Gushue, Harold A. Jr. “OSV is fine-tuning its future; Village’s problems requiring some changes.” The Worcester 
Telegram and Gazette. November 20, 2005. 
2 Black, Graham. The Engaging Museum, Developing Museums for Visitor Involvement. New York: Routledge, 
2005: 77. 
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evidence presented, it appears that despite noble planning efforts at LHMs, they will not be able 

to raise attendance and are therefore doomed. However, as pioneering institutions, they are too 

important for us to let them slip away. 

 

THE DIVERSE BENEFITS OF LIVING HISTORY 

LHMs really are amazing places. Walking through a historic village is not like watching 

a two-dimensional display on television or the computer. The exhibits are fanciful and they 

appeal to a sixth sense. The costumes, the performances, and the interactions allow visitors to 

draw parallels to modern experience and appreciate their own lives. Where else but at a living 

history farm can you watch farmers use a scythe? We cannot relate to two-dimensional media in 

the same way. At LHMs, you can really fall into the past. 

LHMs pioneered exhibits that involved visitors. For the first time, the general public was 

asked to be part of their educational process. Visitors were encouraged to questions experts. 

These sites revolutionized the way in which visitors interact at museums. Although today, all 

sorts of museums include hands-on exhibits, these exhibits were designed by LHMs. These sites 

continue to forge by inviting children and the local community to participate in their museum 

experience. We must save LHMs, for without them, society would still be visiting glass cases. 

Museums in general and especially LHMs serve as one of the most respected educational 

tools outside the classroom. LHMs present an environment which, 

 
Being outside the formal educational structure, allows adults to 
participate at their own speed and in their own way. Unlike school or 
college, there is no sense of competition. Success or failures are not 
measured, so there is nothing threatening in a museum learning 
experience. Indeed, one could argue that museums provide a near perfect 
setting for the adult learner.3

                                                 
3 Black 147 
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Without this space, many would miss this invaluable experience. Museum exhibits and 

particularly new exhibits at LHMs are focused towards educating the young. 

 
Of all the institutions in the United States that are not schools – and are 
not paid to be – few try harder than museums to educate the young. They 
conduct classes, they deliver lectures, train classroom teachers, design 
teaching materials for classroom use, provide a home base for teachers, 
often send their own instructors into schoolrooms to teach; and they 
create numberless programs – mobile units, special exhibitions, studio 
classes, even didactic dramas – to ‘enrich’ the curricula.4

 
It is therefore vital that LHMs survive. 

Aside from educational tools, LHMs fuel the local economy. Typically located in remote 

regions, LHMs are often the largest employer and bring dollars into the rural community. State 

and local governments are supporting these sites in an effort to bolster the local economy. “Arts 

and culture is not a frill, but a valuable asset for our economy,” said Dan Hunter, director of 

Massachusetts Advocates for the Arts, Sciences and Humanities. “Tourism is the second-largest 

industry in the state. This bill [Economic Stimulus Bill] invests in the infrastructure of tourism, 

because nobody comes here for the weather; they come here for the culture, the museums, the 

performances, and the theaters.”5

In the city of Williamsburg, Virginia for example, nearly half of the government’s annual 

operating budget comes from tourism-related revenues. Profiting from Colonial Williamsburg, 

the city collects the highest per-capita sales tax revenue in the state. According to the city of 

Williamsburg Economic Development department, declining attendance at Williamsburg has 

caused the total number of businesses in the town to decline as well. Since 1998, when 

attendance took a sharp decline, economic prosperity in the region has declined. Between 2001 

                                                 
4 Black 157 
5 Greenberg, Scott S. “$296M Stimulus Plan, Proposed House Bill has a Fund for Culture The Boston Globe. July 
29, 2005.  
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and 2004, more than 2,000 employees lost their jobs. Likewise, declining attendance has caused 

lodging to decline. In the last two years, more than half of the area’s hotel rooms were empty. 

With such declines, several hotels are closing, causing other businesses to follow suit. As a 

result, city officials are focusing on new projects that do not rely on the tourism industry. The 

construction of a new hospital and two large mixed-use developments are examples of a 

changing focus. Tourism will continue to be an important piece of the economy, said Richard 

Schreiber, president of the Williamsburg Area Chamber of Commerce and Convention and 

Visitors Bureau, but “not to the same degree as it was.”6

Sturbridge also serves as an economic stimulator for the region. The site is the largest 

employer in the town and pumps tourist dollars into local businesses. As a result, Sturbridge is 

eligible for funds from the state economic stimulus bill. If approved, the LHM will receive about 

$1.5 million to finish the History Gateway project. Such improvements could save the site.7 Paul 

S. Grogan, President and CEO of the Boston Foundation, describes this bill as “visionary” 

because “it recognizes how vital tourism is to our economy, and that tourism depends on our 

cultural and heritage organizations to draw visitors.”8 Sturbridge Village is also in the process of 

a potential land sale with the town. The profits could help the village pay off its debt and attract 

new visitors. Using funds from the preservation fund, the town is trying to save the site from 

closing. If Sturbridge closes, it will force several other businesses in the region to close as well. 

Selling the land to the town might help save the site.9

 

                                                 
6 Hoyer, Meghan. “Tourists Leave Old Williamsburg Out in the Cold.” The Virginian-Pilot. February 21, 2006. 
7 Gushue, Harold A. Jr. “Old Sturbridge Village May Get $1M for Tram, Projects.” The Worcester Telegram and 
Gazette. February 3, 2006. 
8 Trueblood, David. “House Bill Called ‘Right Investment at the Right Time.’” Massachusetts Cultural Council. 
July 28, 2005. 
9 Russell, James F. “Sturbridge Welcomes Chance to Buy OSV Land.” The Worcester Telegram and Gazette. 
Fenurary 3, 2006. 
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

It is surprising that LHMs did not notice the decline earlier. For years, officials fooled 

themselves into believing that attendance would rise next year. They marketed and planned but 

attendance still declined. If LHMs cannot raise attendance, then they can take actions that might 

prolong the inevitable. They can downsize, as some have already done, reducing operations to 

manage financial constraints. Sturbridge has cut staff, while Deerfield decreased operating hours. 

Other LHMs have developed their offerings and tried to become primary destinations. Some 

museums are collaborating to protect one another. Sites are initiating marketing procedures and 

others are engaging in fierce strategic planning. Without community support however, these sites 

cannot remain viable. 

Community support puts LHMs in a position to grow. Creating exhibits that appeal to a 

repeat audience will link LHMs with the community. Located in rural locations, these sites may 

be the only places for locals to gather and will therefore fill a need in the community. Museums 

that maintain strong ties with the community will be guaranteed financial and political support. 

By contrast, LHMs that transform exhibits frequently and amaze to tourists will also be 

sustainable.  

Amazing exhibits will improve the reputation of the museums and help generate 

donations. If locals visit these museums, then will be more inclined to donate. Individuals are the 

best group to fundraise. Business has historically been stingy, preferring to support cultural 

institutions in urban areas. For example, the Opera House in Boston received $40 million from 

Clear Channel to complete a major renovation. This support has helped sustain the site.10 

However, LHMs cannot rely on this type of support. Likewise, LHMs should not rely on much 

                                                 
10 Edgers, Geoff. “Under Construction: An Arts Renaissance.” The Boston Globe. April 10, 2005. 
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federal support. Although state and local governments are increasing their financial support of 

these sites, the increases are only minor. By contrast, even as attendance has declined at LHMs, 

individual support for the sites has not wavered. Plimoth and Williamsburg rely on individual 

support to preserve the site. To my reader, although we all despise those annoying solicitations, 

the future of living history is in your hands. As individuals, we are empowered to donate as 

much or as little as possible. Strong fundraising can save LHMs. 

To increase individual support however, LHMs must continue to design and present 

scholarly exhibits. Moving exhibits inside and tailoring exhibits towards the child audience, is 

the wrong approach. Visitors go to a LHM to see interpreters explain outdoor collections. 

Seasonality and the expense of holding a large staff have forced LHMs to make these changes. I 

suspect that these changes will cause attendance to decline more substantially. New exhibits are 

tailored towards a fickle crowd. Anything new will amaze them, but there is little chance of 

sustaining this affection. Instead, LHMs should be focusing on improving outdoor exhibits and 

finding new ways to engage visitors. These sites must strike a balance between indoor and 

outdoor exhibits, live and static interpretations, and programs that appeal to locals and tourists. 

LHMs should refresh exhibits frequently. LHMs must remember that attract visitors who want 

see history come to life. Only when LHMs have tailored exhibits towards the new audience of 

adults and children will these sites be viable.  

It really is a sad situation. When history came to life several decades ago, LHMs were 

greeted by eager crowds curious to see the marvels of these innovative sites. Travel 

developments facilitated frequent visits. As heritage sites proliferated, audiences sought out more 

adventurous experiences and forgot about LHMs. Today, these sites are so desperate for visitors 

that they are marketing and promoting exhibits. As nonprofit benevolent institutions, they should 
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be support by individuals and the government. Instead, they are suffering with financial 

instability and potential closures. Responses to the decline have yet to yield results and 

meanwhile, debts mount. While the fate of LHMs, individually, and as a unit, is still to be 

determined, the future seems grim.  

In this ephemeral society, we want to preserve everything. We keep it, so long as it is 

convenient and profitable. Society is dictated by the dollar. It is a dying art, and like so many 

other lost art forms, we will mourn the passing of LHMs. And when the last one has closed, only 

then, will we truly appreciate these enchanting sites. 
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MARKETING INITIATIVE for HISTORIC DEERFIELD: Strategies, Objectives, and Actions 
Abridged Edition 

 
Visitor awareness of Historic Deerfield has been stagnant for years. Although beloved by our core 
constituency of history lovers and antiques collectors, with a national and international reputation in some 
circles, we are neither widely known nor visited by people who live within a couple hours drive of the 
village. Most of our resources have been directed at special programming for relatively few people while 
the general public enjoys the museum houses on guided tours. Changing exhibitions at the Flynt Center 
and the development of other self-guided tours have inaugurated the interpretive variety needed to 
complement the in-depth teaching of our talented Guides. Nevertheless, our small annual visitation holds 
steady because of a lack of variety and animation and because of an improving, but uneven commitment 
to Visitor Services. 

Historic Deerfield's formula for marketing success-happy visitors, greater visibility, increasing 
revenues-lies in the steady growth of daily visitors in combination with better way-finding and Visitor 
Services; exciting programs at the developing Family Discovery Center, the Flynt Center, and throughout 
the village; expanded outdoor interpretation and web presence; new popular annual events that attract 
large numbers; and stronger collaboration with our institutional neighbors. Our new Marketing Initiative 
has the full support and investment of the staff, which is poised to make Old Deerfield the destination it 
should be for the next generation of history lovers. 

 
Philip Zea, President July 29, 2004 
 
STRATEGY I: Build Broader, More Diverse Audiences that Return on a Regular Basis. 
 
Objectives: 
Historic Deerfield must increase in order to raise our visibility as well as revenues from sales, 
memberships, annual giving, and grantsmanship. We can no longer focus the majority of our resources on 
special programming for relatively few people. Special events that draw large numbers should be 
increased while holding special programming like forums and lecture series at current levels. To achieve 
these objectives, we must increase 1) our outreach to more diverse communities within a 1 DO-mile 
radius, 2) general paid visitation by at least 1000 visitors annually, and 3) memberships by 5% per 
annum. 

 
Top Actions: 
1) Define and implement new Interpretive Plan to reflect inventory of interpretive offerings, both 

existing and desired. 
2) Formulate most viable visitor profiles. 
3) Expand story-based interpretation that stresses the human condition. 
4) Plan for expansion of domestic arts interpretation: cooking and weaving programs 
5)  Plan for development of historic trades interpretation: Wilson Printing Office and Silver Shop. 

6) Develop outdoor interpretive programming adjacent to Museum Houses 

7)Develop festivals such as the Chocolate Festival and History Day 
8) Implement Deerfield Descendants Program.  
9) Continue HDI Magazine. 
10) Promote open space, agriculture, and responsible land use management in Deerfield and the
 Deerfield River watershed. 
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STRATEGY 2: Enhance the Total Visitor Experience by Clarifying Navigation to and around Historic 
Deerfield and by Consistently Providing the Visitor Services Expected by the Traveling Public. 
 
Objectives:
Historic Deerfield must improve visitor satisfaction with 1) better directional and descriptive signage 
along and off of Rtes. 1-91, 2A, 5&10,2) an enhanced sense of arrival, 3) better visitor orientation and 
introductory film, 4) improved Visitor Services, 5) streamlined touring procedures, and 6) broader regular 
daily programming. 
 
Top Actions:
I) Implement Customer Service Training. 
2) Begin development of a comprehensive 'way finding' plan for HDI, which will upgrade directional 
approach, visitor orientation and video, and interpretation-both indoors and out. 
3) Implement "family friendly" food/beverage service during museum hours: Inn, satellite vending, 
family "value-meals." ' 
 
STRATEGY 3: Improve and Enhance our Employee Experience 
 
Obiectives: 
All Historic Deerfield staff must receive regular training in our Mission, Brand, Products, and Business 
Culture. Department Heads and other managers must receive more management training to enhance 
efficiency, implementation, collegiality, and Visitor Services. 
 
Top Actions: 

1. Expand the role of Human Resources 
2. Implement Diversity planning and training 
3. Implement management training for Dept. heads and Managers 
4. Implement Rewards Bonus Program 

 
STRATEGY 4: Define and Promote a Clear, Consistent Message 
 
Objectives: 
Historic Deerfield? must implement a coherent, integrated marketing plan that brands Q1d. Deerfield as 
fun, beautiful, and interesting through coordinated daily programming and special events promoted by a 
public relations plan that strategically places news of Historic Deerfield with promising constituent 
audiences within and outside a 100-mile radius of Deerfield. 
 

Top Actions: 
1. Revise and refine Mission Statement 
2. Develop Branding Statement 
3. Create Marketing Director/CIO position 

 
STRATEGY 5:  Increase and Refine Historic Deerfield's Internet Presence.  
 
Obiectives: 
Historic Deerfield must update and streamline its web site presence to increase web hits for better name 
recognition and enhanced revenues for the Inn, Store, and Museum. _ +'_ 

Top Actions:
 I) Establish content management control system and assign to specific job description. 
 2) Incorporate Mission and Branding Statements into Web Site. 
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 3) Establish integrated cross-web promotion: Inn, Store, Museum. 
 4) Provide more educational resources on-line through Digital Deerfield initiative. 
 5) Increase ,linkage to other relevant web sites., 
 
STRATEGY 6: Develop a System, with Benchmarks, for Monitoring Customer Satisfaction. . 
 
Objectives: 
Historic Deerfield must improve the gathering and evaluation of visitor feedback through the 
development of an ongoing program to measure customer satisfaction. Historic Deerfield must hire or 
identify a Visitor Services Coordinator to oversee the assessment and implementation of customer 
satisfaction through Visitor Services and diversity training for all employees. 
 
TOP Actions: 
1) Hire/Identify Visitor Services Coordinator. 
2) Determine competition and identify quantifiable points of comparison with HDI. 
3) Develop museum visitor evaluation system to track/collect/analyze/disseminate information/respond to 
visitor needs and comments. 
4) Develop survey for community member use of Family Discovery Center. 
5) Create an on-line survey to determine current and potential visitor needs. 
 
STRATEGY 7: Achieve and Maintain Financial Stability that Allows for a Balanced Budget and 
Strategic Growth. 
 
Obiectives: 
Historic Deerfield must invest and dispense its assets wisely to support the steady growth foreseen by the 
Long Range (now Strategic) Plan, currently adopted by the Board of Trustees, and by the Marketing 
Initiative. It is strategic growth rather than refinement of the status quo that will secure Historic 
Deerfield's viability and excellent reputation in the future. 
Top Actions:
1) Be entrepreneurial 
2) Schedule monthly budget meetings throughout the year. 
3) Implement monthly department budget status report. 
4) Develop a three-year rolling budget forecast, department by department. 
5) Implement Risk Management Survey. 
6) Implement a capital campaign for the Family Discovery Center. 
7) Enhance annual giving programs that identify potential income sources and meet tangible yearly goals. 
8) Increase membership income 5% annually. 
9) Increase Store income potential by developing an expanded e-marketing strategy and new products for 
on-line sales. 
10) Position the Inn to increase revenues and to control costs in order to create a favorable bottom line. 
11) Review annually the best strategic use and administration of the Deerfield Inn: own, sell, or lease. 
12) Evaluate and implement enhanced strategic use of the northern end of Hall Tavern. 
13) Assess and implement closing of one museum house in order to reposition its use in the revenue 
stream. 
14) Attract and develop volunteers. 
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